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PREFACE


The major essays in this book analyzes the problems of humanity such as rise of materialism, hedonism, selfishness, barbarism in the international relations. The essays also analyze the problem of the Muslim Ummah such as poverty, poor education; ideological, cultural and political challenge emanating from the west and other forces, internal dis-unity, terrorism, sectarianism, the blind following by some sections of society of the past rulings and decisions of past scholars on the basis of their circumstances and their Ijtihad.

I think these issues are relevant and I believe that Islam and Islamists are facing unnecessary criticism because of lack of our knowledge or appropriate knowledge of Islam, fundamental law, culture and his history. I find criticism of Islam from several quarters. One quarter is the western Orientalist type and some
motivated non-Muslim writers. Another quarter is ultra-socialist and ultra secularist elements who think religion, Islam in particular, should have no role in public life or in economic or in politics though Islam throughout history was the basis of law of all Muslim states, Khilafa al Rashidah, Umayyad and Abbasid Khilafah, Osmani Khilafah, Fatimid state based in Cairo or Mughals based in Delhi. This was the position until colonial take over in the nineteenth century.

I have tried to answer all these quarter. I have also tried to answer the issues that are prevailing in their minds of sincere people. I hope this book will clarify many of the issues.

I am thankful to Ahmed Hossain Manik, Md. Habibur Rahman, Poet Omar Biswas and all the members of The Pioneer and The Witness for overall planning and publishing the book.

I hope the book “My Essays on Socio political and Islamic Issues” will be helpful to the readers. If there is any mistake, I am ready to correct these for future edition, if pointed out to me. I pray to Allah (SWT) to accept my humble contribution for the good of Islam, Ummah and the humanity. I ask forgiveness of Allah for any mistake I may have done.

Dhaka
February, 2014
Shah Abdul Hannan
shah_abdul_hannan@yahoo.com
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THE MAIN PROBLEM OF HUMANITY IS
FORGETTING ALLAH—THE CREATOR

Philosophically thinking, the biggest problem of the world is forgetting Allah—the creator to become indifferent of His existence. Allah subhana wa ta-a-la said, “O Man! what has seduced thee from thy Lord Most Beneficent?” (82:6). At present day it is indeed a reality that mankind are negligent of their creator. Atheistic beliefs are predominant in Europe and America. Russia had been a self declared atheist nation for long. Even among the believers, many are skeptic. Skeptics don’t openly claim that there is no creator. But they are insensitive about the existence of a creator, and do not consider remembrance of Him as an important matter.

The Christians, even those who believe in God, are oblivious of Him in their practical life. In comparison, the Muslims are yet less affected by atheism and skepticism. They are more or less practicing believers. Even the Muslims, who consider themselves secular, observe the Islamic rituals to some extent. They too say their prayers, do fasting in the Ramadan, celebrate the Eids and care about the Halal and Haram.

Forgetfulness of God has basically created two problems, materialism and atheism. These two are the fundamental reason of the crisis of the world today. It can be mentioned that hard-core or extreme secularism produce same kind of behavior as the atheists and skeptics.

The forgetfulness of God has also affected the education system, which is entirely built upon secularism. Present day science is based on secular perception. European scholars and even the Muslim scholars today do not begin their books with “the name of creator or God. On the contrary when the Muslims were making development in science, learning from China and India,
they contributed into many branches of sciences. At that time Muslim scientists used to start every books of science in the name of their Lord. They were sincere believers. But the European scientists, not being believers of God or considering expression of belief to be a humiliating fact, never mentioned the name of the creator. Muslim scientists of today can write it. Unfortunately they are also not doing it these days. Earlier writing the name of God was the custom. Today avoiding it has become the custom.

In books of sciences there is no reference to the word Allah or God. The word 'creator' is not used at all. It is an amazing thing. In some cases the term ‘nature’ is used instead of creator, which is very confusing. What is ‘nature’ is not clear at all. They never think how these natural laws came into existence. How come laws could exist without a lawgiver (creator of the law)? They claim to be the most rational, but I am finding no rationality at all in this point.

The modern science has numerous benefits and uses, we agree to that. But it is driven by a mind that is skeptic on the question of God. A mind that does not recognize God, does not mention God, even considers mentioning God an uncivilized matter. These concepts behind modern scientific thinking are affecting our culture and promoting skepticism and atheism.

Some social sciences maintains similar view in this issue. Sociology assumes that religion is a man-made concept. But they could have promoted the concept that God has created us, and gives us a tendency to be social by giving a social mind. inclination to communal life of human beings is the design and part of plan of God. That is why we become united and form society. The anthropologists are not admitting that God has created human beings. They completely reject this idea. Anthropology is trying to discover the origin of man by digging into the earth searching for fossil. From those they are saying that human being came into existence spontaneously; there is no Creator.

I would like to mention here that poverty is a big crisis of present day world. A large number of people cannot remain good and honest because of poverty. This crisis is also in the ultimate analysis a product of atheism, secularism and hedonism. Most of the people have become secularist today. It appears that they do not feel the importance of working for the poor and eliminating poverty. Particularly the capitalists of the world don’t seem to want this at all. There is no mention any real concern in the literature of economics of capitalism. It mentions profit, open market; it talks about not imposing government interventions on financial issues. But it never mentions to take measures to eliminate market distortion. It never mentions elimination of poverty. Some capitalist nations do take action against poverty but they are doing that by going out of the framework of capitalism, not because this is the demand of capitalist philosophy.

Colonialism and Imperialism are also offshoots of materialism. The inspiration to seek more and more pleasure for oneself and his nation is the root of these concepts. Exploiting the people for one’s own benefit is their purpose. The selfishness and capitalism are not unrelated. All these concepts together have made man irresponsible and have made him hedonist and self-seekers. The responsible people are actually those who fear Allah and do not exploit the world.

Thus, I must say the root of all problems is forgetfulness of the Creator. This is the reason for which our prophets came and told us to obey our creator. Thus, the solution of the crisis of the world today is bringing the faith of God back among the people, both the Muslims and non-Muslim. I shall say that believing in any religion is better than atheism. Because every religion has some ethics. Atheism has no ethics. The atheist thinks himself to be independent and not responsible to any higher being.

He thinks his actions will never be judged, no one will even question about his actions. So, he can do anything in this world. People like this are dangerous for the society. For this reason faith in God should be reestablished among the people. We have to let people recognize God, as firmly as possible. We have to have moral basis in education. This is how we can eliminate selfishness from the humanity and can solve the root-cause of all problems of the world. Of course we have to do many other things for peace and progress of humanity.
BUILDING UP STRONG MUSLIM UMMAH

[This talk was delivered as “Building up Strong Muslim Ummah” which was addressed on Tuesday, the 22nd September-1998 at Sheffield Islamic Centre and addressed to the Sheffield local community and International students.]

My topic today is “Building up Strong Muslim Ummah.” I would mention that I am a plain servant of Allah (SWT). I am a simple worker of Islam. I have studied Islam for 40 years now and worked for Islam from 1957 onward that is 41 years. But I have no pride. I know that there is no end to learning and I also know that Islam is a very vast subject, a way of life and you cannot cover all sides. Today, first of all, I would mention before I move to the subject itself, I would take this opportunity of meeting some Muslim brothers and Sisters from Sheffield area (and as I came to the UK three times including this time), I feel that I will bring a few things to the notice of the Muslim community in the UK in general and the community in Sheffield in particular on the basis of what I have learnt from my friends, brothers and sisters. I think, I will not focus on this topic, I will only mention casually a few points.

I think, the Muslim community in the various areas in the United Kingdom should attend to building a very strong community. First to build a strong community, the Muslims community should be built not on the basis of ethnicity but on the basis of Islamic identity. The community of the Muslims should be built not on the basis of ethnicity, not on the basis of geographical line only but on the basis of Islamic identity. There could be geographical community that will work for this country, that country, there will be organization for that, fine, no problem. But in addition, everywhere in the UK there should be another organization based on Islam. For example, I would say like this that Sheffield Islamic Organization or Sheffield Islamic Community, something like that, everywhere, not only in Sheffield. And if it is not really possible then what should be done, in every area a federation of Muslim organization, a federation of Muslim community, a federation of the community should be formed where Islamic cause should be dominant. This federation will look after, the general purpose of Islam, general, social, economic even political and particularly ideological purposes of Islam. It is also needed and I have no doubt you are doing it, I have no doubt that whatever I am saying you are doing that, more or less. But I am trying to emphasize what I find to be more important. One thing would be to spread authentic knowledge of Islam on the basis of the writings of the prominent Islamic Scholars of the past and the present. It should be the Quran, it should be the Sunnah or the Hadith, books of Hadith, their commentary, of the Quran. In addition, it should be the best writings of the best scholars of Islam of the past and the present. Because, it may not be always possible for a person who does not read enough to derive all possible guidance from the Quranul Karim. It may help if he goes through authentic writings of the major scholars of Islam.

Lastly, on the subject of UK Muslim community, I see a very important task which I have suggested in the United States when I was there in connection with the official business of the Government. I advised there also to build Islamic Schools. By that I mean, in the United States what they have done apart from Friday school, apart from Saturday or Sunday School, they have started about 400 high schools where they are teaching, first of all, the curricula of that country plus Arabic plus Islamic studies and wherever possible they are separating education of boys and girls and taking separate classes wherever possible and asking the girls to observe Islamic norms of dress and also the boys. I believe that the survival and progress of the Muslim community here on the basis of Islam depends on your building schools on this line. And I understand and I believe that the future of the strong Islamic community in Europe and in Canada and in United states and in Australia depends on first of all building strong community on the basis of Islam and then building schools, establish schools. These are only for your consideration and if you think this is right you should start a movement not only in Sheffield, but in the UK.
Now I come to my topic. After these preliminary observations coming to the topic, first of all, I submit that the state of Ummah, the state of Muslim Ummah, the state of Islamic Ummah is not very healthy. And I would not discuss a lot because you know very much in this respect. But still I would say ideologically, there is much ignorance in the Muslim community about Islam. Ideologically speaking, Islamically speaking, from the Ummah stand point, there is much ignorance about Islam, there is considerable Bida (innovation unacceptable in Shariah) in the Muslim community, innovations which are not acceptable, which has been judged innovations (in the technical terms of Fiqh) and also much Shirk in the entire Muslim world or many parts of Muslim world. I cannot say what is the real state in the UK, but I would say that the Muslim Ummah as a whole is in much ignorance, much Bida and much Shirk.

Materially speaking, materially there is much illiteracy, much poverty, serious poverty and backwardness in most of the places. Our economy is in bad shape by in large except a few, we have bad defense. What should we do to build a strong Ummah in such circumstances when our ideology is this and when our material position is this, what should we do to build a strong Ummah? By the way I would mention after the conclusion of my speech, I will be ready to answer in all humility any question that you may give me. I do not say I have all the answers but I will give whatever I know and the rest Allah is our helper. So coming to the question what should we do to build a strong Ummah. Again, I need not mention that, of course, we have to build our education, we have to build our economy and we have to build our defense. These are the priority areas before I look into the ideological issues, I am mentioning the material aspect and I have to do this.

Our education, as you all know, in most of the countries, not in all countries, are not fulfilling the needs of Islamic education. Let me say my case, from my school to my university post-graduation in Dhaka University, I was not taught 20 ayats of the Quran, In fact, I would say I was not taught 10 ayats of the Quran. I was not taught the life of the Prophet (sm) who is a model for us. So does this education system or education fulfill our needs? It does not. The objective should be to build ultimately in the independent Muslim countries strong Islamic education system.

I know it will take time and there is “ Sunnat Allah”- Allah’s ways and many things are there where time is needed but the objective should be clear that we have to achieve an education system which will meet all our material needs, all our needs to live as good human being. At the same time it must meet our Islamic needs. The education must meet, and presently in most of the countries the education system is not patterned in this line. But the objective should be clear to the Ummah that the education is very important, most important for our material progress and for our Dini (religious) progress, for our religious progress, for ideological progress, the most important thing is education. And as long as the education system is not fulfilling our needs, there is our duty to privately study and know Islam thoroughly and fully, there is no other way but private study. I would not take much time about economy. I mean, you can realize you have to do a lot. I will not discuss today this issue only indicating that all Muslim governments, all Muslim politicians, all Muslim intellectuals must work. All Muslim economist must work for strong Muslim economy. I will come back to this issue later.

We have to build our defense also. Allah has said to guard our borders. If you look into the last ayats of Suratul Imran you will find Allah has asked us to guard our borders and Allah has taught us to keep horses ready. By that Allah (SWT) means we should keep our defense ready, we cannot be careless about the defense of the Muslim Ummah, about the defense of the Muslim states and defense of the Islamic states. De-nuclearisation, very good, but it must be for all, not for only the Muslims. Disarmament of all. I mean we cannot be asked to disarm ourselves, others keeping arms. It will not be fair, it is not just. Now, I was talking about the building of Ummah and about the material aspect I was indicating a little. But, today my thrust is not on the material aspect, we must take into account the fact that the Ummah itself is under attack, under threat. You know that there are major scholars talking about the conflict of civilization. An American major scholar Huntington has spoken on the conflict of civilization and it says that Islam is the next threat to the western civilization, as if the western civilization must be maintained, as if any threat against that must be eliminated, as if it is the pinnacle of civilization, as if it is the last word. We do not accept western
civilization is the last word, I will come back to that. Not only Huntington, Fukuyama in his book “The end of history” says that history has reached its final stage, he means really that secular democracy and capitalism are the two things which are the final version of things that human being achieved, so nothing new will come, nothing better will come. This is the end of history, but we cannot accept that the secularism is the last word.

The greatest problem of human civilization is that they have forgotten the guidance of Allah (SWT). And this is the reason of all the immoralities you see in the world. And most of the fighting are on the basis of nation, I agree there are fighting on the basis of religion also but a time has come that we can contain that if we like. We cannot forsake morality and surrender to immorality in the name of secularism that is forgetting the guidance of Allah (SWT). Many of the evils of the world are due to really the forgetting the guidance of Allah (SWT).

The Challenge of the West
The challenge of the West to the Muslim Ummah is political, is cultural, is economic and mostly, and most fundamentally intellectual. I need not to discuss much about political challenge to the Ummah. What do the West want? The West wants the Muslim countries should obey the dictates of the West. It is not acceptable to us. When a Muslim country was about to blast a bomb it gets a few telephone calls several times from the head of the state of most important power of the world that “You do not do that” So much interference in the affairs of the Muslim states. They want us to obey their dictates and if you obey their dictate they will never dictate us for the good of the Muslims and for the good of the Islam. I do not say that we will not listen to others on right matters, we should listen to on right matters to others, but we cannot accept the political dictates of the West. They want us to surrender to their culture which is mostly indecent, lot of indecencies, lot of exposure of human body, exploiting the women for money and lust of men. I do not know in Human history any worse social system like this. Their marriage has been eliminated more or less, their parents are neglected, their children are neglected. Neither children have security, nor in the real sense, the parents have security. In old days they have lots of problems. Their children are not getting care of both father and mother, probably they are getting care of only one in most cases but Allah has made it like that the children should get care of both father and mother. Allah has not made it like this that the children would get care of only the mother. They destroyed family for no purpose at all, for worthless purpose. The marriage is a historically sound institution. It has not harmed anybody, the family has not harmed anybody. That, they have come to a situation where they, in fact, are ruining their families. They are leading us to a chaos and condition. Coming to economic aspect, the goal is really economic imperialism. They want us to be second graders, 3rd graders, 4th graders. They want us to be their market ultimately. Their institutions are all geared to the interest of the major powers of the West. I know thoroughly, I have dealt with them. They serve mostly the purpose of the West and not the purpose of the humanity as a whole.

But I must say, the basic challenge is really intellectual. All the other challenge are there but the basic and most fundamental challenge that is coming from the West is really intellectual. They are charging, they are telling us that the concept of Islamic state is not possible. It is not good to have Islamic states. They are telling that Islam does not give human rights, they are telling that Islam does not give women rights and I must say with great sorrow that some Muslims act in a manner it appears that as if Islam does not give human rights or women rights. There are some manifestations in some countries, some parts which also give this impression. Unfortunately, we must not do that. We must not give the backward, unnecessary backward image of Islam.

Coming to the points of human rights and women rights, I would explain that these are very much accepted in Islam. I will quote three basic documents in support of human rights and women rights in Islam. The constitution of Islamic Republic of Iran was drafted by Ulema, the constitution of Islamic republic of Pakistan was, though not drafted but accepted by Ulema of all groups. These two documents plus the writings of the political scientists of the Islam. I would not name them all, I can name only a few, like Muhammad Asad, like Abul ala Maududi, like Hasan Turabi and so on, a political thinker in Bangladesh, late Moulana Abdur
Rahim in their writings. So I would say these documents which are drafted by the Ulema or accepted by the Ulema indicated clearly that Islam has given basic human rights. The Islamic constitution of Pakistan, has chapter on Fundamental Rights. As I am a teacher in a University of comparative political thought, I gave my students Iranian constitution, I gave my students the Pakistan constitution. I gave my students Bangladesh constitution. I gave my students American constitution. I explained them the difference between the Western democratic model and Islamic democratic model. So I would say that the writings of political scientists, not politicians, not ordinary Alims, but major Alims and major Islamic politicians and political scholars and the other two basic documents, which are drafted by Ulema or accepted by Ulema, clearly indicate that Human rights are respected and women rights are guaranteed in Islam. So, we should not hear some voices from here and there. We cannot lose the consensus. We cannot ignore the consensus on the basis of some voices from here and there. (You can also look into OIC declaration of Human Rights which was approved by OIC Fiqh Academy).

Let us look back at the causes of Muslim decline. As you all know we have been at the fore-front of expansion of knowledge. It is the Muslims who have been the principal actor in the field of knowledge in the 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th century. In the 11th, 12th, 13th century Muslim gave up the pursuit of knowledge. What happened? Why? I have not the full answer but it appears to me that we neglected knowledge. It is clear from history that we neglected knowledge which led to our decline and among other things is Taqlid, the blind following. The Muslims started blindly following the old scholars and forgot their duties of pursuit of knowledge and Ijithad by the senior scholars of Islam. If you want to know the level of Taqlid, I can refer to a book which I went through, there is book called Fatwah-e-Alamgiri which was prepared by 300 Alims at the time of the Mughal Emperor, Aurangzeb. They have discussed about 5000 issues and you will be surprised that after each issue nowhere they quoted any atay of the Quran, no where they quoted the Hadith of the Prophet (sm). They quote some old books. They refer Tatarkhania, refer Shami, refer Baharuraik and refer Muhit, never to the book of Allah and never to the Hadith of Prophet (sm). After going through 12 volumes of Fatwai Alamgiri, I was dismayed, I was surprised, I got a shock. I want to mention that this taqlid was responsible for our decline.

In such situation, the challenge of the West, political, cultural, economic and intellectual, how do we meet them, and also that we know the basic reasons of our decline, what should we do? As I have said earlier we have to build economy and education etc. no doubt but above all we have to face the intellectual challenge of the West. If we want to build up an Islamic state, Islamic Ummah, Islamic societies, if we want to build up Islam based economy and economy based on Islamic values and politics based on Islamic values, there is no other way but face the western challenge. Explain the reasons behind Islamic injunction. As once upon a time Ilmul Kalam was developed that explained the roots of our faith, our Akaid (beliefs). Similarly, we have to build up new subjects, new responses to the challenge of the West, the intellectual challenge of the West. I think the most important thing is to build up individuals.

If we have to build up strong Islamic Ummah we have to build up individuals. Why I say so, ultimately who runs the state—individuals, who runs the societies—individuals, who runs the economy—individuals, who runs banks—individuals, who runs the government—individuals. So my submission is that if we want to build strong Islamic Ummah and face the challenge of the West, we must build Islamically oriented individuals and great number of scholars and intellectuals in each field. For this I would suggest, if I can say that the prescription before us I would say is to build Islamic intellectuals. To build Islamic individuals, apart from Iman, apart from Akhlak (character), apart from practice, what is needed is I would prescribe read, read and read. Any person cannot be a Islamic scholar unless he has read about 1000 Islamic books in addition to another 500/ 600 books of general interest. A first class Islamic worker cannot be prepared unless he has studied 500 Islamic books in addition to another 200/ 300/ 400/ 500 books on general matters. I suggest that the building up Ummah ultimately would depend on the one hand on to building strong economy, strong defense, good education, good infrastructure and so on for all of us. Facing the challenge
of the West, threat of the West we have to build individuals. Because, ultimately, the individuals run the society.

What should we read? I think we should read as many Tafsir of Quran as possible, we should read as many commentary of Hadith as possible, we should have a firm grounding on Usul al Fiqh. Who do not know Usul al Fiqh, they do not understand how to classify Hadith. They do not know how to infer, derive laws from the Quran and Sunnah. They have not heard about Ibartunnaas, they have not heard about Isaratunnaas, they have not heard about Dalatunnaas. They have not heard about Iktedaunnaas. These are the methods of derivation of the rules from the Quran and Sunnah. They have not heard it. A firm foundation of Usul al Fiqh is needed for anybody who wants to be a scholar of Islam and fight for Islam and work for Islam seriously.

If you want to be a general worker, no problem but if you want to be serious worker. I can recommend a book to all of you in this regard a good book which is basically based on Arabic work of Usul al Fiqh, is a book by Dr Hashim Kamali, Islamic Jurisprudence published by Islamic Texts Society, Cambridge. The book is based on all earlier works in Arabic by the Ulema of Usul. I am coming to the close of my speech, so that you can ask some questions. I will make two three points. One is, apart from studies, we should take prophetic character, we should adopt the prophetic character. People say it is not possible to follow the Prophet fully. I do not agree. If it was not possible to follow the Prophet (sm), then Allah would not have said the life of the Prophet is a model for you” or Prophet (sm) would not have said his conduct is a Sunnah for all of us, he is a model for all of us, is a guidance for all of us. I believe personally that the need of the Muslim is to emulate Prophet (sm) fully. We should behave with our wives as Prophet (sm) behaved with Ayesha (ra). It is possible. It is possible to behave with our assistants as Prophet (sm) behaved with Zaid (ra). It is not true that Prophet (sm) cannot be followed fully. So, I mean this is not properly understood.

Lastly, I would submit if we want to build strong Ummah, we must not ignore our women, we must not forget our women. They have the same potential for Islam, they have the same potential for Dawah, as man, because an ayat in the Quran which was revealed in the 9th of Hijra in the last part of the Prophet’s career says so. It is in Surattut Tawba. The Ayat is like this:

The believers, men and women, are protectors one of another; they uphold what is just, and forbid what is evil; they observe regular prayers, practice regular charity and obey Allah and His messenger. [Quran, 9:71]

This indicates that man and women are friend to each other, protector to each other, helper to each other. What do they do? The mumin man and women what do they do? The common duties are to enjoin good and forbid evil, establish Salah, establish Zakah, follow Allah and His Prophet. These six duties are the common duties of the Muslim man and Muslim women. This ayat clearly proves that the potentials of Muslim man and women are alike. We must not forget that the soul of Muslim men and women are alike, same. I mean in the basic level man and women are alike. There are differences of course. The structure of men and women are not same. The responsibilities and duties sometimes are little different. The basic levels are all the same, one. The souls are of same type. Allah (SWT) has said anywhere that the souls of man and women are different. So, at the soul level, which is the most basic level, ultimately what is a human being, nothing but the soul, and about it Allah (SWT) says we are of the same type. Number two, despite all physical differences, Allah says, the physical level of men and women are really most excellent. Allah says in the Quran in Sura Tin “Lakad Khalaqnal Insana ...” that is, men women have the most excellent structure. Any solitary Hadith cannot be quoted against this teaching of the Quran. No Majaji (allegorical) interpretation is possible here and thirdly we belong to the same family-the family of Adam and Hawa as has been stated in Suratun Nisa. As we are all Muslims we must give the opportunity to Muslim women to use and utilize their full potential.

So in conclusion I would say that we face major challenges in political field, in economic field, in social field, in cultural field and mostly in intellectual field. We have to prepare individuals, these individuals will create Muslim society and Muslim state and Muslim economy and politics and society and schools and education and Madrasha and Masjid.
PROBLEMS OF THE UMMAH: 
ROLE OF ULAMA AND INTELLECTUALS

The world of Islam today is passing through a critical period of its history. We are confronted with many problems and find ourselves in a limbo, between aspirations and despair. We, therefore, need to locate the key problems the Muslim nation (Muslim Ummah) faces today and identify our duties.

If we are really sincere and determined to overcome the problems facing Muslims worldwide, we need cooperation between the different sectors of Muslim societies. What is particularly needed is teamwork and dialogue between the thinkers (Mufakkirs) and traditional religious scholars (Alims - in Arabic pl. Ulama) of Islam. While the Ulama are better versed in the permissibility or forbidden nature of a certain act, the Mufakkirs are advanced in the field of ideas even if they are not fully conversant with Islamic Laws (Shariah) and the minutiæ of regulations concerning the various forms of worship. The Mufakkirs deeply contemplate the problems the Muslim Ummah faces today. Hence the Alims need the opinion of the thinkers. The thinkers, on the other hand, require the opinion of the Alims. Dr. Muhammad Iqbal, for instance, is not considered to be an Alim but a Mufakkir of Islam. He was a pioneering thinker of Islam. In a similar vein, Dr. Ali Shariati of Iran was a far greater thinker than many contemporary Alims. Syed Qutb, too, was a remarkable thinker of Islam. He is considered a Mufakkir rather than an Alim. Likewise, Dr. Khurshid Ahmed of Pakistan, Dr. Hasan Zaman, and Dr. Syed Sajjad Husain of Bangladesh are Mufakkirs or thinkers. What we need is an interaction between such thinkers (Mufakkirs) with the traditional religious experts (Alims). The Alims will identify the limits of Islam that cannot be crossed in matters of permissibility and prohibition (halal and haram). The Mufakkirs, on the other hand, will try to find solutions within these prescribed limits. At the same time, the Alims must realize that the Mufakkirs have thoroughly studied the outstanding problems plaguing the world today, in their various depths and dimensions. If a synthesis between the expertise of the scholars (Alims) and the ideas of the thinkers (Mufakkirs) can be attained, only then is it possible to arrive at a pragmatic and realistic solution to these problems. We, therefore, need close cooperation and collaboration between these two different and yet interdependent groups of people.

If we really want to serve the cause of Islam in a meaningful way in today's world, and respond effectively to the ills of our times, we must be aware of contemporary problems. The philosophical problems the earlier Muslim generations faced, notably the conflict between the Mutazilites and the Asharites, which continued for more than two centuries, are no longer relevant today. During the last century, we confronted the ideologies of socialism, capitalism, secularism, and the ideas of Darwin and Freud and these continue to be significant issues until today. Our seminaries (Madrasahs), however, continue to teach the philosophy of the Mutazilites and Asharites and other ancient philosophical issues. They do not teach philosophical issues of current significance. The old issues no longer pertain to the world we inhabit today. The literature on such topics can remain in the Madrasah libraries as reference books. Such topics should not be part of the contents of present-day Mardasa textbooks, which should engage contemporary issues, those burning philosophical questions and difficulties of the day mentioned above.

Today, a great deal of change has become apparent in the realm of politics. Parliamentary system has been introduced. The ballots are now being cast in secret. Issues such as those concerning the decentralization of power, federal structure of the government which shares powers with the autonomous units, the delegation of power to regional government, etc. have come to the forefront. These issues and concepts are completely new and therefore not discussed in the old books of Fiqh (books on law). The earlier Fiqh books do not contain any discussion, for instance, on the separation of state power from the judiciary, as this is also a new
concept. Previously the elite used to dominate politics and the public did not play an important role. The situation is quite different today. Today, with the strengthening of civil society, the people play a central role embodied in the elections even though the elite continue to play a significant role as well.

Likewise, a good deal of change has taken place in the economic arena. Earlier, concepts like Central Bank, Monetary Policy, Inflation, etc. were absent. If we are not adequately familiar with developments in this field, we shall not be able to arrive at the most judicious decisions. Against this backdrop, it is essential to attain knowledge of modern Economics and modern Political Science.

Here, we may cite the contributions of the eminent thinker (Mufakkir) Dr. Abdul Hamid Abu Sulayman, who is associated with the International Islamic University, Malaysia and the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT), USA. He has discussed in great detail the crisis prevalent in the Muslim World. The crisis today has become more critical than it was 10-15 years ago. In his book ‘Crisis in the Muslim Mind’, Dr. Abdul Hamid opined that a blind imitation of the West is not desirable from an Islamic perspective. This will also not be acceptable to the common Muslim. No nation can become great by emulating others in a wholesale fashion. Such a people cannot become a leading nation in the world.

One view is that we must follow the earlier generations of Muslims, imitate the way the Abbasids and the Umayyads solved their problems, the way jurists (Fuqaha) solved their problems some 200 years ago. Dr. Abdul Hamid argues that this is neither possible nor practical. Many changes have occurred in many spheres of life—in politics, economics, administration and communication—and the solution to today’s shifting problems cannot be found in the practices of the earlier generations or opinions of the Fuqaha of bygone times. He suggests that we must devise fresh solutions to contemporary problems in the light of the Quran and Sunnah. We must identify the problems of the Muslim Ummah, evaluate the nature, depth and dimension of each crisis adequately, and then craft solutions while maintaining the centrality of Islamic precepts to our considerations. In designing these solutions, we must utilize our intellect and resort to the methodology of Ijtihad. In his seminal book, Dr. Abdul Hamid terms this approach, which he deems to be the most adequate for tackling contemporary problems, the “Asala approach” or “the original approach.”

I suggest that the ideas of Dr. Abdul Hamid merit serious consideration and implementation. He has underscored the importance of considering the specificities of time and place. With the passage of time, circumstances change, and circumstance or context, is a crucial factor in deciding matters of gravity. We should, therefore, try to find the ruling of the Quran and Sunnah on a particular problem or issue giving due importance to issues of time and space.

Dr. Abdul Hamid further stressed the importance of rewriting the social sciences in the light of Islam. The subject of reconceptualizing the social sciences did not make much headway and progress in the hands of the Muslims. We must develop the social sciences further, taking inspiration from Islamic principles. This requires a serious investment of time and labor on our part. The International Islamic University Malaysia has begun questioning the conventional premises of the social sciences. Other Islamic universities are also committed to revamping or restructuring social scientific thought and approaches.

Bangladesh, today, is facing numerous problems. One of the major problems we face is poverty. The alleviation of poverty is no easy task. Some think that we can ameliorate poverty by simply establishing Zakah. However, I feel that this problem is a complex one and requires a complex, multifaceted strategy. In my article ‘Poverty Alleviation: Islamic Perspective’, I have emphasized that we must simultaneously establish Zakah, restore endowment (Wakf), and regulate our monetary policy and banking system in a harmonious, well-coordinated manner with the objective of attaining overall economic development. Only such a polyphonic approach can help us combat poverty effectively in today’s world.

Education comes next. This is one of the primary problems plaguing Bangladesh. We must craft an education policy in the light of the basic tenets of Islam. Since the existing educational curriculum fails to meet the requirements of Islam, it must be
recast. The Alims should play a constructive and meaningful role in the reform of education in the interest of the nation of Bangladesh. The first step they must take towards undertaking this project is carefully considering the work already done in this field by the International Islamic University in Malaysia, the International Islamic University in Islamabad, Pakistan, and the International Islamic University in Chittagong, Bangladesh. In these seats of learning, students are required to study specialized Islamic courses—notable among them are the Quran, Islamic Studies, Fiqh, Arabic Language, Islamic Economics etc. - along with other modern subjects. The students, thus, acquire a basic knowledge of Islam alongside knowledge of the subjects in their field of specialization. In this way, the existing curriculum is being gradually modified, refined, and restructured. The future curricula of the Muslim World may take shape following the above outline in due course. Therefore, we can consider the curriculum of the International Islamic University in Malaysia, the International Islamic University in Islamabad, Pakistan, and the International Islamic University in Chittagong, Bangladesh to constitute models for other institutions of higher education to follow.

The Madrasah (religious schools/ colleges of the sub-continent) education will carry great weight only if it plays a meaningful role in preparing people who can effectively administer contemporary civic institutions and the economy. Should we wish to make the Madrasah part of the mainstream general education, we must consider this matter of reforming Madrasah education carefully. The students now graduating from the Madrasahs are not capable of running either the economic sector or the administrative sector of a country successfully. These students have neither studied Business Administration nor Economics nor Political Science/ Government nor Public Administration. We can resolve this problem and improve the situation in the Alia Madrasah (one of the two types of Madrasahs in Bangladesh) by introducing three additional options/ degrees along with the existing four degrees (Kamil) at the graduation level. Out of the total sixteen years’ curriculum, we can keep the first twelve years curriculum more or less intact and introduce new subjects into the course curriculum for the last four years (Fazil and Kamil courses). The existing degrees of Tafsir, Hadith, Fiqh and Adab may remain. We have to introduce three-four more degrees at the Kamil level (15th and 16th year of study) notably Economics, Business Administration, and Public Administration. This means, in the first twelve years, students will acquire knowledge of Islam in the same way as before and in the later four years they will study contemporary subjects such as Economics or Business Administration or Public Administration to fulfill requirements for the Kamil degree. If we can conduct this project of revision successfully, the Madarasas should become capable of producing persons skilled in knowledges of both worlds and hence better able to serve their country and the Muslim community.

The Qaumi Madrasahs (the Madrasahs that follow the Deobond regimen), in the same way, confer degrees on Fiqh, Hadith, Tafsir and Arabic Language, and the degree is called Dawra. We should introduce at least two more Dawras, notably Dawra-e-Iqtesad and Dawra-e-Business Administration. The course curriculum of the first twelve years here too may remain unchanged. The new Dawras would be added to the course content for the last four years only. If we are able to introduce these two new subjects in the curriculum of the Qaumi Madrasahs, these educational institutions will also produce eminent Alims who shall be simultaneously capable of fulfilling the general economic and administrative needs of the society. If we can make these changes, we shall be well on our way towards unifying the madrasah and the modern educational systems.

Another problem the Muslim Ummah is facing is that of extremism or radicalism. Islam propounds only one way, and that is certainly not the way of extremism, but that of the middle-path or the balanced way. Some twenty years following the death of Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him), the Khawarij emerged as a radical current among the earlier Muslims. Extremist in religious belief and political thinking, the Khawarij were rejected by the mainstream of the Ummah. Even today, there are religious groups that adopt extreme views on socio-political and religious issues. We must be very cautious about these extremist groups and make Muslims aware of their activities so that the Muslim Ummah may be protected from the negative effects of the extremist approach. Extremism thrives
When people become preoccupied with very small matters, minor and side issues, ignoring or neglecting the fundamental issues. Such a problem arises when we fail to derive lessons from history and do not possess sufficient knowledge and understanding of the Shariah and other related subjects. There is no doubt that the welfare of the Ummah lies in avoiding the extreme path. Extremism has led to the suffering of Muslims in different countries around the world.

The social condition of women is another key issue. Many eminent Alims and Islamic scholars have spoken about the rights of women. We can mention here the names of a few who have spoken with particular eloquence and insight on this issue, such as Prof. Dr. Yusuf Al Qaradawi, Dean of the Faculty of Shariah, Qatar University; Dr. Jamal A. Badwi, Chairman, Islamic Information Foundation, Canada; Sheikh Abdul Halim Abu Shuqqah, eminent leader of the Ikhwanul Muslimeen (the Muslim Brotherhood of Egypt); Dr. Hasan Turabi, ideologue of the Sudanese Islamic Movement, to name only a few. They have argued that Muslims cannot advance unless women are given the honor and support due to them. It is not possible to make progress leaving behind half of the members of the society. They have therefore stressed the importance of involving women in an entire range of Islamic activities and ensuring that the various rights of women are practiced and protected. While women can clearly acquire a great deal of knowledge about Islam through attending mosques, some people continue to debate the rights of women to attend mosques. We should, therefore, try to understand and seriously consider the various problems faced by women today and the Alims should take an initiative in aiding women so that the latter can move forward.

Misinterpretation is another problem looming before us. Large numbers of translations of the Quran and Hadith compilation are available in the market today. Naturally people read them and many questions arise on different issues in the minds of these readers, who then become inclined to respond to these questions themselves even though these readers are not well versed in the underlying principles and methods of interpretation (Usul). Those who want to judiciously interpret the Quran and Hadith must, therefore, acquire knowledge of the Usul al Fiqh. They have to read books on Usul al Fiqh that are accessible to the lay public. High-quality authentic books on the subject need to be translated in local languages from Arabic and circulated and publicized widely. The teachings of such books must be disseminated to all those who intend to study Islam from the original sources and cultivate the capacity of interpretation. Otherwise, individual efforts to interpret will create confusion within the polity, particularly by those who try to interpret by reading translations alone. The Alims need to pay attention to this matter and help disseminate the knowledge of Usul.

Likewise, we should also try to bring an end to the debate over democracy. We know that there is no place for dictatorship or autocracy or monarchy in Islam. The vast majority of Islamic parties and movements around the world are struggling for democratic rights today. They consider election as the most legitimate instrument to effect changes in government. They demand legal rights so that they can participate in the fruits of civic and political rights. If any restriction is imposed on the functioning of Islamic parties, they turn to the law and file petitions with the Court so that they are allowed to function as a legitimate and law abiding organization. During the days of unified Pakistan, one political party was banned. That party fought a long legal battle all the way up to the Supreme Court of Pakistan where it won its case. In other words, this Islamic party determinedly sought to secure its democratic right to function as a legal political party.

Islamic parties in different countries are trying to reform the government by participating in democratic elections. All eminent Islamic political scientists think that subject to the sovereignty of Allah, democracy constitutes an adequate method for establishing an Islamic state. The modern democratic process, in fact, can be understood to be an elaboration of the principles of Shura and Khilafah. What is the Khilafah? Khilafah means representation. It means a beneficial, consultative government of the people through representation of the Divine. We are all vicegerents (Khalifah) of Allah and must understand that when we talk of democracy, we mean government under the suzerainty of Allah.
and through consultation with the people. What I am hinting at here is Islamic Democracy. This concept does not cohere completely with the model of Western democracy but the two do have common ground. If this concept is not clarified, some people are likely to provide opportunities for dictatorial parties to seize power. This will benefit the enemies of Islam. All the Alims of Pakistan supported Fatima Jinnah against the candidacy of Field Marshal Ayub Khan in the 1965 presidential elections on account of her promise to restore democracy.

Regrettably, some of us tend to have very short memories indeed and are now adopting extreme positions against the consensus of the Islamic scholars and lims of the past. Such a move will undoubtedly cause much harm in the long run.

THE CONFLICT WHICH HAS NO FRONTIER

The world is witnessing at the present time a conflict between western and Islamic civilizations. We were not that much conscious about this conflict in the past. But it is true that there was conflict between these two civilizations at different levels. For example in terms of faith, legal system and culture. Sometimes conflict turned into confrontations. Muslim power occupied some Christian territories. They conquered Iraq, Syria, Palestine, Egypt etc. At that time many Jews and Christians lived in those countries. Later Turks occupied parts of Eastern Europe. On the other hand, we have seen Christians to occupy a part of Egypt, a part of Palestine and Syria at the time of Crusades. Later the European, or it can be said the Christian power, occupied the whole world. They conquered the whole of Asia and Africa, most of which were Muslim lands.

Thus there were differences, conflicts and confrontations. But this hasn’t been theorized until recently, may be because it was not clear or obvious or may be then scholars did not want to develop an un-pleasant theory of clash of civilization. On the other hand it cannot also be said that there was always conflicting atmosphere. Sometimes there was competition - even cooperation. But it is Huntington who made it into a theory of an all out and absolute theory in his book “The Clash of Civilization”. Huntington’s theory justified a sub-conscious feeling into a conscious clash of civilization. He did not do well to the humanity by sensitizing them on this issue.

As a matter of fact, none of the civilizations, western or Islamic, has uniformity in culture or civilization. Western civilization has many variations. It has different characteristics. Still it has an overall unity. Unity on the basis of materialism and secularism. Their conviction is that social life should not be guided by the injunctions of the Creator and that politics and economics should
not be guided by religious values. This type of secularist view has shaped the modern civilization into a sort of materialism which only inspires to earn, enjoy and indulge. It is not to deny that this civilization has many worthy contributions, however its dark sides are quite evident.

On the other hand Islamic civilization has also many local or variant shapes in terms of culture though the basic beliefs and values are the same, being based on the core teachings of the Quran and the Sunnah. It has overall unity which is evident in the countries within its domain, be it Indonesia, Pakistan, Morocco, Bangladesh or Turkey. Their faith is same. Their culture is quite similar. Their moral values are same. They adhere to Quran and sunnah generally.

Now I would like to discuss the characteristics of the conflict. This conflict is such that it is not limited to any state border. This conflict has entered into every village, into every ward, district, town and city, into every locality. In the same way conflict is there in every office and educational institution. Every where, because of western cultural penetration, there are enthusiastic supporters of western cultural practice. Their goal is to make our entertainment like them, to make our movies like them, to make our media like them and to make our drama and literature filled with sexuality. Television is being used as a powerful tool in realization of this goal. By dint of television conflict has penetrated into every home.

They are trying to force their culture and we are trying to protect it. We are not only protecting, we have also become agents of spread of Islamic culture in the West because of immigration and converted new Muslims. These Muslims are trying to live with Islamic culture even though they are encircled with the western culture. Their presence there show that Islamic culture is superior than western one - in Islamic culture, the family is stronger, parents get more respect, children get more attention, illicit sexuality is shunned, family structure is well protected and so on. The West is feeling pressure in the cultural field. They are facing the challenge of this culture in their own heart. Thus it is not only we who are facing challenges but the West also thinks that they are being challenged. Moreover some people of the West are sympathetic to Islamic culture. Some of them are converting to Islam too. West is considering this phenomenon also as a challenge to its culture.

In the same way, west is also trying to politically dominate Muslim world and the third world. Particularly they are more interested in dominating the Muslim world. They are trying to motivate and cultivate people of these countries to work in their favor. They prepare their supporters in each Muslim country from among the intellectuals to work for them. They are using various means to achieve their objectives. They are trying to keep their dominance in the economic field also. They have built their economy mostly by exploiting the wealth of Asia and Africa for last two hundred years. They are trying to keep that dominance still today. They have forced the world especially the Muslim world to an imbalanced competition in the name of globalization.

The same thing is also true for education also. They are trying to influence us with the “Social Sciences”, most of these disciplines developed completely on their ideological viewpoint. In sociology there is no place for God. Sociology presumes that religion is a human creation. But they could have portrayed the society as the creation of God. God has created human being and has given him such instinct that he cannot live alone. Thereby he is inclined to live in a socialized environment. He is inclined to form family. Everyone in the society is dependant on each other. This idea towards society, man and its Creator could have been incorporated in sociology. On the contrary in line of the western thought they have rejected the concept of God totally in sociology. There was no justification to develop sociology on the basis of atheism alone. In natural sciences there is no mention of God anywhere as Creator of the Universe and the Maker of natural laws. Sometimes they mention Nature, what it is I do not know. Capitalism is claimed by the west to be the best system for the world. Its darker sides have been overlooked completely. In the theory of capitalism there is hardly any reference to the problems of the poor. No solution is suggested about this in its theory. It is a different matter that they are taking measures in many places to tackle poverty going out of the framework of the theory of capitalism. Still they are ignoring this fact and claiming
the superiority of capitalism, Whereas the reality is contrary to it. Capitalism has many problems. Its market system has many failures. As aforesaid, there is nothing in it for poor, that makes capitalism the most inhumane justice-denying system.

In the social field, the difference between western and Islamic civilizations is very acute, it is evident from the fact that they consider adultery as trivial and not an offence whereas we consider it as one of the gravest sins which is seriously punishable as well.

Thus this conflict with Islamic civilization is basically in the area of culture, education and value, If we are to protect this, to overturn this, to win this struggle, we would require numerous competent manpower. In order to face the confrontation we need leaders and activists who would achieve their objective peacefully and democratically. But the question is where it is needed. The answer is everywhere. Because this confrontation has no definite border. Every quarter of the city and village needs workforce.

Those who have owned up the values of the West are everywhere, prepared to work for them. So those who want to work for Islamic civilization and culture, want to protect the soul of Islamic civilization, want to protect Tawhid (the conviction that the basis of every affair would be the existence and unity of God) and the very existence of God would not be avoided in conducting human affairs. This would require competent workers and leaders in favor of their cause. Numerous workers and leaders competent to face the confrontation are needed everywhere- in every villages, schools and colleges, in the field of print and electronic media and so on. . The members of the all Islamic parties have to be leaders and workers simultaneously in their respective places. We need numerous writers too. That is everywhere and in every field we need activists and leaders. We have to really understand it.

Those who work for Islam and Islamic civilization have to think themselves that how much time they are giving in this regard. If we observe closely we can see that professionals are giving twelve to fourteen hours in pursuit of earnings. Naturally they don’t have enough time after that. They have unnecessarily increased their needs. A hidden or disguised materialism has over-powered them like the people in the West. Instead, they could give more time to study and strengthen their qualities. But in reality this is not happening. Businessmen, doctors, lawyers and many other professionals give most of their time in their business. So they have no time left. They are investing whole of their time (time means life), which is the prime bounty bestowed by Allah, into business for earning mainly. Generally Small part of their earnings they may spend for Allah. But they are not spending any significant portion of their time, the another name of life. Spending some money for humanity is good. But it cannot be commensurate with spending time and energy. So it would be ideal if we could manage to spend eight hours for professional purposes (there can be some variation depending on the profession) and rest of the five or six hours of waking time for the welfare of humanity, society and nation, for the welfare of distressed and for progress of Islamic and human cause.

It can be concluded that in this complicated and multi-faceted conflict between the two civilizations, as there is no border or specific frontline, sending people to a fixed place would not help our cause. It is a borderless struggle or conflict. We need numerous workers, each of whom would work in his/her place and also beyond, if he/ she can do. We need to give time. A good indicator to measure is to compare how much time we have spent for monetary return and how much time spent without return, solely for humanity, society, nation, for Islam and for distressed. I think these guidelines should be followed by leaders and workers of Islam, Alims, student activists and all concerned.
DEMOCRACY AND ISLAM: CLARIFICATION OF SOME MISGIVINGS

Democracy is a commonly known word all over the world. Most of the political movements in the world have made it their goal to establish this system in their respective countries. Democracy is the most popular and accepted political system in the modern world. Yet, there exists some difference of opinion among the Islamic groups on democracy. Democracy and human rights have occupied very important position in the political agenda of many of the Islamic parties. However, some of the parties and people do not accept it, since democracy speaks of sovereignty of the people.

In this context, we need a careful and deep analysis of this issue. We need to understand the issue avoiding the minor technicalities. As we see, Islamic parties and Islamic scholars of the modern world think of a political system wherein government will run the country through parliament. They also want freedom of expression, voting right of the people, rule of law, independent and free judiciary, free press, fundamental human rights etc. These are also the pre-requisites of the democratic system. It is therefore, apparent on a deeper analysis that the concept of state and government of Islamic parties are in conformity with the principles of democracy.

Theoretically speaking, Islam speaks of sovereignty of Allah, while western democracy advocates that sovereignty belongs to people. However, all political thinkers do not share the same view of sovereignty. Some political scientists even argue that there is no need of the concept sovereignty at all. Even the concept of sovereignty is not highlighted in the books which discuss democracy, though sovereignty is discussed in great detail as a political concept in the books of political science.

In this connection, position taken in the constitution of Islamic Republic of Iran is very relevant. Heading of chapter 5 of the constitution is “Sovereignty of the Nation and the Powers Emanating therefrom”. Article 56 reads as follows:

The absolute sovereignty over the universe and man belongs to God who has bestowed upon man sovereignty over his social destiny. None can deprive man of this sovereignty, nor can he place it in the interest of certain other person or group of persons. The nation shall exercise this divine sovereignty through the ways referred to in the following articles of law.

It is apparent that sovereignty has been divided between “absolute sovereignty” and “bestowed sovereignty” (like concepts of legal sovereignty and political sovereignty in the western concepts). It is clear from above that all of us need not to take same view on the concept and nature of sovereignty.

In this context, we feel it necessary to quote from the writings of Allama Yousuf Al Qardawi, an eminent Islamic scholar of the present time. He wrote on political freedom and democracy as follows:

The fear of some people here that democracy makes the people a source of power and even legislation (although legislation is Allah’s alone) should not be heeded here, because we are supposed to be speaking of a person that in its majority has accepted Allah as its Lord, Mohammad as its prophet and Islam as its religion. Such a person would not be expected to pass a legislation that contradicts Islam and its incontestable principles and conclusive rules.

Anyway, these fears can be overcome by one article stipulating that any legislation contradicting the incontestable provisions of Islam shall be null and void because Islam is the religion of the state and the source of legitimacy of all its institutions and therefore may no be contradicted, as a branch may not run against the main stream.

It should be known that the acceptance of the principle that legislation or rule belong to Allah does not rob the
nation of its right to seek for itself the codes necessary to regulate its ever-changing life and earthly affairs.

What we seek is that legislations and codes be within the limits of the flawless texts and the overall objectives of Shariah and the Islamic message. The binding texts are very few, while the area of “permissibility” or legislative free space is quite wide and the texts themselves are so flexible and capacious as to accommodate more than one understanding and accept more than one interpretation, which leads to the existence of several schools and philosophies within the expansive framework of Islam.

[Quoted from ‘Priorities of the Islamic Movement in the Coming Phase’, Chapter: The Movement and Political Freedom and Democracy]

We find many Islamic scholars accepted the idea of democracy in Islam though under certain conditions. Dr. Abu Said Nuruddin has written in his book ‘Mohakobi Iqbal’ (Iqbal the Great Poet) that Allama Iqbal, was not happy with the democratic system because of its secularist stance but he suggested in his writings that there was no alternative to democracy. In his speech on ‘Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam’, Allama Iqbal stated that Islamic state is established on the principles of freedom, equality and the absolute principles of stability. Therefore the principles of democratic rule is not only similar with the fundamental aspects of Islam rather the executing powers are enhanced in the Muslim world. [Mohakabi Iqbal (Iqbal the Great Poet) by Dr. Abu Said Nuruddin]

Iqbal observed, should the foundation of democracy rest upon spiritual and moral values, it would be the best political system. He wrote in The New Era on its 28th July 1917 issue:

That democracy was born in Europe from economic renaissance that took place in most of it’s societies. ... But Islamic democracy is not developed from the idea of economic advancement rather it is a spiritual principle that comes from the principle that everybody is a source of power whose possibilities can be developed through virtue and character. [Mohakabi Iqbal (Iqbal the Great Poet) by Dr. Abu Said Nuruddin, page -239]

That means according to Iqbal Islam prescribes democracy under the law of Allah.

We see Moulana Maududi, fifty years ago from now, in his book “Political Theory of Islam” used the term ‘Theo-democracy’ for Islamic state. He didn’t deny the term ‘democracy’. Rather he accepted democracy while this system will work under the sovereignty of Allah.

There is a misconception about Moulana Maududi’s true position about democracy. Moulana Maududi initially criticized western democracy because of its secularism and popular sovereignty (in the sense that parliament can make any law even if it violates the Law of Allah). However, his later writings and political conduct proved that he believed in democracy (rule of the people) subject to the Law of Allah (sovereignty of Allah). In an interview with Akhbar-e-Jahan, Karachi which was published on 2 April 1969, Sayyid Maududi said:

Islam and democracy are not opposed to each other. Democracy is a system where government is formed, run and changed on the basis of public opinion. Islamic political order also is of the same type. However, our democratic values are different from western values. Western democracy has no limits. ... On the other hand Islamic democracy is controlled by the Quran and the Sunnah ...” [Interviews of Moulana Maududi, (Bangla translation) published by Adhunik Prokashani, Bangla Bazar, Dhaka, 1st Edition, 1999. page 263.]

In an interview with Mujallatun Guraba, an Arabic paper from London (published in February 1969), he said:

To make people understand now it is essential to use modern terminology. But care should be taken in their use. Some terms should be avoided such as socialism. Some terms are permitted with the condition that their Islamic and Western connotation should be clearly spelled out. Democracy, constitutional system and parliamentary system are such terms ... . [ibid, page 255]

In an interview published in The Daily Mashriq of Lahore, Pakistan (1st February 1970), in reply to a question he said that those are
good people in his view who want to establish democracy in the country. He also said that all our constitutional problems should be solved by the representative of the people. [ibid, pages 339-345].

In another interview in The Daily Hurriat in 1969 (published on 10th November), he again said that all constitutional amendments should be made in a democratic way by the representatives of the people. [ibid, P-313].

His party always supported democracy. Pakistan constitution in 1956 and in 1973 was modeled structurally on democracy and his party Jamaat-e-Islami supported these. His party fought against martial laws in Pakistan. He supported Fatima Jinnah against Ayub Khan in presidential election in 1965 because she promised to restore democracy. His party was a component of DAC (Political combination of parties), where ‘D’ stands for democracy. So it is evident from his later writings and political conduct that he stood for democracy.

We also see that in the first Islamic constitution of the present world, the term democracy was accepted with the consent of Islamic scholars (ulema). In the preamble, the term democracy was accepted in the following manner:

Wherein the principles of democracy freedom, equality, tolerance and social justice, as enunciated by Islam, should be fully observed. [from the preamble of the constitution of Pakistan of 1956]

In the 1973 constitution of Pakistan the same position was maintained:

Wherein the principles of democracy freedom, equality, tolerance and social justice, as enunciated by Islam, shall be fully observed. [from the preamble of the constitution of Pakistan of 1973]

This means that democracy has been accepted within the limits of Islam so that in the name of democracy Islamic principles cannot be violated. Islamic scholars and Islamic politicians have come to accept the word democracy and what it means within these limits.

Allama Yousuf Al Qardawi in his book “Priorities of the Islamic Movement In the Coming Phase” has titled one of its chapters as “The Movement and Political Freedom and Democracy”. In this book he has shown that Islam does not allow any kind of autocracy or monarchy. He also showed that Islam spreads through political freedom. He stated that Islam unlike democracy is a complete code of life, which encompasses many more vital issues of human needs. Above all, he thinks democracy is consistent with Islam and the fundamental rights of mankind prescribed in Islam can be ensured through democracy. He has advocated in favor of democratic system and political freedom. But he suggested to introduce a clause in the constitution to the effect that no law will be passed contrary to the injunctions of the Quran and Sunnah. This clause will act as guarantee against the fear of some people that anti Islamic law may be passed under the cover of democracy. Dr. Qardawi writes:

It is the duty of the (Islamic) movement in the coming phase to stand firm against totalitarian and dictatorial rule, political despotism and usurpation of people’s rights. The movement should always stand by political freedom, as represented by true, not false, democracy. It should flatly declare its refusal of tyrants and steer clear of all dictators, even if some tyrant appears to have good intentions towards it for some gain and for a time that is usually short, as has been shown by experience.

The prophet (SAWS) said, “When you see my nation fall victim to fear and does not say to wrong-doer, ‘You are wrong’, then you may lose hope in them. So how about a regime that forces people to say to a conceited wrong-doer, “How just, how great you are. O our hero, our savior and our liberator!”

The Quran denounces tyrants such as Nimrudh, Pharaoh, Haman and others, but it also dispraises those who follow tyrants and obey their orders. This is why Allah dispraises the people of Noah by saying:

But they follow (men) whose wealth and children give them no increase but only loss. [Sura Nuh: 21]

Allah also says of Aad, people of Hud:

And followed the command of every powerful, obstinate transgressor. [Sura Hud: 59]
See also what the Quran says about the people of Pharaoh:

But they followed the command of Pharaoh, and the command of Pharaoh was not rightly guided. [Sura Hud: 97]

Thus he made fools of his people, and they obeyed him: truly they were a people rebellious (against Allah). [Sura Az-Zukhruf: 54]

A closer look at the history of the Muslim nation and the Islamic movement in modern times should show clearly that the Islamic idea, the Islamic movement and the Islamic awakening have never flourished or borne fruit unless in an atmosphere of democracy and freedom, and have withered and become barren only at the times of oppression and tyranny that trod over the will of the people by force which clung to Islam. Such oppressive regimes imposed their secularism, socialism, or communism on their people by force and coercion, using covert torture and public executions, and employing those devilish tools that tore flesh, shed blood, crushed bone and destroyed the soul.

On the other hand, we saw the Islamic movement and the Islamic awakening bear fruit and flourish at the times of freedom and democracy, and in the wake of the collapse of imperial regimes that ruled peoples with fear and oppression.

Therefore, I would not imagine that the Islamic movement could support anything other than political freedom and democracy. However, the tools and guarantees created by democracy are as close as can ever be to the realization of the political principles brought to this earth by Islam to put a leash on the ambitions and whims of rulers. These principles are: shura (consultation), good advice enjoining what is proper and forbidding what is evil, disobeying illegal orders, resisting unbelief and changing wrong by force whenever possible. It is only in democracy and political freedom that the power of parliament is evident and that people’s deputies can withdraw confidence from any government that breaches the constitution, and it is only in such an environment that the strength of free press, free parliament, opposition and the masses is most felt. [Quoted from ‘Priorities of the Islamic Movement in the Coming Phase’, Chapter: The Movement and Political Freedom and Democracy]
Khilafat is a very important concept in Islam. It has important implications in the political system of Islam. Many important groups have made it a part of their programme to establish Khilafat. It is therefore necessary to be clear about the concept of Khilafat.

Khilafat has three important dimensions. In the moral and spiritual sense, Khilafat means that all human beings are ‘Khalifa of Allah’ or representatives of Allah on earth. This is the purport of the verse “Surely, we are going to place our representatives (Khalifa) on earth” [verse 30 : Sura Baqara]. All human beings are Khalifa of Allah though many of them commit sins and do not act like Khalifa. (Ref.: Quran, 6:165; 27:62 and 35:39). This is the spiritual khilafat in Islam. Khilafat also means the political system of Islam. This is the most mentioned dimension of Khilafat. Khilafat, as a system of politics and management of state was established by the companions of Prophet (sm). The main points of khilafat or political system of Islam are as follows:

a. Sovereignty of Allah which means supremacy of Shariah (Quran and Sunnah). The basic law of the state shall be based on the Quran and the Sunnah. The detailed subsidiary law is obtained by Ijtihad carried out by individual or groups of scholars or made by the Parliament in the present day world with the aid of the Ulama or scholars of Islam.

b. Government established by the free choice of the people. This is the majority view. In the present world, this means government elected by the people. There is agreement on this among the Ulama of Islam. There is hardly any major difference. This is the system accepted in the Islamic constitutions in force in the Muslim world.

c. Fundamental rights: All citizens should have human rights irrespective of gender or creed. The Islamic Constitutions of the world have a chapter on the Fundamental rights or Rights of the people which are available to all the citizens in the state. These rights have been agreed to or confirmed by Ulama after long debates in the light of the Quran and Sunnah.

d. Rule of Law and Independence of Judiciary are important points of Islamic political system.

e. Shura or consultation with the people and among the persons in the Government through various forum including Parliament is an important element in Islamic political theory. This is the basis of democracy in Islam. Large number of scholars feel that the term democracy can be used in Islamic framework. (Ref.: Preamble of Islamic Constitution of Pakistan which says that the state shall strive to observe “democracy as enunciated by Islam”. Ulama accepted this phrase.)

These are the various elements of Islamic political system which go to make Khilafat (Ref.: Khilafat and Mulukiat by Sayyid Abul Ala Maududi, other books on Islamic Political thought and Islamic Constitutions of Iran and Pakistan).

The third dimension of Khilafat is that it means the form of Government in Islam. The Ulama have now agreed by and large that in the framework of overall Islamic political theory, both Presidential and Parliamentary Governments of to-day are consistent with Islam (Ref.: Islamic Constitution of Iran and Pakistan, Islamic Law and Constitution by Sayyid Abul Ala Maududi,). In the present circumstances, it is our duty to try to run our respective states on the basis of Islamic principles or the principles of Khilafat as outlined above. In fact almost all major Islamic parties are working in this direction which is the right political course in the present circumstances. In conclusion, we can say that Khilafat does not only mean that the President should be called Khalifa, it is much more than that. It is in essence the political system of Islam.
CLASSIFICATION OF STATES
FROM AN ISLAMIC PERSPECTIVE

Classical jurists had divided the world into Dar Al Islam (the abode of peace) and Dar Al Harb (the abode of war). Dar Al Islam refers to territories in which Muslims are free and secure and Dar Al Harb is the opposite of Dar Al Islam, and refers primarily to non-Muslim territories hostile to Muslims and dangerous to their freedom and security. It can be said that their division was practical in the circumstances of their time because the geopolitical reality they faced in the early age of Islam from the surrounding mighty empires, their overall concept of the world could not have been much different than this bi-polarity. Moreover as described by Dr. Tariq Ramadan the division was necessary for at least two reasons:

First, by marking out the Islamic territories, the scholars were able to point out what the essential conditions making a space or a nation Islamic were and what the rulings determining the political and strategic relations with other nations or empire were.

Second, it allowed them to establish a clear distinction, as regard legal issues, between the situation of Muslims living inside the Islamic world and those living abroad or those who traveled often such as traders (and who thus required specific ruling). [To be a European Muslim by Dr. Tariq Ramadan, pp-123, 124]

Apart from these two, another term, Dar Al Ahd alternatively called Dar Al Sulh (the abode of treaty), was coined by Ash-Shafii to indicate non-Muslim territories involved in treaty agreement giving sovereignty to a Muslim state but maintaining local autonomy. [Toward an Islamic Theory of International Relations, by Dr. Abdul Hamid Abu Sulayman, pp-20]

Another term, Dar Al Aman (the abode of security), was also there in the classical fiqh which seems very near to Dar Al Ahd. Dar Al Aman refers to the states of security and peace with which Muslims had no belligerent relation.

About this classification of the world the following observations can be made:

1. The concept of Dar Al Islam, Dar Al Harb and Dar Al Ahd cannot be found either in the Quran or in the Sunnah. Dr Tariq Ramadan writes: “In fact they were a human attempt, historically dated, to describe the world and to provide the Muslim community with a gauge to measure the world by adapted to their reality. So it is not at all obligatory for us to uphold these concepts.”[To be a European Muslim by Dr. Tariq Ramadan, pp-130]

2. There was disagreement among classical jurists about the specific parameters that define a Dar (abode). Some scholars gave emphasis to government whereas others emphasized on population. Some other scholars (of Hanafi school, like Sarakhshi) considered the question of security and protection prior to considering nature of law and government. This causes a divergence of opinion among contemporary scholars too. In a Fiqh seminar in 1992 held in Paris, the scholars took various positions in defining the countries that can be called as Dar Al Islam in the current world. Those who refer to population are of the opinion that Muslim countries are still to be considered as Dar Al Islam, whereas others state that, countries with government, which clearly do not respect Islamic teachings, cannot be called Dar Al Islam any longer. On the other hand, Dr. Tariq Ramadan shows that if one takes into account the parameters considered by some scholars of Hanafi school, i.e. those based on safety and security, one may conclude that the appellation Dar Al Islam is applicable to almost all western nations where Muslims are sometimes safer regarding the free practice of their religion rather than many Muslim countries with strict dictators. But this type of conclusion cannot at all said to be correct. The reason behind these conceptual confusions and erroneous conclusion is that we are trying to apply old concepts, which seems far removed from our own
time. It is not at all methodologically correct to apply old concepts, which do not fit to contemporary reality. [To be a European Muslim by Dr. Tariq Ramadan, pp-125-127]

3. The concept of Dar Al Ahd may seem to be useful and suitable to the current reality of the world. But Dr. Tariq Ramadan writes: “Even the third concept (abode of treaty or Dar Al Ahd) introduced by Ash-Shafii is not sufficient to draw us out of the binary vision of the world. This appellation brings to fore that some countries whilst not Islamic from a political point of view, have nonetheless signed peace or collaboration treaties with one or more Islamic countries.” So it can be said that the concept of Dar Al Ahd is related to two other concepts (i.e. Dar Al Islam and Dar Al Harb), i.e. to involve in an agreement we have to know the nature of the two parties involving in the agreement, which again leads to the confusing concept of Dar Al Islam and Dar Al Harb. [Ibid, pp-127, 128]

Dr. Ramadan writes: “It is an era of diversity and complexity and mix which can no longer be encapsulated into a twofold and simplistic vision. ... Today we are witnessing a strong current of globalization; it is difficult to refer to the notion of Dar (abode) unless we consider the whole world as an abode. Our world has become a small village and, as such, it is, henceforth, an open world.” [Ibid, p-130, 147]

Dr. Ramadan writes: “Muslim population are now scattered all over the world. Migration has been important and, in spite of most restrictive regulations, it seems that population movement are to continue: by now millions of Muslims have settled in the West. Their fate is linked to that of the society they live in, and it is unthinkable to draw a line of demarcation between them and the “non-Muslims” on the sole considerations of space.” [Ibid, page: 148]

Dr. Ramadan writes: “In our world it is no longer a matter of relations between two distinct “abodes”. It is rather a question of relations between human beings belonging and referring to different civilizations, religions, cultures and ethics. It is also a question of relations between citizens, in continuous interaction with the social, legal, economic or political framework, which structures and directs the space they live in. This complex process, which is a feature of globalization, over-rides the factors which previously made it possible to define the different “abodes”.”[Ibid, pp-148]

Dr. Ramadan writes: “The old binary geographical representation, with two juxtaposed worlds which would be face to face, in relative balance, no longer has anything to do with the reality of hegemony and areas of influence regarding civilization, culture, economy and subsequently of course polities. Westernization, the legitimate daughter of pluridimensional globalization, can be far better expressed through the notion of centre (the West and its relay capitals in the South) and periphery (the rest of the planet), than by the representation of two “abodes” living the reality of a “confrontation”.” [Ibid, pp-148]

The Prophet said that entire world is a mosque and pure. So wherever a Muslim, says shahada and is able to perform religious duties in freedom and security, he/she is at home. Dr. Ramadan says that reformist scholars and thinkers like Al Afgani, Abduh, Iqbal and Al-Banna were also in support of this opinion. This opinion can be taken as a ground for taking a new look at the world to meet the current reality. [Ibid, pp-144]

Dr. Taha Zabir Al Alwani opined that this division of world into immutable regions of war and peace diminishes the possibility of a genuine civilizational dialogue. (“Globalization: Centralization not Globalize”, The American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences, IIIT, US, Vol. 15, No. 3, Fall 1998, p vii) Truly those terms always tend to refer to a state of conflict or at least to a temporary banishment of conflict (by treaty) which not all facilitate dialogue between civilizations.

From the observations above it is quite evident that old concept does not fit our reality. The world has taken into a new shape, which has led the contemporary scholars to reconsider the issue in accordance with the new reality. But there is no consensus among the scholars in identifying and defining the present world.

Some minority scholars uphold the traditional division. On the other hand the great majority of scholars use the term Dar Al Ahd and Dar Al Islam. Dr. Tariq Rmadan writes: “The majority scholars use the Shafii concept of Dar Al Ahd (the abode of
treaty) or Dar Al Amn (the abode of security) in defining the Western countries, stating that these are the most appropriate terms to define our current situation when we are witnessing treaties between nations (directly or through the United Nations) and the fact that fundamental Muslim rights are protected in these Western countries. However, they continue to consider those countries where Muslims are majority as Dar Al Islam even if their governments are illegitimate and dictatorial and even if Islamic teachings and rulings are neglected.” They hold that those countries should be considered as dar-IsalM with a hope of reform. This opinion is supported by numerous scholars like well-known Dr. Yusuf al-Qardawi, Mustafa Az-Zarqa, Abdul Fattah Abu Ghuddah. [Ibid, pp-141, 142]

But some other scholars are interested to use completely new terms. For example Faysal Mawlawi writes: “We are not, in the West, in the abode of war but we are either in the abode of treaty or in the abode of Dawah to God. If we want to keep the (traditional) fiqh classification of the world with the abode of Islam, the abode of War, and the abode of treaty, thus, we are in the West, in the abode of treaty. If, on the other hand, we state that old Fiqh classification is no longer applicable to our current situation - and this is the opinion we prefer - then we say based on this, that we are in Dar Ad Dawah as the Prophet and the Muslims were in Makkah before the Hijra. Makkah was neither Dar Al Islam nor Dar Al Harb but a Dar Ad Dawah and the entire Arabian Peninsula was, in the eyes of Muslims, Dar Ad Dawah.” [Quoted by Dr. Tariq Ramadan in “To be a European Muslim, pp-143, 150]

Dr. Taha Jabir al Alwani suggested to move us away from the traditional division of the world into three separate realms of peace (Dar Al Islam), war (Dar Al Harb) and treaty (Dar Al Suh). He said, “Instead, we must identify with Fakhr Al Din Al Razi, who divided the world into two realms: Dar Al-Ijabah (the land of acceptance, where people accepted Islam and Islamic values are practiced) and Dar Al Dawah (the land of invitation, to which Dawah is presented and its people are invited to Islamic values and practices). This view of the world removes the potential for conflict and emphasizes the role and possibilities of cooperation, understanding, and dialogue.” [“Globalization: Centralization not Globalism”, The American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences, IIIT, US, Vol. 15, No. 3, Fall 1998, p vii]

Dr. Tariq Ramadan used another term dar ash-shahada in defining the Western countries. He writes: “Called Dar Ash Shahada, space of testimony, Western countries represent an environment within which Muslims are sent back to the essential teachings of Islam and promoted to ponder over their role: considering themselves as Shuhada Al An Nas (witnesses before mankind), as the Quran puts it, should lead them to avoid the reactive and overcautious attitude and to develop a feeling of self-confidence, based on a deep sense of responsibility.” [To be a European Muslim, by Dr. Tariq Ramadan, pp-149, 150]

All these modern contributions are useful and represents progress of realistic thought by Muslim scholars in the field of International Relations (As Siyar). The classification “Darul Ahad - Darul Islam” (for Muslim and non-Muslim countries) or the classification “Darul Ijabah - Darud Dawah” or “Darul Islam-Darush Shahada“ are acceptable in the Islamic and present day perspectives. However, I find the terms Darud Dawah or Darush Shahade relate to one function only of Muslim citizens in non-Muslim countries, they do not express the status of the state in a comprehensive sense, these terms do not explain fully how the state deals with all kinds of citizens including religious minorities.

I, therefore, propose the following classification which takes into consideration the spirit of all the recent conceptualizations in the field but also expresses the status of the states, Muslim and non-Muslim, in a comprehensive way. I have not used the word Dar and it is not necessary that we have to use this word.

**Proposed Classification**

1. Muslim states which accept Islam as basis of their policy and also ensure civil, political and human rights (including religious rights) of all citizens.

2. Muslim states which do not acknowledge Islam as basis of their policy and Muslim states which do not fully ensure human rights (including religious rights) of all citizens.
3. Non-Muslim states who grant human rights (including religious rights) to Muslims and other minorities.

4. Non-Muslim states who do not fully grant the human rights (including religious rights) to Muslims and other minorities.

In a just international order in the light of Islam, States in the 2nd category (Muslim states which do not acknowledge Islam as basis of their policy and do not ensure human and religious rights of all citizens) and 4th category (non-Muslim states who do not guarantee the human and religious rights to Muslims and other minorities.) have to be asked (through the UN system and requirements of international and multilateral protocols and conventions) to comply with human and religious rights of all citizens. Any action against defaulting state has to be taken only under the international system. I consider the above as Islamic and Just.

WOMEN’S DIGNITY, RIGHTS AND EMPOWERMENT IN ISLAM

We hear a lot of things about women’s position and rights in the society. Some of the words that are expressed about the realization of women’s rights are acceptable. Again there is room for difference of opinion on some points. It is imperative to establish the rights of men and women fully, because the society is moving forward everyday. So not only men or women but also the rights of every individual must be established.

The society has made significant progress during the last 50 years. The women like men have come forward though not equally. We have left far behind the society we had during Begum Rokeya’s time. She saw that the girls had no opportunity for education. You ladies, perhaps could not have received education if Begum Rokeya was not born at that time & not taken bold initiative for female education. Of course, Almighty Allah would have sent some other woman to this earth who could do the job.

In the whole world especially in our country the oppression that is being unleashed on the people particularly on the women has a foundation. The oppression is not descending from the sky. The ideological foundation for the persecution on women by men and at times by women themselves is: generally the people believe, particularly the men believe that women are inferior to men having low quality & below standard. The belief also exists in the women. This belief originates from some erroneous ideas among the people. And on this belief is standing firmly the whole edifice of oppression, deprivation and disrespect towards women.

If we want to eliminate persecution on women from our country, it cannot be done excluding Islam. I want to make it very clear that in a country like ours where ninety percent people are Muslims, we would not be able to move without Islam. Those who have
revolted against Islam could not last long and are not able to sustain. A women revolted - I would not name her - her end was not good. She ended in a miserable condition. With all humility I would like to say that if we can move ahead remaining within the framework of Islam then it will be good in all respects. I firmly believe that there is such a framework in Islam, which can ensure the progress of women. I am not in favour of distorting Islam nor I am inclined to giving temporary interpretation of Islam.

In true sense, Islam has empowered women and Islam has upheld respect for women. Islam has ensured rights for women. But before enlarging on this I would mention what could be the basis or “ideological foundation” on which the fundamental equality of men and women depends? God has not created all human beings with similar appearance. Two persons are never equal in every dot or in all respects. One person is different from another in terms of his weight, height, colour, education etc. But basically every human being is equal before Almighty Allah. I would like to present four arguments to prove this:

One, Allah has made this thing very clear that real human being is ‘Ruh’. We call it soul or spirit. Real man is not body. The body will perish in the grave. Those of us who believe in Islam know that fundamental element of man is the ‘Ruh’. Allah created all human beings and their ‘Ruhs’ (spirit) at the same time, created them the same way and asked them a single question. All men and women gave the same answer. I quote a verse (172) from Sura A’araf:

When thy Lord drew forth from the children of Adam from their loins - their descendants and made them testify concerning them (saying) “Am I not your Lord (who cherishes and sustains you)? They said: “Ye! We do testify!

It means all men and women reached an agreement on one point that is, “You are our Lord and we shall obey You”. Here no separate agreements were made with men or with women. So, the first word about our ideological foundation is that the real human being is the Ruh (spirit) and all spirits are equal. Any other inequality or dissimilarity if any is insignificant or very small compared to the equality of human soul or spirit.

It means that the spiritual personalities of a human being are the same and so as ‘human beings’ all are equal. This is the fundamental foundation of equality among men and women.

Two, We, men, boast of our physical structure as superior to that of the women and think that perhaps God has created us better comparatively. But God has made one thing very clear in the Holy Quran that there is, of course, some difference between all human beings but everyone is “the first class” and superb. Those of you who offer prayer regularly know a particular verse from ‘Sura Tin’ which says:

we have indeed created the human beings in the best of moulds. [Quran, 95:4]

It did not say that the men only were created in the best of moulds. It means there is difference in our appearances and in our structures. But everyone is excellent and first class. So, to establish the fundamental equality of men and women or to launch a new movement for women or the humanity at large the men should not say that the structures of women are bad. Allah would not like that. Those who are believers must not say this. This is the second proof of basic equality among men and women. I say “basic” because there would remain some minor differences between men and women.

Three, Allah clearly says that all people belong to one family - the family of Adam and Eve. In Sura Nisa, Allah says:

O mankind! Revere your guardian - Lord, who created you from a single person, created of like nature his mate, and from them twain scattered (like seeds) countless men and women. (Quran, 4:1)

It proves that we belong to a single family. We are children of Adam. In the Holy Quran, Allah addressed the human beings as “children of Adam” many times. As the children and parents together make a family, similarly all human beings together make a family in the eyes of Islam.

The family of human beings is above of all other families. It means that our fundamental honour and dignity is the same. There may be some differences on minor issues but worldly dignity is not real dignity. As in legal terms, all human beings
are equal in the eyes of the law, so all are equal in the eyes of Allah. The only foundation of respect to Allah is ‘Taqwa’ (obedience to Him).

Allah has never said that men are more respectful to Him or women are less respectful to Him. He says, only who obeys Him is respectful to Him amongst you.

If this were the foundation of respect to Allah, then does the difference created by men matter at all? Allah says, He never differentiates between person to person except on Taqwa or piety or obedient to Him. So we are children of one family and our fundamental dignity is the same. In Sura Huzurat, Allah says:

O mankind! We created You from a single (pair) of a male and a female, And made you into nations and tribes, that ye may know each other (not that ye may despise each other). Verily the most honoured of you in the sight of Allah is (the person who is) the most righteous of you and Allah has full knowledge and is well acquainted (with all things). (Quran, 49:13)

Allah says in a verse of Surah Al Nisa:

Fear Allah through whom ye demand your mutual (rights) and (revere) the wombs (that bore you); for Allah ever watches over you. (Quran, 4:1)

Allah says clearly, “revere the wombs”. While commenting on this verse a famous religious scholar of Egypt, Syed Qutb writes: These words were never written in any other literature in the world prior to the holy Quran. He said in a detailed commentary of this verse that all human beings are essentially equal. But among them, women are superior in a sense. Because by revering the wombs Allah has in fact asked us to respect mothers and respect the women as a whole. So this proves the equality of our basic social status. This is the third proof of our new ideological foundation. [Sura Nisa - Tafsir: Syed Qutb].

Four, At the time of creation Allah told the human beings that all of us are ‘Khalifa’ (Caliph - representatives). He said, “I will send into the world my representatives.” Allah did not say that He was sending women or men. He did not even say that He was sending human beings. He told that He was sending representatives.

He sent human beings but called them His representatives. He termed human beings as His Khalifa meaning representatives. The entire human race is His representatives irrespective of the sex. But it is true that if we commit sin, commit crime, commit murder, carry out oppression and lose our faith in Him then we will lose our status as Khalifa. But basically we all are the representatives of Allah. [Quran, 2:30; 35:39]

All empowerment lies with this status as Khalifa. No one can perform one’s responsibility without power or authority. To perform one’s responsibility as Khalifa each man or woman must have some authority. The foundation of woman’s empowerment lies with this Khilafat. Not only women, in Khilafat lies the foundation of empowerment of all women, men, poor, and weak. So this is the fourth proof of fundamental equality between a man and a woman. Islam wants that every man, every woman, every person should be empowered. But if the women are deprived now they should be empowered first. If the men are deprived any time they should be empowered. We must think first about anyone who is deprived; at present we must put in efforts for the empowerment of women.

Now the question is what should be real work of a woman and whether they should only stay at home? If any woman freely decides to stay at home, she has rights to do it. It is applicable to a man also. But Almighty Allah has never said anywhere that women will have to stay at home and will not be able to do anything outside. On the contrary, Allah has given the same basic responsibility to women as well as men. In Sura Tawba, Allah says, men and women have six responsibilities:

The believers, men and women, are protectors one of another; they uphold what is just, and forbid what is evil; they observe regular prayers, practice regular charity and obey Allah and His messenger. [Quran, 9:71]

So the six responsibilities are:

1. They uphold what is just.
2. They forbid what is evil.
3. They observe regular prayers.
4. They practice regular charity.
5. They obey Allah.
6. They obey His messenger.

This verse says, men and women are protectors (‘Wali’ or guardians) of one another. Some people say that women cannot be guardians but Allah says that the women can be guardians. Through these instructions Allah has recognized the participation of women in all good activities. Allah has declared that He will shower blessings on those who will perform these responsibilities. After studying several Tafsirs (commentaries) of the holy Quran and as a person having full faith in the holy Book and the Sunnah of Rasul (the way the prophet lived his life), I express my firm belief that all men and women are equal so far as these six responsibilities are concerned. All activities including politics and social work fall within its purview. I feel that we have made ourselves busy with petty things leaving aside the essence of Islam. We are depending on many books written by men. It seems to me that we are not paying that much importance to the original Book of Allah in comparison to other books.

Lastly, I would like to say that if you learn Islam through others you would not learn the true spirit of Islam. You will have to study a few commentaries of the Quran yourself. Some try to insert their own opinions in the translations. So if you study five or six translations of the Quran, you will be able to understand where people’s opinions have found their place in the Quran and what are the words of Allah. Study of several commentaries will help you understand which interpretations are correct. We do not have well known women commentators of the holy Book. It is their failure. There would not have been gender bias if they could play their part effectively. However, there are some commentaries of the holy Quran, which are free from gender bias. For example “The Message of Quran” by Mohammad Asad. I would like to conclude here.

SOME THOUGHTS ON HUMAN RIGHTS

we have already observed the 50th UN Human Rights Day on December 10, 1998. Indeed the human rights document of the UN is a major one and by and large world has agreed on basic aspects of human rights and the need for their implementation in the various countries of the world. Those who worked for the preparation of the documents on the basis of the experience of humanity in history deserve our greatest admiration and thanks.

Human rights are really fundamental to human existence and good life. There may be some disagreement on the details of human rights, but there is hardly any disagreement on basic aspects of human rights. Human rights were always violated in the human history. The rulers, the local powerful people mostly oppressed people and did not grant them full enjoyment of human rights. Even the religious leadership in some cases was responsible for violation of human rights, though this was not in the best spirit of religious values.

It was hoped that with the advent of modern times arrival of renaissance, rise in education, the condition of human rights shall radically improve. There has been of course improvement in some respects in some countries. But life and liberty of people in most countries are still not safe. There has been increase in terrorism by the state within and outside the political borders of the state. We do not find any justification of bombing in Sudan, Libya and Afganistan by one super power. The way one or two powers threaten Iraq every now and then of military action shows that some countries have given up even the mask of honorable behavior.

We have also seen recently the terrorism of Serbia in Bosnia and Kosovo. State terrorism is also going unabated for long in Palestine and Kashmir. Israel and India want to hold on to West
Bank and Kashmir by force even though the people of the area do not want them.

State terrorism and violation of human rights has another dimension. It is violation of human rights by the state security organs in their own people. It is the most common type and prevalent in almost all countries. In Bangladesh also several hundred people have died in police custody. Torture in the hand of police and investigation agencies is a regular feature, though law does not permit it. I have found them mostly to justify it. Remand comes handy for torture.

After the death of Rubel, a young student, in the hands of police, most people have demanded the abolition of remand system and Section 54 of Code of Criminal Procedure. Justice Habibur Rahman Commission has given some suggestions. The Govt. of Bangladesh should implement them without any delay.

However, there should be no excess in the area of human rights. There are people who have opposed action against blasphemy, pornography and “living together” (without marriage) in the name of liberty, freedom and human rights. These are perversions. We can not agree to such excessive freedom as these are against our very good moral values.

Human rights are far from being achieved. A great movement by moral philosophers and activists will be needed to reach the goal and it will probably take time.

CULTURE AND ITS VARIOUS ASPECTS

The Definition of Culture
The definition of culture has been debated for the last one hundred years. The debate became more intense after the rise of marxism. At that time there emerged a new philosophy in the form of ‘art for life’s sake’. This philosophy gave rise to a debate between ‘art for art’s sake’ and ‘art for life’s sake’. The debate was raised by the communists who ultimately went beyond the limit of the issue in concern. Here the term ‘art’ has been used in the sense of ‘culture’. They failed to highlight the fact that the term ‘culture’ should cover ‘a sense of beauty’ also.

Conversely, the votaries of ‘art for art’s sake’ politicised the issue. They argued that art is for the sake of art and so it should take account of ‘the sense of beauty’ and ‘the spirit of beauty’ only. According to them, whatever beautifies the diverse aspects of life is culture.

To be just, we would say that art or culture should have both aspects. It should be treated as something necessary for life. Art or culture should be for life, not something detached from life. On the other hand, it is also true that, what is not beautiful can not be regarded as art or culture, even though it is essential for life. So both elements are necessary. Both are true. The debate should be brought to an end and I think it has almost come to an end. After the fall of marxism, this debate does not seem to exist. Nor is this important for an idealist party. People should adjust these two aspects - beauty and life - in their culture.

Beyond this theoretical discussion, it can be said that culture has many aspects. It has many dimensions. Literature, art, cinema, media, etc. all are various parts of culture.

While talking about culture, we have to consider its various dimensions. Culture includes everything from songs and music to...
literature, drama, cinema, etc. From another point of view, it can be said that culture is the lifestyle of people. It is their way of life. In this sense culture is a very comprehensive term.

Regarding the definition of culture, there may be differences of opinions among commentators. However, we basically admit that culture is a broad subject. It is related to the entire way of life. Culture is an important element for every nation. As it has many dimensions, it can easily encompass both the aspects of life and beauty. That is, culture should have beauty and at the same time it should be for the sake of life.

Culture and Human Being
Culture and human person cannot be detached from each other. However, it can be said that people are not for culture, but culture is for them. No person or society can be imagined without culture. Culture lies in every person. A person has an individual culture which is expressed by his character and behaviour. Every family may also have its own distinct culture which finds expression in its movement, manners, behaviours, style, speech, etc. A society or a country may also have its own distinctive culture.

The Basis of Culture
Culture should be based on some foundations. It should stand on a sound belief. Since belief affects behaviour, a culture which is based on a wrong belief is bound to be wrong. Culture means behaviour behind which lies a belief. If this belief is corrupt, so is the behaviour and if the belief is sound, behaviour will also be sound.

As for the Muslims, their culture should be based on ‘Tawhid’. By Tawhid we understand that there is a Creator. Every creation has a purpose. We, human beings, are Allah’s vicegerents on earth. It is our duty to make His mission effective everywhere in the whole world. Hence, Muslim culture should always be free from polytheism or pagan practices. It should uphold the dignity of vicegerents. It should be beautiful, polished, decent and free from obscenity.

Since the basic foundation of culture is belief, the foundation of Muslim culture should be Tawhid. As regards the culture of non-Muslims, it should be based on a sound belief and strong moral and ethical standards. They should acknowledge the existence of the Creator, even if they refuse to accept the concept of tawhid. There is no doubt that a culture based on the belief in the existence of the Creator is much better than the one which is based on atheism. But if a particular culture is based on the adoration of a race or a clan, it will be a sick culture.

Thus in the case of Muslims, undoubtedly, tawhid should be the foundation of their culture. But other religious or ideological groups who do not accept tawhid will have to have a sound belief for establishing a sound culture. It may be humanitarianism and belief in the Creator, but it should not be atheism. If it is based on atheism, it will be destructive. If it is racism, worship of a clan or a race, it will also be dangerous.

So, we can say that a sound belief is a pre-requisite for culture. Secondly, it should be decent. A culture which is based on a sound belief is sure to be free from indecency, because no sound belief can indulge in indecency or vulgarity. Culture must be for the humankind. It should serve its purpose. It has to be humanitarian and welfare-oriented.

Another basis of culture is the sense of beauty. There should be a beautiful sense here. Nothing should be made graceless. For this we should accept the concept of pluralism. Various groups of people in the world are not identical. People do not belong to one race or religion only. Allah (SWT) Himself has said that if He had so willed, all people would have been the followers of Islam. All would have been on the straight path. But He did not plan that way. He has given freedom to humans. That is, due to this freedom, members of humankind will use their free will and may not follow the same path.

Thus it can be said that, since people are of different types and different opinions, for Muslims sound belief is tawhid, and for others it should be universally-accepted human values. Belief in the Creator is a must even if it is not tawhid. It is only then that a culture can be sound. This culture will be much better than the one which is based on atheism. No sound culture can develop on the foundation of atheism or racism.
Control on Culture
Is culture controlled by people? If it is, how much? In fact, the answer can be both yes and no. It is true that human beings build up culture. But a particular person alone cannot establish a culture. It takes hundreds of or even thousands of years to establish a culture through many actions and reactions involving many people. A particular human being, a particular generation or a particular clan does not have any control over the formation of culture. In this sense it can be said that it is not controlled by human. At the same time it is also true that culture has been shaped by humans. All people collectively shape it. Therefore, we can say that culture is actually formed by men and in this sense it is controlled by men. But in another sense it is not controlled since it has not been formed by a particular generation.

Culture is a matter of a historical identity. That is why on different occasions I have said that nobody should play with culture. Culture sprouts from the deep spirit of humankind. It is a very sensitive issue which should be dealt with very cautiously. There are things in our culture which we may not like, but they should be removed bit by bit and with patience. As we know, in the early years of Islam the messenger (SAWS) accepted many local customs and practices which were not directly conflicting with Islam. He accepted Arab customs. There is a famous fatwa (non-binding juristic opinion) of Ibn Taymiyyah which says that the local custom of any country, if it is not directly conflicting with Islam and thus is not categorically impermissible, will remain as it is.

Due to our thoughtlessness sometimes we commit excesses. We should guard ourselves from such tendencies. We should think of the greatness, wholeness and comprehensiveness of Islam and also of the fact that there is room for diverse ways and opinions within the fold of Islam. Otherwise, it would have not been possible for so many mazhabs (schools of thought) to co-exist. Nor would it have been possible for the Sunni Muslims to follow four different mazhabs. Again it is because of Islam’s tolerant attitude that there are various schools of thoughts.

As regards culture, we have to tolerate different opinions. We have to recognize different ways and opinions. The worldwide Islamic culture has different forms in different countries. The Islamic culture in Indonesia will be both Islamic and Indonesian in purport, colour and form; but there will be no conflict between them. There should be no objection for a culture to be Islamic so long as it does not contain any fundamental element clearly in conflict with Islam. The same rule applies to Bangladesh as it does to other Muslim-majority countries. Culture of each country will assume its own colour. In this respect my opinion is that in the same garden of Islam there will be flower plants of hundred different types. Islamic cultural workers should think over these issues.

Cultural Heritage
Cultural heritage is an important issue. Identity is essential for human. It is not possible for people to form a new identity overnight. They have to retain the old identity, excluding only that part which is not good for the humanity. It is the duty of an individual to preserve his/her culture leaving out only that portion which does not have beauty, which is full of indecency, polytheistic in nature or goes against the fundamental teachings of Islam.

Cultural Individuality in the Context of Globalization
Globalization is a major event in the contemporary world. Basically it has occurred via electronic media. It is true that journey has become easy today. However, a small number of people - five percent at best - make journeys. If we take America as an example, we see that very few people of the country go abroad in a year. If this is the condition, we can say that globalization has occurred not because of journeys. Rather, it has occurred because of the development of the electronic media. We make journeys through the whole world, but not physically. We journey through our minds, eyes, ears. By dint of this new journey a silent communication and transaction gets underway. It may result in the spread of wellbeing throughout the world. However, we cannot rule out the possibility of the spread of evils as well. Either is possible.

In this situation, it is difficult to predict as to how distinctive a culture will remain in the days to come. I think many elements of a particular culture will be identical to those of others. As for an example, it is not impossible that the dress and clothes of the whole world may gradually come closer. If we take the case of
menswear, we notice that the design of shirts and pants has already become identical among men of various cultures. On the other hand, as regards the clothing of women, the case is different. Women of the Muslim world wear different clothes on various grounds. So I think that in spite of the general tendency to come closer, differences will remain in many respects. For example, eating habits and the elements of food will remain distinctive in different regions. Besides, the individuality of songs and music of different places will be preserved. Every region has its own environment, rivers, seas, forests, fields, crops, etc. Individuality will also be preserved in the field of literature because of the distinctiveness of the people of every region and the differences between peoples and areas.

One of the determining factors of culture is religion or belief. In one sense it controls culture. Because of the differences of the characteristics of this factor, cultures will always be different. It may so happen that hundreds of cultures will not exist, but at least five to ten cultures will survive in the world. However, it is difficult to predict as to what is going to happen in future. But unity will be strengthened in many respects. Cultural unity will increase. Mutual communication will increase to a large extent. Yet differences will also exist in many aspects.

We should see the difference between interaction and aggression, instead of confusing one with the other, it will be good. Interaction means reciprocity or mutual dealings, whereas aggression is something imposed. We must resist any deliberate effort to impose anything on us. The significance of this also lies in the Quranic precept “Let there be no compulsion in religion” (2:256). In his first treaty with the Jews, the messenger (SAWS) gave them all their internal freedom. He gave them the freedom to practise their own culture. This proves that changing a culture by force is neither Islamic nor humanistic.

Western culture is based on materialism. Materialism promotes epicureanism and selfishness. That is why Western culture has turned ugly. It has turned erotic in nature. It is now centred on the misuse of women. The tendency to spread such a culture throughout the world should be resisted. Those who are good among the Westerners should also be encouraged to work against cultural aggression of the West. The Western materialism is irreligion, if not atheism. All should stand against it throughout the world. This materialism is not beneficial for humanity.

The Culture of Entertainment
None can think of living without culture. No society can exist without culture. So it is not possible for anybody to be adverse to culture. But, if some people turn into offenders because of the lack of good education or of poverty, then the culture becomes bad, corrupt. Besides, everybody has his own culture. Some may like patriotic songs, some others are fond of hamd (songs in praise of Allah) and naat (songs in praise of the messenger of Allah). This is one aspect. But songs and music are not essential parts of culture. The main aspect of culture is lifestyle, the whole life. Each and every word of a man, his speech, utterance, parlance, his movement, his journey - everything is his culture. Unfortunately, ignoring all these, people tend to consider songs and dance as major elements of culture. This is because many do not think about things from the depth of knowledge and understanding. However, a nation can be cultured even though there is no song or music. There are many nations where songs are not that much popular, who do not practise dance - that does not make their culture any less significant.

We cannot do whatever we wish in the name of entertainment. Entertainment is one of the most important elements of life. It is required. In the modern world entertainment should be given importance. We know that a significant amount of time of a person’s daily life is spent on travelling, not to mention the time spent in office. Everywhere he is busy. In this situation there must be an arrangement for entertainment which would be sound; it should not be sick. Nor should it be obscene. One should not do anything that leads to bad habits or spreads crimes. It is not necessary that everything should be communicated to the nation through television or media especially those objectionable incidents that occur infrequently.

Truly, there must be a limit to entertainment. The boundary line should be determined by law and customs. Here we cannot approve of indecency in the name of liberty. We do not want that kind of liberty which turns human into a brute.
Culture and Law

Culture is more deeply-rooted than law. Culture cannot be changed as easily as law. We want that Islamic values and ideas be the part of our culture. Then it will never be so easy to misinterpret our culture. Rather, it will be easy to resist corrupt culture.

There may be different communities among the people of Bangladesh. Both Muslim and non-Muslim people live together among us. Non-Muslims follow their own culture and the Muslims follow their Muslim culture.

The Muslims of Bangladesh must comply with Islamic culture. They have willingly accepted Islam in this country. Here Islam has not been imposed on anybody. No policy of compulsion was adopted for preaching Islam. As the people of this country have accepted Islam of their own free will, so it is the demand of Islam as well as of Imam that nothing can be imposed on them. Islamic culture has to be reflected here. It would be wrong even to demand anything conflicting with Islam which would be irrational.

I recommend that those who want to build the foundation of culture should remove obscenity, ill-treatment with women and such issues as are degrading for women. Culture should be used for the services of humanity.

Our goal is to establish a humanitarian culture. We have to see whether it forms human character or destroys it. Therefore, we would say that our songs, poems, literature-everything should be made positive; nothing should remain negative.

Tawhid is the Foundation of Islamic Culture

A cultural or any other movement should be based on a philosophy. No great movement, revolution or change of conditions can be possible without an ideology behind it. I would like to say a few words in simple terms regarding that ideology.

So far as I can notice, a moral crisis, rather I would say a moral degradation, is going on throughout the world. The widespread atrocity is a proof of this degradation, be it in Afghanistan, Iraq, Kashmir or in any other country. The cruelty, vandalism, killing, oppression or violence—nothing of these is beneficial to mankind. I would categorically say that terrorism is an enemy of humanity. I do not want to enter into a debate as to who are the perpetrators of terrorism. But I know that it causes a great loss to Islam and humanity. I think that all good people, particularly cultural workers, should fight against terrorism, cruelty, barbarism and moral degradation that have plagued the world.

In my view there are mainly two reasons behind these degradation, cruelty, barbarism and terrorism. There may be many reasons, but I would mention only two. One of them is the lack of good education or real education. The other is the sick culture. From the point of view of Islam or humanism, what is good education? Which education will contribute to man's progress? In my opinion education should cover both professionalism and moral lesson.

To be brief, to guard ourselves from the clutch of the degenerate culture we have to establish a sound culture. The cultural challenges we are facing today have several shapes, such as political, economic, military, etc. The West wants to impose their culture on us. I do not find any difference between an Islamist and a humanist. The most important job of an Islamist is to rescue humanity from obscenity.

Tawhid is one of the main characteristics of Islamic culture. Islamic culture has to be based on tawhid. It has to represent tawhid and at the same time it must be free from indecency. One aspect is negative and the other is positive.

We have to work together for establishing a sound culture. What are the main characteristics of a sound culture? In my opinion, a sound culture consists of three major elements. One of them is a sound belief, and for Muslims it is tawhid. Secondly, it should be free from indecency. Thirdly, it should uphold the message of humanity, that is, the message of the welfare of humanity. A culture can be regarded as sound if it carries the message that tells us how to enrich people, how to remove their hunger and sorrow. I wish for the development and progress of such a sound culture.
BANGLA LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE: A REVIEW

This year (2002) our language movement has had its fiftieth anniversary. It is time to evaluate our achievement in language and literature. My study shows that Bangla has turned into a very powerful language. But it has not become so without any effort. Bangla language has taken a powerful form by dint of the efforts and endeavours of Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941), Kazi Nazrul Islam (1899-1976), Farrukh Ahmad (1918-1974) and the other poets and litterateurs. A great advantage of this language is that it accepts words from foreign languages without any reservations. Previously it widely took many loanwords from Sanskrit on the one hand and from Arabic and Persian on the other. Later, as the English ruled this country for two hundred years, a large number of English words entered into Bangla language. As a result, Bangla has turned into one of those languages of the world that are very rich in vocabulary. This issue demands extensive research to establish the richness of the language.

If the vocabulary of a language is very extensive, it can express human feelings and experiences more succinctly. And because of the extensiveness of the vocabulary now it is possible to express any subject or any idea through Bangla language. On the other hand, if the vocabulary of a language is very poor, it cannot carry wide-ranging thoughts and ideas. Currently, it is possible to express any philosophy, economy, politics, sociology, science or other subjects through Bangla language. However, while discussing scientific issues in Bangla, established scientific words from other languages should be accepted. As no problem has arisen because of the words taken so far, perhaps none will arise if more words are taken when necessary.

So it can be said that we have got a very strong language which has made an incredible developement during the last few hundred years. Specially, during the past fifty years the language has become more enriched. During this period, more English words have entered the language extensively. Thus this language has made immense progress, keeping pace with the forward-looking movement of the world.

It is worth mentioning here that we have made Bangla the state language as well as the medium of instruction. Though opinions may vary regarding the making of Bangla the medium of instruction, I personally think that it was a right decision. There is no harm in learning English, the language of the world. We also admit that international communication should be carried out through English. However, while we have such a strong language, English should not be our official language.

Anyway, as Bangla has become the language of instruction up to university level, we have borrowed a large number of English words in the areas of science and technology. This development has occurred mostly during the last twenty to thirty years.

Language is the vehicle to express our innermost feelings and experiences. However, despite the fact that we have such a wonderful language, I cannot confidently say that our achievement in the field of literature is commensurate. We have to ask ourselves, when it comes to subjects like political science or economics, how much we have written in Bangla. How much have we written in Bangla when discussing philosophy or sociology? The reality is that we have written very little. With the exception of translating some text books, we have not done much work in Bangla.

As for novels or short stories, our achievement could be better. It is true that many popular novels have been written in Bangla. For example, when a writer writes short novels, or which can otherwise be termed novellas, thousands of copies are sold off. However, placed against the richness of the language, our achievement in the field of literature needs to be greater. As for poetry, it is true that we have got a good number of poets. Among them, some have gained wide recognition. However, in spite of the fact that Bangla has turned into a strong language,
as I said before, Bangla literature could be richer. We have the right language to produce a stronger literature - novels, short stories, poems, dramas etc. - that carries the fundamental thoughts required for representing a nation. What we need for this is to know the world literature (the philosophy of the world - be it political, economic, social or civilisational), to read extensively about it.

Literary translation has played a significant role in the progress of Bangla Language and literature. Among the works done so far in the field of translation are a good number of world renowned Tafsirs. For example, ‘Tafsir-e-Ibne Kathir’, Maulana Maududi’s Tafsir ‘Tafheemul Quran’, Sayyid Qub’s ‘Fi Zilalil Quran’ and Mufti Shafi’s ‘Ma’areful Quran’ and some other mentionable Tafsirs have been translated into Bangla. Besides, some original works have also been done by this time, such as Maulana Akram Khan’s Tafsir and Giris Chandra Sen’s translation of the Quran into Bangla.

Next to Tafsir, we can mention the translation of some famous books on Hadiths including Sihah Sittah. In addition to that, a good many Islamic books have also been translated. However, even though the books of Hadiths have been translated, the commentaries annotated in those books have not been fully translated. Till now the books containing the commentaries of Bukhari or Muslim have not been translated. It should be mentioned here that if we want to translate those commentaries today, we will have to add new annotations. The reason is that, the annotations given and the opinion expressed in those days were based on a different context, a different background. So if we want to translate those, we have to add new annotations, include new notes. With the exception of some works written by Imam Ghazali, those by other Islamic thinkers like Ibn Khaldun, Al-Kindi, Al-Farabi, Ibn Al-Arabi have hardly ever been translated. A few books by Dr. Yusuf Al-Qaradawi, among the modern writers, have been translated. Books written by Maulana Maududi, Dr. Maurice Buaille, Muhammad Asad, Sayyid Qub and Mohammad Qub have been translated. Dr. Taha Hussein’s, Dr. Najeeb Al-Kilani’s and Naseem Hijazi’s works are also included in the list of translation materials.

On the other hand, several thousand books have been written in Bangla on Islamic issues. Most of them - with the exception of the write-ups by thinkers like Maulana Akram Khan, Golam Mostafa and Maulana Abdur Rahim - are of average merit. Many can be treated as nothing more than note books. This is the condition of writing and translating of Islamic literature in Bangladesh which was once the second and now the third largest Muslim country in the world in consideration of the number of population, with Indonesia and Pakistan being first and second respectively (granted that Muslims in India are the largest minority). Our position will be easily discernible if our write-ups are placed against those by Dr. Qaradawi, Dr. Abdul Hamid Ahmad Abu Sulayman, Dr. Taha Jabin Al-Alwani, Mohammad Al-Ghazzali, Dr. Khurshid Ahmad and Dr. Omer Chapra. It is only then that we will be able to play our part in spreading our literature through Bangla, making it internationally acceptable.

There are two ways of making a language internationally known. First, if it natually becomes the language of another country. Second, if a language is made the state language of a country. For example, in the case of Arabic, the language of the Qureysh has become the language of the whole region of the Middle East - this is one way. Or, as we see, English has become the language of a large number of countries of the world. It is the official language of many countries, such as, India and Pakistan. We have been able to make Bangla our official language. But in this case, there is little possibility that Bangla will become the language of another region in today’s world. So, there is only one way to make Bangla internationally known, and that is through translation. All the good works, particularly, short stories, poems and novels, written so far in our country should be translated into other languages. Short stories, novels and poems stir people’s hearts as well as their emotions.

Besides short stories, Bangla novel and poetry should also be translated. And if we have done any original works in the field of knowledge, which do not come to my notice though, should also be translated. In this respect the government has big responsibilities. The litterateurs also have their role to play. An organisation is needed for this. Bangla Academy, Islamic
Foundation and also the Ministry of Cultural Affairs can play their part in this respect. In this case there is no alternative to marketing, translating and campaigning. The translation should be done into other languages in addition to English. The benefit of translating into English is that it makes it easier to translate to other languages. There are many English knowing people in our country. But the number of Persian, German or French knowing people is not satisfactory. There are very few people who know other languages. So if the translational work is done into English and then properly marketed, that will lead to translation into other languages.

There may be yet another way of making our language internationally known. We can get our works translated in some particular languages in which a major part of the population of the world speaks, such as Chinese or Russian. We have some people who know Chinese and also who have studied in Russia and thus know Russian; we can take their help to do the translational work. Likewise, we may also have people conversant with the French language; they can translate our works directly into that language. Currently, a good many number of languages of the world are taught in our country. However, if translation into English is done, there is the possibility that the works will again be translated into other languages from English.

It would be the best thing if the government can open one translation bureau in the Bangla Academy and another in the Islamic Foundation. As there may arise many problems in establishing a new organisation, it would be easier to open a wing in each of these organisations we already have.

BEAUTY CONTEST: WHAT GOOD IT BRINGS TO WOMAN?

The history of the beauty contest is not clearly known to me. Who, where and when it started is unknown, but the common belief is that the beauty contest started some 60-70 years back in the West. Later some elements started to organize such beauty contests in the East, particularly in India and Japan. Of the total 60 Muslim countries, a few hold such contests against the age-old culture, custom, tradition and value system. In some countries the government is patronizing such beauty contests and in others individuals and private organizations arrange such contests. Never such contests were ever organized in Bangladesh. Strangely, some people are now trying to organize such beauty contests against the deep-rooted faith, ethics and norms of the majority people of our country. The government of Bangladesh did not allow organizing such functions in the country and therefore the people who are active to raze the basic elements of the culture of Bangladesh, a predominantly Muslim country, in the name of globalization and modernism, organized a beauty contest in London some time back and selected a girl who later participated in the world contest. Of late, some people are organizing beauty contest in Bangladesh in the name and cover of fashion show.

The most pertinent question is: does beauty contest enhance the prestige and dignity of the womenfolk of our country or is it in any way related with the development of the country’s economy? In the beauty contest, the participating women are scantily dressed, are mostly required to expose their body and beauty before the male judges walking in the most offensive and distasteful manner. Does it in any way increase respect of the women? In fact, the uncovered body of woman brings disgrace for her. Historically all noble ladies even in the West until now
were dressed in the most dignified manner. In fact such half
clothed women become an object of commercial display and turn
into the easy prey of the lust of the males.

The question is: why beauty contest of the woman is being
organized when no beauty contest is planned to select the most
beautiful man? In fact a section of business community
organizes beauty contest of the women to use them for
commercial purposes for which women, our sisters and mothers,
are disgraced. The beauty contests excite male members of the
society. This is true not only in the matter of beauty contest, any
obscene, offensive and vulgar programme involving women is
bound to incite male members. Such programmes are
responsible for the moral degeneration of our youth. The root
cause of the increase of the rape, violence and crime related to
women are the spread of obscenity in the society. The beauty
contest therefore in no way increase prestige, honour, dignity,
safety and security of the women rather women lose respect, and
their security is further endangered.

Does the beauty contest in any way contribute to the economic
development? No empirical study or survey has ever established
that beauty contest some way or other has played any
constructive or significant role for the progress and
development of any country. There is no logic behind the claim
of some persons that such beauty contest directly or indirectly
contribute to the economic stride and progress of any society.
Beauty contest has in no meaningful way made any contribution
in the increase of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or the national
income. Some good-looking women who won in the beauty
contest later joined the advertisement industry as model. This
might some way financially benefit them personally. The
joining of some pretty women in the commercial and
advertisement industry might have increased the demand of
certain product, soap, paste etc in the market but this increase
takes place mostly at the expense or reduction of sale of some
other soaps, paste etc of other companies. This however does
not as a whole increase the GDP. Moreover products are sold
because of the quality, not because of the fair looking models or
due to their physical posture. Some tourists of foreign countries
might come to visit a particular country for a day or two, but this
is very insignificant and does not carry any weight or
credence. Such beauty contest, for sure, has no value in terms of
the economic activity of a country or benefit the tourist industry
on a long term basis.

What is the reaction of the women concerning the beauty contest?
In this regard let us see the article by Hasina Habib, a student of
BUET, who in an article published in the Daily Inqilab on 6th
April 2002 captioned ‘Beauty Contest Versus Art’ writes:

BTV broadcasted a programme of beauty contest on
2nd April. The commentator during the presentation
ceremony of the programme on several occasions
commented that these beautiful ladies are the assets of
the country. On what consideration these pretty ladies
are the assets of the country? Earning forex by showing
and screening beauty cannot be a prestigious profession
or an aesthetic art. On what reckoning then the
participants of beauty contest can be asset, when such
contest in itself is not honourable? The questions that
were put forward to the participants of the contest to
ascertain the intelligence and the capacity for
immediate response to quarry were not at all scholarly.
Such questions were asked: To grow up is not an
interesting matter, what do you think? What do you
mean by hairstyle? ... etc. How such hollow and
meaningless questions can be the reflection of
intelligence and wisdom? The ultimate objective of the
clothing is to cover up the body. Its aim is also to
protect prestige, honour and the dignity of the
individual personality. But in the presentation ceremony
of the beauty contest as broadcast by the BTV the
participant women were shown walking in such skin
tight, bare and half naked way as if the purpose is to
attract male members who are viewing. Such exposure
of the body and beauty of the women is nothing but the
wild expression of nakedness and offensive and indeed
distasteful matter. Most of the guests present in the
beauty contest had been male and their expression was
objectionable, unpleasant and obnoxious. The only exception was Endrew Kishore who was seen looking down bowing head by keeping his palm on the forehead. Rest of the males were looking and observing this nude art(!) with their lustful eyes. Does the definition of art or aesthetic beauty has changed into nudity and obscenity in the so-called modern life? How the exposure of the body of the women can be a sign of progress of the civilization? Why should we copy the negative and obscene elements of another culture leaving their positive elements? If nudity is considered a sign of progress then women one day will require becoming totally naked to increase the reserve of foreign exchange. In other words the loathsome and abhorrent male members will not spend money unless women expose them by becoming totally naked to earn money. It seems that in near future all people will become naked like the animal of jungles to keep pace with the development.

Those who do not have the sense of self-esteem and dignity and do not mind in becoming naked in front of the male jury and their only objective is to earn money by exposing their body and beauty, what name we can give to the profession of such people?

Hasina Habib rightly pointed out that beauty contest which lacks socio-economic, moral and ethical consideration cannot be an art in the esthetic sense or an asset for the majority of the people of Bangladesh who are believers of Islamic ideology and values. Needless to mention that the so-called beauty contest, which is against the ideology of Islam and its teachings, is also against the history, tradition and culture of Bangladesh. It is not in agreement with the values of other religious faiths. We therefore appeal to all the businessmen, industrialists and cultural organizers of our country to take immediate and effective steps to stop the recurrence of further beauty contests. Not only beauty contests, we also appeal to business magnets, industrialists and socio-cultural workers to ensure that nothing is done in the name of cultural activities which cause moral decadence and disgrace and humiliate women, our daughters, sisters and mothers.

Our message to the organizers, leaders and members of the women right groups is that you be active to wipe out the root cause of violence from the society and the moral degeneration of our youth and events that are not the demonstration of the uplift of women in the society rather are the causes of shame and ignominy for the women. We also appeal to the government to keep watch so that some people working against our culture and value system cannot organize beauty contest in the cover and garb of fashion show or any other name. We all must do everything possible at our command before it exceeds all limits and before it is too late.

10 May, 2002, The Daily Inqilab
VALENTINE DAY DOES NOT SUIT OUR CULTURE

A new day in the name of Valentine Day (Bhalobasha Dibosh) is being observed in Bangladesh for the last few years. Some papers are encouraging its observance. A group of businessmen and hotel-owners are encouraging it for business gain and profit. What is the history and basis of this Valentine Day. I reproduce below in this regard from the writing of a major Scholar Dr. Khalid Baig.

Most Muslims who indulge in many alien cultural practices, these days, do not know what they are doing. They are just blind followers of their equally blind cultural leaders.

Little do they realize that what they regard as innocent fun may in fact be rooted in paganism. That the symbols they embrace may be symbols of unbelief. That the ideas they borrow may be products of superstition. And that all these may be a negation of what Islam stands for.

Consider Valentine’s Day, a day that after dying out a well deserved death in most of Europe but surviving in Britain and the United States has suddenly started to emerge across a swath of Muslim countries. Who was Valentine? Why is this day observed?

Legends abound, as they do in all such cases, but this much is clear Valentine’s Day began as a pagan ritual started by Romans in the 4th century BC to honour Lupercus, the ‘god of fertility and flocks’. Its main attraction was a lottery held to distribute young women to young men for ‘entertainment and pleasure’ until the next year’s lottery.

Among other equally despicable practices associated with this day was the lashing of young women by two young men, clad only in a bit of goatskin and wielding goatskin thongs, who had been smeared with the blood of sacrificial goats and dogs. A lash of the ‘sacred’ thongs by these ‘holy men’ was believed to make the women better able to bear children.

As usual, Christianity tried, unsuccessfully, to stop the evil celebration of Lupercalia. It first replaced the lottery of the names of women with a lottery of the names of saints. The idea was that during the following year the young men would emulate the life of the saint whose name they had drawn. Christianity ended up doing in Rome, and elsewhere, as the Romans did.

The idea that you can preserve the appearance of a popular evil and yet somehow turn it to serve the purpose of virtue has survived ...

The only success it had was in changing the name of Lupercalia to St. Valentine’s Day. Pope Gellasius did it in the year 496, in honour of one Saint Valentine. However, there are as many as 50 different Valentines in Christian legends. Two of them are more famous, although their lives and characters are also shrouded in mystery.

According to one legend, which is more in line with the true nature of this celebration, St. Valentine was a ‘lover’s saint’ who had himself fallen in love with his jailer’s daughter.

Due to serious troubles that accompanied such lottery, French government banned the Valentine ritual in 1776. It also vanished over the years in Italy, Austria, Hungary and Germany. Earlier, during the 17th century when the Puritans were strong it had been banned in England, but King Charles II revived it in 1660.

From England the Valentine ritual arrived in the New World, where enterprising Yankees spotted a good means of making money. Esther A Howland who produced, in the 1840s, one of the first commercial American Valentine Day cards called ‘what else valentines’ sold $ 5,000 worth in the first year. (Then $
5,000 was a lot of money). The valentine industry has been booming ever since.

It is the same story with Halloween, which has otherwise normal human beings dressing, like ghosts and goblins in a re-enactment of an ancient pagan ritual of demon worship.

The pagan name for that event was Samhain (pronounced sow-en). Just as in case of Valentine’s Day, Christianity changed its name, but not the pagan moorings. ...

Even the apparently innocuous celebration might have pagan foundations. According to one account, in pagan curlers, people feared evil spirits, especially on their birthdays. It was a common belief that evil spirits were more dangerous to a person when he or she experienced a change in their daily life, such as turning a year older. So family and friends surrounded the person with laughter and joy on their birthdays to protect them from evil.

How can anyone in his right mind think that Islam would be indifferent to practices steeped in anti-Islamic ideas and beliefs? ...

It is a great tragedy that under the constant barrage of commercial and cultural propaganda from the forces of Jahiliya and the relentless media machine, Muslims have begun to embrace the Valentines, the Halloween ghosts, and even Santa Claus. (Impact International, London, March 2001)

This is the history of Valentine Day. Such a programme based on paganism and superstition should not be observed in a country like Bangladesh where Muslims constitute ninety percent of the population. Islam has taught us genuine love of all which does not depend on observance of a day of such type. In our country it has become a medium for free mixing of some young people and for adultery. This is no part of culture of the Muslims or the Bangladeshis. Any part of western culture which increases obscenity and indecency should not be allowed in our country. I draw the attention of scholars, journalists, teachers, Imams and social workers to take steps to stop its observance in our country.

**ISLAMIC EDUCATION MOVEMENT: RECENT HISTORY AND OBJECTIVES**

Islamic education movement, which is otherwise widely known as the movement for the Islamization of knowledge, as a new phenomenon, started its journey sometimes in 1977-1978. A group of scholars thought that the educational system in the Muslim world is not fulfilling the needs of the Muslim countries and that it should be thoroughly revised and updated. In this backdrop, the First Islamic Educational World Conference was held in Makkah in 1977 in which more than 300 academicians, scholars and intellectuals participated. The first conference made certain significant recommendations for the Islamization of knowledge. Later, more such conferences were held in other parts of the world in which Ulama, academicians, scholars and intellectuals of various countries joined. Such conferences were held in Pakistan, Indonesia and Bangladesh among other countries. This writer had the opportunity to take part in the conference held in Dhaka in 1980. These conferences helped to a great extent in crystallizing and conceptualizing what should be the future shape and structure of the Islamic education. Later notable institutions like International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT), USA joined in this movement. The prime focus of activities of IIIT since then had been on the restructuring of thought and Islamization of knowledge including Islamization of education.

As the outcome of the painstaking efforts of the learned scholars of various disciplines to formulate a pragmatic Islamic education policy through the Islamic education conferences and contribution of eminent Islamic organizations and individuals, the first Islamic university, the International Islamic University (IIU), Malaysia was established. Distinguished Islamic scholars of the world, well known for their contribution in relevant fields, who are at the same time specialist in their own discipline and
subject and at the same time firm believer in Islam assembled in the new alma mater. Many of these scholars were leaders of the Islamic movement in their own countries and were at the forefront of dawah, Islamic activities in their own arena. Dr. Abdul Hamid Abu Sulayman, renowned scholar and current Chairman of International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT), USA took the responsibility of the International Islamic University (IIU); Malaysia after initial work has been done by the first Rector of the university Prof. Dr. A. Rauf along with his colleagues. A prolific writer, Dr. Abul Hamid has in his credit a number of publications of which ‘Towards an Islamic Theory of International Relations’ and ‘Crisis in the Muslim Mind’ are widely acclaimed. Dr. Abul Hamid, on assuming the responsibility of the university, vigorously started the work of Islamization of education. Arabic and Fiqh, Islamic law and jurisprudence were introduced as compulsory university requirement courses. The university from the very beginning took steps to gradually Islamize the subjects of the social science discipline and the effort is still on.

Later, more Islamic universities have been established in other parts of the world following the model of IIU, Malaysia. One such university has been established in Islamabad (Pakistan), another in Uganda in Africa and another in Kushtia (Bangladesh). It must be admitted that the Islamic University, Bangladesh has, to some extent, lost direction because of political environment within the country and the university could not make much headway following the model of IIU, Malaysia; nevertheless it has to be accepted that Islamic University, Bangladesh also made some contribution in the Islamization of education and Islamization of knowledge. Later, Darul Ihsan University and International Islamic University Chittagong were established with the same mission.

To many it remains a question why Islamization of education is important and this demands an in-depth examination and critical and careful analysis. Islamization of education is significant because the root cause of all problems and malaises of the Ummah, the Muslim community, is education. If we look at the setback and crisis of the Ummah, if we evaluate the political, economic and social dilemma of the Muslim world and particularly if we refer to the overall scenario prevailing in the Muslim countries from the Islamic point of view and look at them from an Islamic vision and perspective then we shall reach to the conclusion that the ultimate reason for all these ills in the Muslim world lies in our failure to restructure the education which shall not only meet the demand of our time but at the same time make a Muslim a Muslim. Had we been able to educate Muslims as worthy Muslims, there would not have been political, economic and social problems in the Muslim world of the size and level as exist now. Such prominent scholars and academicians as Ismail Raji Al Faruqi, Abdul Hamid Abu Sulayman and Syed Ali Ashraf, eminent educationist, Islamic scholar and founder of Darul Ihsan University Bangladesh share this view.

Islamic educationists and scholars are of unanimous opinion that the root cause of all problems of the Ummah is education, it is more appropriately the crisis of education. Such thinkers and intellectuals identify the failure of the education as being the prime reason of the crisis faced by the world today. They think that education has failed to achieve the desired objective because our education has ignored ethics and morality during the last one hundred years.

Humankind of the world civilization is facing the crisis for the fault of curriculum of the educational institutions have ignored ethics and morality for at least last one hundred years. As an outcome of this disrespect to eternal moral values, our educational institutions have produced violent and cruel man devoid of love, affection, fraternity, brotherhood and fellow feeling. What has happened in Bosnia, Kosava, Chechnya, Iraq, Kashmir, Afghanistan and more recently in Gujarat in India is the result of modern education, which has produced cruel and violent man. Modern man is not imbued with the eternal humane values and therefore most sophisticated nations do not mind to bomb unarmed civilian, women and children in Afghanistan and does not mind to continue sanction against Iraq at the costs the lives of millions of Iraqi children. Nobody can hope to change this sorry state of affairs, to really improve the face of modern civilization unless the educational curriculum is restructured and emphasis is given on moral and ethical values.
What is, therefore, required is to reorganize the education on the foundation of ethical principles to combine moral education with professional education. Professional excellence has to be integrated with morality and ethics which basically can be derived from religion. As far as Muslims are concerned, such values can be drawn from Islam and if Muslim societies are not rectified in the light of the precept and teachings of Islam then the Muslim societies’ nay—the whole world is bound to suffer. That means humankind will suffer. The solution, therefore, lies in combining Islamic values with modern subjects in case of Muslims. Where non-Muslims are in majority as in Japan, China and other countries—modern subject should be combined with ethics and morality. Nobody should forget that in the days of globalization and internet in the new millennium, no region remains unaffected if any part of it is affected. Therefore the problem has to be addressed both at regional and international levels.

Dr. Abdul Hamid Abu Sulayman, former Rector IIU, Malaysia and currently Chairman of IIIT, USA addressing a seminar in Dhaka during his recent visit to Bangladesh pointed out:

Muslims are not performing. Bangladesh is not performing. The Muslim world is not performing.

He pointed out that in January 2001 (or December 2000) the total GDP of the Muslim world was US$ 1100 billion whereas the GDP of Japan at that time was US$ 5500 billion, five times more than Muslim world, whereas Muslim world is spread over from Pacific to Atlantic. Why this is the condition of the Muslim world—Dr. Abdul Hamid asked. “Why are not Muslims performing, why are not Muslims motivated, why are not Muslims big actors in the world scene, why are they only spectators, why they are in the fringe”, Dr. Abdul Hamid asked his learned audience in the seminar.

Dr. Abdul Hamid thinks that Muslims are marginalized because: “We are not motivated”. The present educational system has failed to motivate Muslims and one of the foremost reasons of this is that Muslims still have slavish mentality of the colonial period. We could not leave, get rid of slavish mentality. We only imitate. We do not think positively and in a constructive way. We have lost our originality and creativity. Dr. Abdul Hamid thinks that we must give due importance to what education deserves and integrate moral values and ethics with modern professional knowledge. He believes that we as Muslims should integrate professional education and social science with Islamic values.

Now if we look back to history—what we see? If we look back to Abbasi, Usmania or Mughul period, we will find that their educational system did produce army generals or civil servants who studied the then modern subjects and at the same were fully conversant with teachings of the Quran, Sunnah, the Tradition of the Prophet (SAWS), Fiqh, Islamic law and jurisprudence.

There was integration in the educational systems of them. An army officer during the Abbasi used to know not only military science but also such an officer was conversant with the teachings of Quran, Sunnah, Fiqh and Arabic language. Likewise a civil servant was required to study the then professional subjects along with Quran, Sunnah, Fiqh and Arabic. Approximately 150 to 200 years earlier, the system of education was an integrated whole.

What is then the responsibility of the new generation of Muslims? The duty and obligation of the Muslims, the task of the entire humankind is to think and reflect on how to restructure the educational system and not to give over emphasis only on professional knowledge for if we only over emphasize on professional knowledge then we shall only produce robot and not man with soul and values. In fact we have to structure educational system in such a way, for all nations in all countries worldwide, which shall integrate professional knowledge with ethics and morality and we Muslims believe it and are fully committed to it. This can be done on the basis of religion. It should however be made clear that the establishment of Islamic university does not mean that the door of such educational institutions shall remain closed for the non-Muslims. Islamic university is open for all. Any student can study in such a university and the teachings of Islam shall not be imposed on the non-Muslim student. Non-Muslim student shall have to study only the educational program (including the university requirement courses). It needs to be further examined whether non-Muslim student can be offered optional subjects in some discipline or areas.
The message of Islam is universal. Islam addresses humankind: Ya Ayyuhan nass—O mankind, Allah has revealed Quran not to divide mankind. The duty of the Prophet (SAWS) was to unite people. Islam teaches man not to take away the rights of others but to protect it. Islam stands for moderation. In real sense there is no extremism in Islam. Islam is a middle way. Allah (SWT) in Sura Al Baqarah has revealed:

We have created you as a balanced community. (Quran, 2:143).

Allah did not tell that We created you as extreme community. It is, therefore, clear that if we are fully able to appreciate and realize the true meaning of Islam, then we cannot turn out to be extremist. There is no reason of non-Muslims being afraid of Islam. If we look back to history then we shall find that Prophet Muhammad (SAWS) established a system in which life, honor and property of the non-Muslims were fully secured. Moreover, in the commonwealth established by the Prophet (SAWS) under the Charter of Medina, the Jews were self-governing and autonomous and they used to conduct the life according to their own laws. The Muslims used to follow their own law. The state was run according to Islamic Shariah and all the communities participated in the joint activities of the state such as defense.

The essence of Islam is Tawhid, which not only means that Allah is one but also it signifies that humankind is one and its honor is inviolable. The objective of the Shariah is welfare of the mankind. Tawhid signifies the welfare of the entire mankind. It also means and implies that believers of Tawhid must always wish, and long for well-being and happiness of others and must not distinguish between man and man and respect all men. There may be small difference between man and man for various reasons but it is not good to differentiate between man and man. It is against the principle of Tawhid. Prophet Muhammad (SAWS) fully absorbed the full meaning of Tawhid. He said in his farewell pilgrimage speech:

No Arab has superiority over non-Arab. White colored has no superiority over the black.

What is the meaning of this? There is male and female both in white skinned and black skinned people. It signifies that female of a particular race is not superior to male of another race nor male of a particular race is superior to another. Likewise what is the meaning of Arabs and non-Arabs are equal. It means Arab female is to equal to non-Arab male and non-Arab male is equal to Arab female.

Small differences do not change the basic equality of humanity. All human beings remain basically equal in honour, respect and dignity, despite differences in duties and responsibilities. The differences that exist in our society are the result of the prevalent educational system. There is nothing to fear from Islamic education. If Islamic educational system is established in Bangladesh, the door of education shall remain wide open for all. There shall be various options open for the non-Muslims to prosecute their studies. New avenues shall be opened and new scopes and opportunities shall be created. Human equality shall be pursued meticulously. The honor, dignity and respect of the non-Muslims shall be vigorously guarded. There shall be no compulsion in respect of religion as enunciated in the Quran:

La Ikraha Fiddeen. (Sura Al Baqarah, Ayat: 256)
KAUMI MADRASAH EDUCATION
SOME SUGGESTIONS

Kaumi Madrasahs are non-government Madrasahs not funded by the government, not even controlled by them in any respect. Kaumi Madrasah education has spread through the subcontinent since its inception in the 19th century. From that period till today, it has not undergone any comprehensive reformation. The students coming out of these institutions have two compulsory options: either teaching in such Madrasah or leading the congregations of prayer in the Masjids. They have little or no part in the commerce and industry, banking, administration, etc. of the country.

It is necessary for the interest of Islam that the Madrasah educated should fulfill all the demands of the society (and to achieve this goal they should be properly equipped as well) so that they can become banker, administrator, economist, etc. along with becoming teacher of such Madrasahs and Imam of Masjids.

Most of the big Kaumi Madrashas are called Jamea that means university which means that all the necessary branches of learning are taught here. The Madrasha students study four subjects viz. Tafsir, Hadith, Fiqh and Arabic Literature (though they call it one Dawra). It is not feasible to start Dawra in all the disciplines nevertheless the introduction of at least two new subjects will become helpful in making them efficient to play role in administration and in the Islamization of the whole society as a whole. These two subjects are Islamic Economics and Public Administration. Fortunately, by this time, Islamic Economics has turned into a science and progress has also been made in the field of Public Administration from Islamic point of view. In this regard I suggest the authority of Kaumi Madrasah to open Dawra (degree courses) in these two subjects, which will require some changes in the lower classes. In the 11th and 12th classes, two papers on Public Administration and Economics will have to be incorporated. These two papers should be optional. A student can take only one of them and cannot take both. Only the students taking these papers in 11th and 12th classes will be able to take them in Dawra (higher level). If Jameas like they may start more subjects.

Another matter to be taken seriously is the teaching of Arabic, Bangla (national language) and English. Their proficiency in English will make it possible for them to serve the interest of Islam and disseminate its teachings throughout the world. It will be better if they include the modern Tafsirs (exegeses) of the Holy Quran, the modern interpretation of Hadith and the modern trend of Fiqh in their syllabus of Dawra. After all the whole syllabus of their curricula should be reviewed and some old books should be removed and some new ones should be included and only then their courses will meet the needs of the present society and the demand of Islam as well.
THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF MUSLIM WOMEN IN BANGLADESH

The Madrashas in present-day South Asia are bearers of the remarkable revival that Islamic religious education witnessed in colonial India during the late nineteenth century. This renewal began in particular earnestness with the establishment of the Darul Uloom Madrasha at Deoband in 1867. However, women were not part of this revivalist project in formal religious education. Although on the level of informal religious education, they were taken into serious consideration by some Ulama who sought to promote individual piety, to re-Islamize household rituals and daily cultural practices, and to facilitate individual knowledge and observance of Quran and Hadith-based religious injunctions as opposed to folk customs (Gail Minault, Secluded Scholars: Women’s Education and Muslim Social Reform in Colonial India, Oxford University Press, 1988). One of the most well known among these reformist Ulama who showed significant concern for enhancing women’s informal or household religious knowledge in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was the Deoband Madrasha-trained scholar Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanavi (1864-1943). His encyclopedic work ‘Bihishti Zewar’ (The Ornaments of Paradise), was primarily aimed at women (although men are encouraged to follow it as well) and contained a vast amount of extremely detailed religious prescriptions for conducting numerous daily religious and household activities and for purifying bodily, mental and emotional states. His emphasis on both Muslim men’s and women’s equal obligations to seek knowledge and education was remarkably egalitarian for contemporary society, particularly the then worldview of many Indian Ulama and the Muslim elite (Barbara Metcalf, Islamic Reform and Islamic Women: Maulana Thanavi’s Jewelry of Paradise, in ‘Moral Conducted and Authority’, edited by Barbara Metcalf, 1982, pp. 184-195).

However, despite Maulana Thanavi’s reformist emphasis on the egalitarian message of Islam, like most Ulama of his time and of many many decades later, the Maulana was opposed to women’s access to public space and possibly could not therefore imagine women’s access to even the most basic levels of Madrasah education, let alone women’s access to higher levels of formal religious scholarly capacities.

The historical neglect of women’s formal religious education continues to shape the sphere of women’s access to religious scholarship in present-day South Asia, even though some changes are under way in the margins. The neglect of women’s religious education in South Asia (and possibly elsewhere) is evident today not only in the abysmal gaps between the numbers of male and female Madrasah students and traditional religious scholars but also in the dearth of scholarship on women’s Madrasahs in South Asia. Thus, for instance, neither of the two most comprehensive, recent, and otherwise illuminating and timely scholarly articles on Madrasahs in South Asia (see Muntaz Ahmad’s and Yogi Sikand’s respective chapters in Religious Radicalism and Security in South Asia, eds. Satu Limaye et al, Honolulu, Hawaii University Press, 2004) mentions female Madrasah students women even in passing. This essay will briefly discuss and analyze the current situation of religious education of Muslim women in Bangladesh and adjacent areas from a historical perspective.

Gaps Between Islamic Canonical Teachings and Muslim Historical and Cultural Practices

Even though Islam has emphasized access to knowledge for all, the education of Muslim girls and women, particularly in the areas of religious scholarship and authoritative expertise, has been seriously marginalized in most parts of the Muslim world historically. The Prophet (saws) said that, “Securing education is an obligation for all Muslims ...”. The Quran has emphasized education unequivocally. The revelation even began with the word ‘Ijra’ meaning read, recite. (Quran, 96:1). The Quran asks “Are those who know and who do not know equal?” (Sura Zumar, Ayat 9).

The Muslim community failed to implement its obligation to educate all its members, male and female. Studies of the Muslim history of various countries reveal that in the establishment of...
educational institutions, equal opportunities were not created for boys and girls. Of course, rudimentary religious education was imparted to all at home, such as recitation of the Quran, the formal and technical rules of Salat and Siam, and fundamental religious values of modesty, honesty, respect for elders (adab), duties towards one’s parents, etc. But higher education and the realm of religious scholarship and authority became the preserves of men alone. Furthermore, despite the Qur’anic emphasis on the equality of all human beings and on the Prophetic stress on access to knowledge for all, discriminatory practices were found even with regard to men, let alone women. Thus, prior to the nineteenth century, access to Madrasah teaching and education was largely restricted to the communities of elite Muslims—the ashraf nobility who were mostly migrants from Central Asia, Iran, and Arabia, and their descendants. The indigenous Muslims—the ajlaf—were expected to remain satisfied with the most elementary knowledge of Islam (Yogi Sikand, 2004, “Reforming the Indian Madrassas: Contemporary Muslim Voices” in Religious Radicalism and Security in South Asia: 120).

However, sociopolitical changes began to sweep across the Muslim world during the 19th and 20th centuries. With the establishment of British colonialism, the Dar-ul-Uloom Madrasah at Deoband was established in 1865. This remains the largest traditional Madrasah in South Asia till this day. In the absence of Muslim rulers as patrons of Madrasah education, and concerned with the threat colonialism and intensifying Christian missionary work in the region posed to the production, sustenance, and enhancement of Islamic knowledge and sensibilities, Ulamas began to establish small and large Madrasahs which increasingly turned to the ranks of ordinary ajlaf Muslims, with whom Ulamas and Madrasahs had had little contact until then. The ordinary Muslim came to symbolize the survival and well-being of Islam and to serve as the repository of Islamic knowledge and moral reform. In the wake of these changes, Muslim girls did not remain untouched by such reforms for too long. But it would not be till the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century that Muslim girls began to gain access to higher education. At least, this was the case in former Bengal.

Women’s Religious and Formal Education in Bengal

The eminent lady who played the greatest role in mobilizing for formal and higher education for women in Bengal specifically, was Begum Rokeya Sakharat Hussein, who against numerous personal/familial, cultural, and financial odds, established an Urdu-medium school for girls in Calcutta in the year 1911; by then Urdu had come to dominate the elite Muslim culture in Bengal, to be gradually replaced by Bengali in later decades. Named the “Sakharat Memorial Girls’ School,” this school opened at 13 Waliulla Lane in a tiny classroom, with only 8 girls in attendance. In 1917, it became a middle English school.

Begum Rokeya added a class every year till her school became a high school in 1931 (Sonia Nishat Amin, 1996, The World of Muslim Women in Colonial Bengal 1876-1939, E. J. Brill, pp. 156-7). While this was the first stable beginning of modern education among Muslim girls in this region, there were other and even earlier efforts in various parts of Bengal and in certain parts of India to make modern education accessible to girls. Thus, for instance, a primary school for girls from strictly purdah observing families were founded in 1873 in Comilla by another pioneering Bengali woman, Nawab Faizunnessa Chaudhrani who herself had received a good education at home in Urdu, Bengali, Sanskrit, and Persian. This school became a Junior High School (till the 8th grade) in 1889 and a regular High School in 1931. It operates today as Nawab Faizunnessa High School for Girls (Amin 1996: 149-50).

In 1897, on the request of Nawab Shamsi Jahan Firdaus Mahal of Murshidabad, Lady Mckenzie, the wife of the governor of Calcutta, Muslim Girls’ Madrasah was inaugurated at Calcutta. Begum Firdaus Mahal funded the construction of the building. She also provided a monthly grant of Rs. 150 while Nawab Ahsanullah of Dhaka contributed Rs. 1000. In 1898, 46 girls enrolled at the Madrasah (Amin 1996: 147). However, not much is known about the exact contents of the Madrasah curriculum. The first formal school for girls in Dhaka, Eden Female School, was established in June 1878. This was the first government secondary school for girls in the region and remained thus for many years. A college section was introduced in 1926, making the Eden Girls’ School and College the first institute for higher secondary education for women in Eastern Bengal (Amin 1996: 151-3).
However, there was no effort in the area of Bengal to create opportunities for women to obtain higher religious education. Women traditionally received some basic Islamic education at home. In certain ashraf or upper aristocratic families, the quality of Islamic education that girls received at home could be quite remarkable and as high as the quality of the education received by the boys in those families. In many middle and upper class families, a girl would be introduced to the Qur’an at the age of 5 through a lesson in Arabic letters taught by female tutors from modest backgrounds called ‘ustadnis’. These female tutors would also teach some Persian, Urdu, some basic accounting skills, a little sewing and embroidery, and later Bengali and English as well (Amin 1996: 136). Once women began to attend non-religious public schools, they began to be instructed in subjects such as mathematics, history, and geography, but some basic religious instruction continues to this present day in the form of the course “Islamiyat,” which is a compulsory course for Muslims in state schools in Bangladesh. However, a Muslim woman did not have any opportunity to become an Alim (religious scholar) through education at an elite Madrasah (a religious seminary with 16 years of coursework and training).

Only during the last 2-3 decades did the Ulama finally open the doors of formal, elite Madrasahs to women. Separate women’s Madrasahs, both of the Kamil/Alia variety (that is the Madrasahs which follow the govt. approved course curriculums of a few modern subjects and a revised form of the Dars Nizami syllabus) and the Kaumy variety (which follow the Deoband and most traditional/standard Dars Nizami) have been established. However, as far as traditional Islamic courses are concerned, the courses are essentially the same in both the Kamil/Alia and Kaumy systems of religious education. The Kaumy Madrasahs are private. They do not receive any financial support from the government and are supported by religious endowments or by zakah and sadaqa. While most of the Alia Madrasahs, except the five fully state controlled major Ali Madrasahs, are privately owned and administered, the Government of Bangladesh pays 80 percent of the salaries of their teachers and administrators. To varying extents, Madrasah education, by virtue of its charitable spirit and affordability, has made possible some degree of social mobility for thousands of lower and lower middle class people throughout modern South Asia (Mumtaz Ahmad, 2004, “Madrasa Education in Pakistan and Bangladesh” in Religious Radicalism and Security in South Asia).

The number of Madrasahs for girls which followed Alia courses (in 2005) is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Course Duration</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dakhl</td>
<td>10 Years</td>
<td>952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alim</td>
<td>12 Years</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazil</td>
<td>14 Years</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamil</td>
<td>16 Years</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Dr. Muhammad Abdus Satter, senior official of Madrasah Education Board and author of Bangladesh Madrasah Shikkha (Madrasah Education in Bangladesh), published by the Islamic Foundation Bangladesh).

There are several Kawmi Madrasahs for girls. In Dhaka, there are 2 such Madrasahs which award the Dawra degree to girls. The course syllabi used in girls/ boys Madrasahs in both Alia and Kawmi systems are the same. There is a shortage of female teachers. However, the problem is not a serious one since male teachers in many cases teach in these Madrasahs. Male and female Alims tend to be equal in knowledge and abilities. In fact, a senior Alim, Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad informed me that the girls tend to perform better as students than the boys since the former appear to take their school duties more seriously. In my view, women Alims can be deployed, as in Turkey, as Multis wherever their services are required. However, it must be stated that as things stand currently, in order to be compatible with present socioeconomic demands, the Madrasah curriculum requires significant improvement and diversification in coursework, while sustaining a focus on the core religious courses. A serious inclusion of modern disciplines would not only help bridge increasing gaps between Madrasah-educated and lay-educated Muslims but would also help produce Muslims who are religious scholars, able to effectively administer the increasingly
diversifying and specialized public and private sectors, and able
to establish needed dialogues both within the Muslim community
and between Muslims and non-Muslims of different faiths and
persuasions. A Muslim, educated in this manner, would truly
embody the Islamic ideal of a comprehensive person and system
where any separation of one area of life (such as “religion”) from
another (such as “politics” or “economy” or “society” or
“culture” or “education”) is not recognized. Every dimension
exists as a part of a whole just as every organ and part of a human
body operates as an integral part of a whole.

**Madrasah Education in Bangladesh**

Let me briefly discuss the development of Madrasah education in
the Bangladesh region over the last 200 years. Warren Hastings,
the Governor General of British India, on the request made by the
Muslims in 1780, asked Maulana Majduddin, an accomplished
scholar of the traditional Islamic Sciences to prepare a course
curriculum and to launch a Madrasah. The Madrasah took off in
1780 according to a variant of the Dars Nizamia curriculum. This
curriculum, which historically served as a model for many
Madrasahs throughout the world, was developed in its original
form for the Nizamia Madrasah in Baghdad, founded by the
eleventh century Seljuq Vizier Nizam-ul Mulk Hasan ibn ‘Ali
during the Abbasid period.

The 1780 Madrasah in Bengal was launched in a rented building
in Kolkata (Calcutta). The original Nizamia syllabus had
represented a blend of naqli ‘uloom (revealed sciences),
including the Quran, the hadith, fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence)
and Tafsir (Quranic commentary), on the one hand, and the aqli
‘ulum(rational sciences), including Arabic language, grammar,
logic, rhetoric, philosophy, astronomy, medicine, physics and
mathematics, on the other. However, the Nizami syllabus, as
adopted in colonial South Asia and as shaped by cultural and
political forces, came to distinguish between “religious” and
“worldly” knowledge and to stress the “deenie” sphere of
knowledge to the neglect and virtual exclusion (until very
recent decades) of areas of modern “duniyavi” knowledge
(Sikand 2004). Thus the first Madrasah in Bengal followed
traditional courses in Arabic grammar, Arabic language,
philosophy, logic, Fiqh, usul-al-fiqh, theology (Kalam), Tafsir,
and Hadith, all largely based on classical texts. This was the
beginning of the Alia Madrasah system (Dr. Muammad Abdus
Satter, 2004, Bangadeshe Madrasah Shikhsa [Madrasah
Education in Bangladesh], Islamic Foundation Bangladesh, 1st

Many commissions and committees have been formed since then
to deal with the various aspects of public education and Madrasah
education, but the courses basically remained the same and the
Madrasah text books in Fiqh, Usul-al-Fiqh, Tafsir and Hadith
have all remained essentially the same. Virtually no significant
changes have been effected with the passage of time and
significant shifts in socio-political and economic conditions both
locally and globally. Contemporary texts and disciplines have not
been included in any significant way in the Madrasah curriculum
although the subjects of English, Science, Bangla, History,
Geography, and Mathematics have been included in the lower
stages of Madrasah education (Dr. AKM Azharul Islam and
Professor Shah Muhammad Habibur Rahman, Bangladesh
School and Madrasah Shikhsani O Kajokrom [Curriculum and
Education Policy of Schools and Madrasahs of Bangladesh], The
Islamic Academy, Cambridge, UK, Chapter 4). Thus, for
instance, texts used for the core religious subjects date back to the
seventeenth century at the latest and the eleventh century at the
earliest. However, this Alia system of Madrasah education in
Bangladesh is quite unique in its five distinct sub-divisions:
ibtedai (elementary), dakhil (secondary), alim (higher
secondary), fazil (B.A.), and kamil (M.A.) (Mumtaz Ahmad,
2004, “Madrasa Education in Pakistan and Bangladesh” in
Religious Radicalism and Security in South Asia).

Until recent decades, we find Madasa education in Bangladesh
and possibly in South Asia to be characterized by the following
features:
1. The method of instruction was Urdu.
2. No reference whatsoever is made to female education.
3. Strict dependence on extremely dated and classical texts.
4. Initially separate books were prescribed in Fiqh, Usul al Fiqh
and Kalam for Sunni and Shia students even though these
students used to study in the same Madrasah (Dr. Muhammad Abdus Satter, ibid, pages 172-199.).

However, as I said before, the Ulama in the course of the last 20/25 years have become aware of the need of higher religious education for women. Below, I note some of the figures related to the female student community following the Alia system of religious education:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Number of Male Students</th>
<th>Number of Female Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Dakhil</td>
<td>1,01,414</td>
<td>50,835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Alim</td>
<td>51,127</td>
<td>14,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Fazil</td>
<td>20,732</td>
<td>3,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Kamil</td>
<td>13,158</td>
<td>833</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now I turn to the Islamic Studies Department in colleges and universities. This degree is open to both men and women. The course curriculum has been patterned on the key elements of the syllabus followed at the Dars Nizami Madrasahs, where the subjects taught include Arabic, Fiqh, Usul al Fiqh and Hadith, history, and Islamic philosophy.

However, the course coverage of the Islamic traditional sciences is less here than in the Kamil or Dawrah Madrasah courses. A serious student can develop into an Alim if he or she undertakes advanced personal study. However, my conversations with scholars revealed that completion of the Islamic Studies course currently prevalent in the universities can hardly be said to transform one into an Alim (This is the opinion of Prof. Mustafizur Rahman of Dhaka university, Arabic Department, a former Vice-Chancellor of Islamic University, Kushitia, and Nasima Hasan, an M.S. in Islamic Studies from Dhaka University, now a teacher at the International Islamic University Chittagong, Dhaka Campus).

Let me add that in recent times, some women are taking part in television programs in Bangladesh. These women are largely university educated and trained in general subjects, but have pursued the informal study of Islam on a personal level. A few hold degrees in Islamic Studies or Arabic. The emergence of modern, self-styled religious thinkers or scholars, who secure religious knowledge through informal and personal or Islamic organizational study of Islam, is evident throughout Muslim communities today notably in South Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Middle East. This culture of self-styled religious authority is particularly evident in the sphere of electronic communication. This phenomenon speaks to the gaps in traditional religious education and to the inability of many traditional religious experts to respond satisfactorily to the issues increasingly central to the experiences and needs of younger generations of non-Madrasah educated Muslims in the present-day world.

In conclusion, I will say that Islamic education among women is increasing and diversifying both at informal and formal levels even though the standard of religious education in most of these cases leaves much to be desired. Most female students of religious scholarship today are becoming traditional Alims, as deficient as male Alims in responding to the needs of the rapidly growing numbers of Muslim recipients of modern/non-religious mass higher education, those ranks of Muslims from which the leaders of contemporary Muslim societies and states continue to emerge. Voices for reforming the Madrasah system grow stronger every year and these voices are diverse, but the pace of any real reform has been painfully slow for a number of reasons that scholars have discussed (see, for instance, Yogi Sikand in Religious Radicalism and Security in South Asia, 2004).

The atmosphere of distrust created by the US-led war against “terrorism” is certainly not helping the cause of Madrasah reform since many orthodox ulama, who have always resisted reform, now feel more certain than ever that under the guise of liberalizing and modernizing Islamic education, the West and its secular allies are bent on gradually eradicating the force of Islam altogether from the educational and cultural spheres. However, I feel that despite various difficulties and legitimate doubts and concerns, Muslims must move beyond a reactive politics which is often unproductive and harms Muslim interests in the end. While one must learn from history and study it carefully, one should not be determined by it.
Muslims and the Ulama in particular, must become pro-active instead and take whatever initiatives necessary to sustain, improve, and enhance Islamic education such that it impacts life positively all over the world, not only in Muslim majority societies. The Qur’an, after all, was revealed as guidance not only for Muslims, but for “humankind.” We should not allow our fear of the uncertainties of the future and the formidable strength and ploys of our adversaries to prevent us from determining, with clarity, the priorities of the Muslim ummah, however diversely constituted. We allowed colonialism to paralyze our advancement for many precious decades. It is no secret, for example, that nineteenth and twentieth century nationalist efforts to define Indian women strictly in terms of the domestic sphere were in large part a reaction to the colonial project of domination and imposed transformation in the Indian subcontinent. Today, we must not allow the current age of imperialism or neo-colonialism to freeze our progress as Muslims for the next hundred years. If Madrasah reforms are undertaken effectively, substantially, and thoughtfully, with an emphasis on the overall kind of Muslim person, scholar, scientist, and leader we want to produce for the twenty-first century and beyond, then it is my belief that both men and women of this generation and the generations to come would benefit from these reforms immensely.

THE MESSAGE OF THE QURAN: A GREAT TAFSIR OF THE CURRENT TIME

I became acquainted with the writings of Mahammad Asad, who wrote “The Message of the Quran” in 1963 when I was under training in the Finance Services Academy in Lahore, Pakistan. The library of the Academy had the books of Mohammad Asad. I first read his “The Principles of the State and Government in Islam”. It is one of the very first books written in the current time on the Political System of Islam. Then I read his “Islam in the Cross Roads” where he has discussed the modern and current important problems facing Islam and the Muslims. At this time I read his autobiographical book “Road to Mecca”. In this book he has discussed his life and experience and also expounded some of his views on Islam. When the First Volume of his ‘The Message of the Quran’ was published (probably in 1964, translation was not completed then), I read it in 1966 or ’67. I was greatly impressed by the translation and the commentary. I remember that Professor Khurshid Ahmad once told me that this was the best translation of the Quran in English language.

In this translation of the Quran, Asad has not made literal translation, rather the spirit has been presented, same thing has been done by Maulana Maududi in his Urdu translation of the Quran named ‘Tafhimul Quran’. But in the note of the translation, Asad has given the literal translation of the verses as well where needed. So those who want literal translation, they would also get it. Asad was such a genius that he knew Arabic and English better than their native speakers, though these were not his mother tongues. This is reflected best in his Tafsir (commentary) of the Quran.

Asad has added very significant notes in his Tafsir. He not only presented his understanding of the Verses of the Quran, but also
presented the views of the earlier scholars, particularly when he dealt with controversial issues. His Tafsir shows his command of earlier Tafsir Literature. He was representative of Islam’s humanistic and rationalist trend. But according to my understanding, he never forsook the spirit of Islam or did not surrender to the other civilizations, though some people say so. One of the characteristics of his Tafsir is that it is free from gender bias. It is his great success. We don’t see it in many Tafsirs.

For example, he has translated the first verse of Sura Nisa as below: O mankind! Be conscious of your Sustainer Who has created you out of one living entity and out of it created its mate, and out of the two spread abroad a multitude of men and women.

His note No.1 of Sura Nisa is as follows: Out of the many meanings attributable to the term nafs- soul, spirit, mind, animate being, living entity, human being, person, self (in the sense of a personal identity), human kind, life essence, vital principle and so forth- most of the classical commentators choose ‘human being’ and assume that it refers here to Adam. Muhammad Abduh, however, rejects this interpretations (Manar-IV) and gives instead preference to humankind in as much as this term stresses the common origin and brotherhood of the human race (which undoubtedly, is the purport of the above verse) without, at the same time, unwarrantably tying it to the Biblical account of the creation of Adam and Eve. My rendering of nafs, in this context, as ‘living entity’ follows the same reasoning. As regards the expression Zawjaha (its mate), it is to be noted that with reference to animate beings the Zawj, (‘a pair’, ‘one of a pair’ or ‘a mate’) applies to the male as well as to the female component of a pair or couple; hence, with reference to human beings, it signifies a woman’s mate (husband) as well as man’s mate wife). Abu Muslim as quoted by Razi interprets the phrase “he created its mate (i.e. its sexual counterpart) out of its own kind (min jinsiha)” thus supporting the view of Muhammad Abduh referred to above. The literal translation of minha as ‘out of it’ clearly alludes, in conformity with the text to biological fact that both sexes have originated from the ‘one living entity’. Asad in his commentary has accepted, subject to possible meanings of the Quranic verse, very rational explanations. In this connection we can mention the issue of marriage of ‘slave girl’ and ‘hur’. He has translated Ayat 24 of Sura Nisa as follows (part):

And (forbidden to you are) all married women other than those whom you rightfully possess [through wedlock]

On this he has given note no. 26 of Sura Nisa as follows: “According to almost all the authorities, almuhsanat denotes in the above context ‘married women’. As for the expression ‘ma malakat ayanukum’ (“those whom your right hands possess”, i.e. “those whom you rightfully possess”), it is often taken to mean female slaves captured in a war in God’s cause (see in this connection 8:67 and corresponding note). The commentators who choose this meaning hold that such slave girls can be taken in marriage irrespective of whether they have husbands in the country of origin or not. However, quite apart from the fundamental differences of opinion, even among the companion of the Prophet, regarding the legality of such a marriage, some of the outstanding commentators hold the view that ‘ma malakat ayanukum’ denotes here “women whom you rightfully possess through wedlock”; thus Razi in his commentary on the verse and Tabari in one of the alternative explanations (going back to Abdullah Ibn Abbas, Mujahid and others). Razi, in particular, points out that the reference to ‘all’ married women (al muhsanat min an-nisa) coming as it does after enumeration of prohibited degrees of relationship, is meant to stress the prohibition of sexual relations with any woman other than one’s lawful wife.

In this connection note No.3 of Sura Al-Muminun is the Message of the Quran is also very significant which is given below: “or those whom their right hands possess” (aw ma malakat ayanuhum). Most of the commentators assume unquestioningly that this relates to female slaves, and that the particle aw (‘or’) denotes a permissible alternative. This conventional interpretation is, in my opinion, inadmissible in as much as it is based on the assumption that sexual intercourse with one’s female slave is permitted without marriage: an assumption which is contradicted by the Quran itself (see 4:3, 24, 25 and 24:32, with the corresponding notes).
only objection to the above-mentioned interpretation. Since the Quran applies the term “believers” to men and women alike, and since the term ‘azwaj’ (“spouses”), too, denotes both the male and the female partners in marriage, there is no reason for attributing to the phrase ‘ma malakat aymanuhum’ the meaning of “their female slave”; and since, on the other hand, it is out of the question that female and male slaves could have been referred to here, it is obvious that this phrase does not relate to slaves at all, but has the same meaning as in 4:24 - namely, “those whom they rightfully possess through wedlock” (see note 26 on 4:24) - with the significant difference that in the present context this expression relates to both husbands and wives, who “rightfully possess” one another by virtue of marriage. On the basis of this interpretation, the particle aw which precedes this clause does not denote an alternative (“or”) but is, rather, in the nature of an explanatory amplification, more or less analogous to the phrase “in other words” or “that is” thus giving to the whole sentence the meaning, “...save with their spouses - that is, those whom they rightfully possess [through wedlock] ...” etc. (cf. a similar construction 25:62-“for him who has the will to take thought- that is [lit., “or”] has the will to be grateful”) Similarly he has given very rational explanation of hur. He writes in note no.8 of Sura Waqia as follows:

The noun ‘hur’ rendered by me as ‘companions pure’ - is plural of both ahwar (masculene) and hawra (female), either of which describes “a person distinguished by hawar” which latter term primarily denotes ‘in dense whiteness of the eyeball and lustrous black of the iris’ (Qamus). In a more general sense, hawar signifies simply ‘whiteness’ (Asas) or, as a moral qualification ‘purity’ (cf. Tabari, Razi and Ibn Kathir in their explanations of the term hawariyyun in 3:52). Hence the compound expression ‘hur’ in signifies, approximately, “pure beings [or, more specially ‘companions’ pure], most beautiful of eye” (which latter is the meaning of ‘in’, the plural of Ayan).

As regards the term ‘hur’ in its more current feminine connotation, quite a number of earliest Quran commentators, among them Al-Hasan al Basri- understood it signifying no more or no less than “the righteous among the women of the human kind (“Tabari”),” [even] those toothless women of yours whom God will resurrect as new beings” (Al-Hasan as quoted by Razi in his comments on 44:54)

The whole of the commentary of Asad is an extraordinary work. There was always some difference of attitude in the Quranic commentary. This is very natural and it always happens among the scholars.

In the end, Asad has added 4 appendixes on symbolism and allegories in the Quran, Al-Muqatta’at (independent letters), Jinn and Night Journey. These are extremely useful appendixes.

Those who want to enter deeply into Tafsir literature must read Asad’s commentary, as they should read other important Tafsirs of the past and present.
AKRAM KHAN’S TAFSIRUL QURAN:
A MAJOR WORK IN BANGLA

Moulana Muhammad Akram Khan was among the four or five topmost scholars of former Bengal in the last few hundred years. He was the president of Bengal Muslim League, a remarkable Islamic scholar, and an eminent journalist. Above all, he was a writer and researcher of the biography of the prophet (peace be upon him), the Quran, Muslim history and literature.

His ‘Mustafa Charit’, a biography of the prophet Muhammad (pbuh), clearly demonstrates the profundity of his ability as a researcher. He analysed the life of the Prophet in the light of authentic historical materials and accepted only those facts that have been verified. He excluded those materials which appeared contrary to reason. Western scholarly critiques of the Prophet’s life and practices have been firmly rebutted. In this context, he considered some traditions attributed to the prophet and examined the texts of those traditions. Based on the principles of examining texts of Hadith (Matn), laid down by the jurisprudents (Usuliun), he concluded some of them as unacceptable. Everyone may not agree with him. But his work is good to think with and significantly furthers our ability to analyze. His book ‘The Social history of Muslim Bengal’ is an unparalleled contribution.

Another extraordinary work of Akram Khan is his translation and interpretation of the Holy Quran, ‘The Tafsirul Quran’. Although he used the older style of Bengali language used generally by all past major writers (but obsolete at present), the translation is lucid and a sheer pleasure to read. I find the language of his translation of the Quran to be the best among all Bengali translations of our Divine Scripture. He adopts a very cautious approach and shows his great acumen in choosing his words very carefully and astutely. Some examples are as follows:

1. He has translated the word ‘taqwa’ in several ways, one of them is restraint (Shangzom in Bangla), for instance in Sura Bakara, Ayat: 21.
2. He has translated the word ‘fasiq’ as evil doers (Duskarmaparayan in Bangla). I find it to be a very suitable translation of the word (Ref: translation of Sura Bakara, Ayat: 22; Tafsirul Quran, Zhinuk Publication, Dhaka, Bangladesh, Volume 1, page 38)
3. He has translated the word ‘Asma’a’ as knowledge of essence of al things or matter (Bostutottoguli in Bangla), which is very exceptional.

In his insightful treatment of issues related to women, he does not hesitate to clearly indicate where God privileges women. For example he translates the 36th verse of Sura Al Imran “Laisal zakaru kal unsa” as “whereas men are not equal (shomotulla in Bangla) to women” (Ref: ibid, page 395). I would suggest that those who enthusiastically and constantly refer to the 34th ayat of Sura Nisa, should also take this verse into account.

In his Tafsir, he offers very logical explanations for various events. He had faith in the miraculous abilities of prophets but he did not accept fabricated and irrational stories. The account of the prophet Musa fleeing from Egypt with Bani Israel was proffered a very logical explanation. His main argument is that Musa along with his followers crossed the Nile rather than the Red Sea. Earlier Tafsirs were mainly based on Exodus of the Bible and other legends. His arguments about this issue are as follows:

    In the first part of the verse under discussion (Sura Bakara, Ayat: 50), the word ‘Al Bahr’ has been used. In the dictionary, the word Bahr has been defined as:
    1. Large quantity of water, usually saline water (Kamus).
    2. All streams are Bahr (Zawhari).
    3. Word opposite to land—saline water, a big stream, any wide substance. (Mawared).
It is therefore clearly established that the Israelites lived somewhere on the bank of the Nile, not far away from the royal palace. From that place they were moving to their ancestors’ land. Their destination was Palestine and Jerusalem. After crossing the Egyptian border, they reached the Sinai Peninsula and Tih area. There are many proofs in the Quran in support of this fact."

Then Akram Khan argued that it was rather illogical to reach Arabia by crossing 500 miles of sea route and travel from there to Palestine. The irrationality lies in the fact that they were many in number and did not have any means of transportation. So it was very difficult for them to cover such large distances on foot. Instead the easier way for them to reach Sinai was to cross a lake or coastland from Egypt. He further argued that to describe the place where Pharaoh died, the words Bahr and Yam were used. Both of these words can be interpreted as a stream or any form of water body. It’s merely a description narrated in Exodus of Old Testament that Pharaoh died drowning in the Red Sea. But there is no evidence for this in the Quran or authentic Hadith. Akram Khan stated in the conclusion:

The area stretching from the Mediterranean Sea to the Suez city was filled with many lakes and various types of marshes before the Suez Canal was dug. The water of this area naturally decreased during low tide. Then the relatively higher lands would rise above the water level and nearby shallow lands became drier. During high tide the water entered and submerged those places.

According to Allah’s command Prophet Musa began on the journey from Egypt at an appropriate time. He was also directed to the right path by Allah.

That is why the Bani Israelites were saved but the pharaoh died drowning in the sea. In my opinion this is the most important miracle in the life of the prophet Musa. (Ref: Tafsirul Quran, Zhinuk Publication, Volume 1, page 79-87).

In his exegetical work, he supported the view that there is no abrogated (Mansukh) verse in the Quran. In the commentary of Sura Bakara, verses 184 and 185, he wrote about this issue:

The word ‘yutikunahu’ is used in this verse. I interpreted it as those who can fast with great difficulty. I think it is the proper interpretation. Imam Razi supported this view and Imam Rageb also defined it in the same way in his dictionary. It is a matter of regret that most of the narrators of Tafsir interpreted it as ‘those who don’t fast in spite of being capable of fasting’.

Because of this inappropriate translation, a group of present-day modernist scholars are saying that one may break one’s fast by paying fidya (feeding the indigent) even if there is no difficulty. On the other hand, a group of narrators and mufassirin are suggesting that ayat 185 was revealed just after revelation of ayat 184 abrogating the provision (of ayat 184). But we must remember that this is the speech (Qalam) of Allah. He cannot be so capricious that He would reveal an ayah and abrogate it immediately thereafter. In fact there is no Mansukh (abrogated) ayat in the Quran. (Tafsirul Quran, commentary under Sura Bakara, Ayat: 184,185, page 224, 225). He offers a very rational interpretation of verse 228 of Sura Al-Bakara)

He writes:

It has been further said that the husband has the same right over his wife as the wife has over her husband. If both fulfill their duties, family life will be full of happiness. Man has a degree over woman means that a man’s responsibilities are a degree greater. In Sura Nisa, ayat 34, man has been said to be a kawwam or maintainer. (Tafsirul Quran, Note No. 181, Sura Bakara).

He expresses the view that it was not lawful to have sexual relations with female slaves except through marriage. He writes:

A section of Ulama think that in this ayat no instruction has been given to marry female slaves. They think that female slaves can be used in any manner on the basis of ownership, no marriage is necessary for this. I declare emphatically that this opinion is against the general
principles of Islam and the principles laid down in the Quran. This is nothing but an extremely bad opinion. (Ref: Tafsirul Quran, Sura Nisa, Note No.7, Page: 580. Then Moulana Akram Khan elaborated his opinion in the next two pages where he also gives a long quotation of Imam Razi (Ahkamul Quran, vol-2, page-56).

This Tafsir authored by Maulana Muhammad Akram Khan is an excellent Tafsir in every respect. It bears similarities with the Tafsir titled ‘The Message of the Quran’ by Muhammad Asad. Maulana Akram Khan can be said to be the Asad of South Asia in the field of Tafsir though they probably did not meet each other. Some might not approve of his rationalist style of exegesis. However, the reader of his commentary is compelled to acknowledge that every opinion in his Tafsir is buttressed by superb reasoning. This Tafsir should be reprinted, translated into other languages especially those prevalent in the subcontinent such as Urdu and Hindi, and circulated widely for the benefit of researchers and lay educated people alike.

PALESTINE STATE: AN UNSOLVED ISSUE

Right now in August, when I am speaking, the world is going through a tense situation. I find that Israel, fully backed by America, has launched a vicious attack on Palestinian and Lebanese people. I need not go into the history of this problem which is now almost well-known to the people of the world and also our people in Bangladesh and Muslim world. However, I must mention that Israel was created not on the basis of any public opinion of the Palestinians. There was no referendum in Palestine to create Israel. It is not like Indian situation that the Indian subcontinent was divided on the basis of the opinion of the representative parties of the Muslims, the Hindus and the Sikhs, nothing like that happened in Palestine.

Palestine was an undivided entity. Its people were 85% Muslim, 10% Christian and 5% Jew. Britain was controlling the territory. Britain never held a referendum as we have seen later in East Timor where under United Nations a referendum was held and they said it by majority vote that they wanted to establish an independent state and did not want to remain in Indonesia. Nothing like that happened in Palestine. On the basis of certain commitment given by Britain to a section of the leadership of the Jews, what happened finally is that the United Nations passed a resolution creating two entities, one called Israel and the other part was made a part of Jordan. They did not agree to create a single Palestine state. So, the state was created by United Nations in 1948 against the wishes of the Palestinian people. At that time Palestinian main party was Muslim party. By that time lot of Jews have been brought in Israel. It may be by that time Jews have become 15% or little more. But the main party was still the Muslims. They were 75%, Christian 10%. No opinion was taken of the Muslims. All were against it. Not a single Muslim or Christian was in favour of it. So it was
imposed. Now Israel is backed by America. At that time Jews were backed by Russia, America, UK and France with all kinds of assistance. They captured more areas than they were allocated. They were allocated about 45%, but they captured about 78% and the rest went to Jordan. Later, after 1967 war, when Israel captured West Bank, Jordan gave-up sovereignty over the West Bank to the Palestinians so that they can establish their state there and in Gaza.

So it is one of the tragedies of the modern history that such a state was created against the wishes of the people. There was no record like that in the whole human history. In the history also we find a state or province called Palestine, we do not find any state called Israel. The Israelis were Bani Israel, actually not Israel. But they have now created the state and we know the rest of the history how America backed Israel by financial and political support. People ask the question who controls whom? Is it America who controls Israel or is it Israel who controls America? All the time America’s vetoes are available to protect Israel. So the world is helpless. One veto is sufficient to stop solution. So presently, as far as I know from the international reports as I have seen that present situation started when one doctor and his wife were abducted by the Israeli army and then a Palestinian group (not HAMAS) abducted an Israeli soldier. Then Israel started bombing not Hamas or not only the so called militants but they started bombing on the power station, bridges, roads. Then Hizbullah joined in this conflict. There are still undecided issues between Hizbullah and Israel. Because part of South Lebanon is still occupied by Israel and there are Lebanese prisoners in the lands of Israel. Hizbullah was all the time telling Israel that ‘free the prisoners or otherwise we shall capture one of your soldier so that we can exchange them’. According to Hizbullah they captured them in the Southern Lebanon. The story I am reading in the internet. Even if they have captured from Israel, it does not give the justification that they will start bombing to the Lebanese government, army, broadcasting station, ports, airports, flyovers in Beirut city etc. This is an unthinkable barbarism that the United States thinks it is ok.

But what is the solution? I do not know. I do not find any immediate solution at all. I do not really see any solution. No solution for about 50 years because of United States of America and its VETO. This type of VETO is obstacle to peace. Reform of UN and the VETO system is a must. We have seen how by VETO power US has blocked peace and cease-fire initiatives.

What can be a line of solution? I think the best solution would have been (which people do not like to say now) is to create a single Palestinian state and the Jews who came from outside should go back to their countries. Only those Jews who are Arabs, who are born in Arab lands and the Muslims, the Christians who are original inhabitants should remain. It should be fully democratic, protector of the human rights of all citizens, the Muslims, Jews, Christians. This is the best solution. But as the Palestinians have agreed and the Arab states by and large have agreed to a two-state solution to bury the conflict, it is Ok, if this is done quickly. Israel will retain pre-1967 border and the Palestinians will have their state in the rest of the land, about 22 percent. They have prepared themselves to forget the painful history and illegal occupation.

It can be a solution. But I think United Nations and USA should also give a time limit that within next two years Israel withdraws and if they want then there can be a wall in the boarder, no problem. There should be a time bound solution. I think gradually the Palestinians are also thinking they can not get their state and they are thinking of going back to their original position, one Palestine state, where every Jew will be safe. Some foreign Jews may remain, something they will negotiate. But the idea is gaining ground that if two-states solution does not come, then we shall have only one state call Palestine. Because the original land is known as Philistine, even Bible has said it is Palestine - not Israel.

By and large, western media has never been sensible in the matter of Palestine. Most of them have always taken a line, a position in favor of Israel. They have never gone all out against Israeli wars, incursions or occupations (except honorable exceptions). They have never said that either solve it within two years or get out. They have never said like that. But no western government or media has taken this position. The Jewish lobby is very strong in banking, media and in TV channels.
I really do not see any solution in the near future, despite what I have written above. So the Muslims should prepare for a long wait and a long battle, not really only military, but essentially an economic, political and diplomatic battle.

The Muslims and the whole world have suffered a lot. It may lead to big war involving Iraq, Iran, Syria, Jordan and even Egypt. We never know what happens. If something very bad happens, Egypt has to say that it will withdraw its Ambassador. Something very serious may happen. In that case the Arab people will force their governments to withdraw their Ambassador, to go back to their original position. So all these may happen. I think, I can only ask the Muslims that they should be ready for a long wait. They should be stronger economically, militarily and politically. The Muslim world must be democratic so that the West may not argue about corrupt and un-elected governments. We should have proper human rights. We should build up our economy and defense also. This also shows why Muslims should have nuclear power. I think it is necessary that few other states should have nuclear power, Egypt and/or Iran should have nuclear power. If Israel forsakes nuclear power then I agree it is better not to have nuclear power.

SHOULD BANGladesh RECOGNIZE ISRAEL?

The Foreign Minister of Pakistan, a few days back (September 2005), met the Israeli Foreign Minister in Istanbul. This has brought to light that Pakistan was negotiating secretly with Israel for quite a long time. The major political parties and alliances of Pakistan, namely Pakistan Peoples Party Parliamentarian (Benzir Bhutto), Pakistan Muslim League (Newaz Sharif), Muttahida Majlis Amal (MMA) and ARD called a nation-wide strike in protest of the meeting by Pakistan’s Foreign Minister with Israeli Foreign Minister. Press reports suggest that the strike was successfully observed. The opposition in Pakistan immediately after this meeting sat together and formed a committee to decide the future course in view of the action of the government. In this backdrop, a few of our newspaper columnists have demanded that Bangladesh should recognize Israel.

About two years back a section of the leaders of our business community demanded that Israel be recognized. The Chamber leaders raised the demand because at that time some US Congressmen demanded that the entry of Bangladeshi product in the US market be linked with Bangladesh recognition of Israel. The demand of the US Congressman alarmed a section of our businessmen. Being panicked they demanded that Israel be recognized. But they did not seriously ponder how Bangladesh-United States bi-lateral relations are linked with Bangladesh recognition of Israel? Thereafter, about a year back, in an indoor meeting of a think tank that was attended by journalists, retired army officers, geo-strategic and security analysts in which this writer presented the issue of the Bangladesh recognition of Israel was discussed. A senior journalist present in the meeting tried to convince why Israel should be recognized. It became apparent that some other gentlemen present in the meeting supported his view. In another meeting, a few days back, this writer observed...
that Pakistan’s negotiation with Israel was discussed and two or three persons expressed their view in favor of Bangladesh recognition of Israel.

This makes it clear that a section of the elite of our society is in favor of Bangladesh recognition of Israel. To them it is not a matter of consideration that Israel is an illegitimate state that has violated many UN resolutions and occupied two-thirds of the Palestine land. Using force, it has occupied East Jerusalem that does not belong to them. If for argument sake we accept that Israel is the rightful owner of the land which UN mandate has given them in 1948 and should be under Israeli control, even then Israel should have vacated East Jerusalem long before. Israel has illegally established hundreds of settlements in West Bank Israel also established such settlements in Gaza that Israel vacated only recently. We have seen in the television screen their pain and anguish, as they had to leave Gaza which was not their land. This is nothing compared to the inhuman brutality the Palestinian had to suffer in their own land at the hands of the state of Israel.

People in our country who are supporting the recognition of Israel by Bangladesh, to them these are of no consequence, value and consideration. They ignore the fact that Israel is still denying Palestinian full control over the sky and sea of Gaza. They are not ready to consider all these issues. They are taking a very simplistic attitude. They are not considering the fact that only 5-7 countries out of the 57 Muslim countries have diplomatic relations with Israel and the reasons are also known. Turkey recognized Israel for it’s the then government leaders were very friendly with the West. Egypt recognized Israel to recover Sinai Peninsula from military occupation. No doubt it was a wrong decision on the part of the then Egyptian leadership, but still one can find some logic in it. Egypt was forced by circumstances. Moreover, the Egyptian people had no role in this decision for an undemocratic autocratic head of state ruled the country. This is also true of Jordan. Most of the countries of the Muslim World have not yet recognized Israel and still now are opposed to such a move. Now the question is how recognizing Israel will benefit Bangladesh? If there was really great benefit we could think over the matter.

How big is Israel? It is a small country of a few thousand square miles, roughly one-tenth of Bangladesh or less. The total population of Israel is 4 millions approximately. The question then naturally arises how big is the Israeli market from which we can benefit by exporting and also how much Bangladesh is losing for not having trade with Israel? How much we can earn from this small market? As regards imports, really what Israel can specially offer us that we cannot procure from other sources? Shall we have to import computers and other scientific equipments from Israel? Shall we have to import any other hardware or software from Israel? Shall we have to import aircraft and armaments from Israel? Are these not available in other countries? Whatever we need are available in China, Russia, United States, Malaysia, Indonesia and Pakistan. Then what is the big reason that we have to import from Israel, a country with which we do not have trade since 1947? How the scenario has changed or how far the situation is positively developed that Bangladesh needs to recognize Israel?

We must not forget that the illegal state of Israel was created by a resolution of UN in 1948 when the number of member countries was 50-55, most of whom were from Europe, America and Latin America. The number of UN member countries from Asia and Africa then were few in number. Who are then the other UN member countries? Pakistan and India then just got independence from the British colonial yoke and have become UN members. Still then Pakistan opposed the 1948 UN resolution that created the state of Israel. India also opposed the resolution. It is thus clear that Israel is an illegitimate state that the West imposed on the indigenous Arabs and Palestinians through the then UN because Asia and Africa, the two big continents, were not represented fully in the then UN membership. The West got the 1948 UN resolution passed, created Israel by sheer strength of membership and votes.

We must not forget that the resolution was essentially illegal and therefore unlawful. The Muslim countries only surrendered to de facto situation and ground realities. But the truth is that there should have been one country only in the old Palestine, that is Palestine. There was no state named Israel in the region before
1948 UN resolution. This resolution created a new state with new boundaries. Jews from all over the world were made to immigrate to Israel and new settlements were raised there. Since then Israel occupied more Palestinian territories and expanded its boundary by deceit, use of military force and war and uprooted the local Palestinians and made them refugees. Israel occupied the whole of Palestine in 1967 war. Since then 38 years have passed. There is no moral basis for the creation of the state of Israel. It has been given legitimacy by use of force. Martial Law has no moral basis. Likewise, Israel has no moral basis although it gained some sort of legitimacy because of the UN resolution of 1948. This illegal state is still not allowing the Palestinians to have their own state in the land of which only they are the rightful owner. Israel is not returning Jerusalem to the Palestinians who are its rightful claimant. Israel is not allowing the Palestinian refugees to return to their homeland. Many such problems still exist and yet to be resolved. In such situation, why should Bangladesh recognize Israel? What has happened that Bangladesh needs to recognize an illegal state? Is it justified to recognize Israel as long as Palestinians does not recognize Israel? Yes, if the independent and sovereign state of Palestine is created and state of Palestine recognizes Israel, we shall then recognize state of Israel.

Israel is not big as United States. It is not that big as European Union. The Israeli market is also not as big as EU and US. The question of substantial economic loss for having no trade and diplomatic relations is therefore not tenable. Is the demand of recognizing Israel is based on justice and in the interest of Islam? Unfortunately these reasons are not getting due attention of our elite. Why? Is it not because a large part of our so-called elite is brainwashed? Regrettably they only watch BBC and CNN and they read only English newspapers. I therefore want to warn in advance the government of Bangladesh and the major political parties of the country not to proceed in this course and also request them not to accept the immoral advice of a section of our elite to recognize Israel.

CONTROVERSY ON PROF. KIPPENBERG’S PAPER ON ISLAM: ISLAM DOES NOT ALLOW ANY INDIVIDUAL TO DECLARE WAR

(This article was written in response to a national agitation against Prof. Kippenberg’s seminar paper in BIISS in which he made some adverse comments on the Prophet and Jihad. This article was published on 18 October, 2004 in the New Nation).

Actually, the paper of Prof. Hans Kippenberg is unfair to Islam. By any stretch of imagination; it cannot be said to be an academic paper. He has directly blamed the violence of 9/11 in the United States on the conduct of the Prophet Hazrat Muhammad (pbuh) and on the Quranic teachings.

In the first para he said: ‘The document (claimed by the FBI to have been found in three locations) shows that violence is justified by emulating meticulously the moment in early Islamic history, when Mohammad cancelled all contracts with non-Muslims in order to establish Medina Islam as a political order.’

Prof. Kippenberg, in fact, the FBI document (alleged to have been found from the cells of the perpetrators of September 11) shows that those who committed the violence emulated the Prophet, followed the Prophet who cancelled all contracts with Non-Muslims in order to establish Islamic state in Medina.

In fact, the state of Medina was established by peaceful agreement with the people of Medina, the Jews and the Muslims. It is about eight or nine years after the establishment of Medina that Prophet cancelled some contracts (not all contracts) with the Beduin, Mushriks or idolaters because they repeatedly were violating the contracts. So this is not true that Prophet established the state of Medina after cancelling all contracts. He also said in his first paragraph: ‘The manual explicity prescribes recitations, prayers and rituals, by which member of the four cells prepares of
the ghazwa, purifies his intention and anticipates in his mind the stages of the struggle to come.’

That means by implication he had said in the whole paper that because they made intention, they had mentioned about Quranic verses and because they spoke about the sahadah or martyrdom, so this must be Islamic. Just by niya, zikr, prayer things do not become Islamic. He forgot the phrase “devil quoting the scripture.”

He accepts the truth of the FBI document and clearly said: ‘Only recently a scholarly edition, translation and analysis of the Arabic text have been published in Germany. And the few serious studies of the documents contradict the assumption of forgery.’

Many people have said the document is a forgery. It cannot be the basis of any study. But he strongly says that this is not forged. He has taken the position of FBI and he has neglected the other views. He has quoted some verses from the Quran’s Sura Tauba. He mentions that Prophet abrogated the agreement with the Mushrikun and then said the Prophet has asked to kill the Mushrikun whenever you find them.

He did not take into account the international policy of the Prophet, or the policy towards the Mushrikun or the Maccan people or Jews, Persians, Romans. All this depend on the context of the situation. Prophet’s policy was not static, it was a dynamic policy. In the battle of Badr, he forgave the persons and he released them. In Hudaybiah he entered into contract with a very unjust opponent. After victory of Macca, he forgave all of them. So, the policy of the Prophet was dynamic and contextual.

If you read through Sura Tauba you will find that he did not cancel all agreements. He only cancelled agreements with those Mushrikun, who were repeatedly violating the contract, who were treacherous, who were trying to disturb the state. So Prophet cancelled their agreements. The Islamic Jurists agree that this is only for Arab Mushrikun of that time. The Quran did not say this is applicable to Ahlal-Kitab, that is Christians and the Jews. It was not applied on the Hindus or Buddhists by later jurists because they were civilised and had religious books. But Prof. Hans applied this against all. He did not know that this is not applicable to Ahle Kitab. The Americans are basically Ahle Kitab and it is not applicable to them.

I am quoting the book, “Towards an Islamic Theory of International Relations” by Abdul Hamid Abu Sulaiman, (Page: 110) about this matter. He said: ‘The issue of all-out war against the pagan Arab tribes unless they turned to Islam cannot be understood as ideological oppression. This decision came after the establishment of the Muslims state at Medina and after the Muslim had undergone about twenty-two years of persecution and war. (IIIT Publication, Virginia, USA).’

So, Prof. Hans Kippenberg was very unfair to Prophet (pbuh). He did not understand the Islamic International Theory.

In this seminar I was present. I explained there that the FBI document cannot be basis of any academic studies. At the least it is doubtful, at the worst it is to be rejected. Any doubtful material cannot be basis of any investigation, research and any academic work. It shows the German Professor willingly or unwillingly only served the interest of the enemy of Islam.

There, I also said he should not forget that all Islamic scholars are agreed, and this is recorded in all books of Islamic law, that innocents, civilians, women, children cannot be killed, temple cannot be destroyed in war according to the Islamic law.

That is the reason, all the Islamic scholars have said attack on Twin Towers by whosoever (we do not know) is unlawful in the eye of Islam. Islam is against the killing of civilian and women (there was 30% women there).

So, how can it be justified in the name of Islam? Islam also does not allow any individual to declare war, only the state can do it. Now, I would conclude that I think whatever had happened only the paper writer is responsible, nobody else BIISS. BIISS is not responsible in any way. In fact, BIISS gave us an opportunity to explain the Islamic position.

For example, the paper of Prof. Dr. Shamsher Ali. He clarified that religion is for peace and the militancy is more political. Justice Mostafa Kamal also explained that the West need not advise us. Their own record is very bad in Palestine, Afghanistan, Iraq and many other places.

However, such incidents are not uncommon in scholarly discourses. We should take it in an academic spirit.
GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ISLAMIC ECONOMY

Introduction
There is a misconception in some sections that establishment of Islamic economy means establishment of Arab economy as it existed 1400 years back at the time of the Prophet (sm). This is not correct. Islamic economy would be totally up-to-date in its method of organization and use of technology. Only the principles and framework will be derived from the Quran, the teachings of the Prophet and the practices of the early days of Islam.

Similarly, it is wrong to say that Islam does not give an economic system. Capitalism is an economic system in which a country's trade and industry are controlled by private owners for profit, rather than by the state.

Capitalism is an economic system in which the means of production are privately owned and controlled and which is characterized by competition and the profit motive. Capitalism is an economic and social system in which individuals can maximize profits because they own the means of production.

Socialism is a political and economic theory that a country's land, transport, natural resources and chief industries should be owned and controlled by the whole community or by the state, and that wealth should be equally distributed following the maxim “From each according to capacity and to each according to his needs.”

We recognize capitalism as an economic system, though its basic characteristics are only the recognition of the private right of ownership and freedom of economic activities for the individual. Likewise, socialism is treated as an economic system, even though its only basic characteristic is the social ownership of means of production. Islam gives us a much more comprehensive guidance in economic matters such as prohibition of interest compulsory levy of Zakah, freedom of work and enterprise, concern of the poor, distinction between the Halal (permissible) and Haram (prohibited) in income, consumption and production and so on. As such Islam undoubtedly gives mankind an economic system not found in other religions. An economic system does not mean only the details of organization, which are more or less the same in all economic systems.

It is also necessary to bear in mind that an Islamic solution of the same problem may be more than one. There can be alternative solutions or models for the same problems or issues. The difference can be quite acute in such sectors as land reform and role of government in economy. As long as the alternative solutions proposed by Islamic scholars through Ijtihad had remain within the explicit framework of the Quran and the Sunnah, the alternatives should be considered Islamically valid and legitimate.

The Islamic economy which established by the Prophet (sm) and developed by the Khulafa-e-Rashideen in Medina is the first model of Islamic economy. So far as basic principles and values are concerned, this should always remain as a reference point along with the Quran and the Sunnah. We should remember that the Prophet freed the pre-Islamic Madinite economy from Jahiliya, or all un-Islamic practices. As such none can say that what was allowed in Madinite economy, at that time as not permissible today, or what was not permitted in that economy as permissible now.

Definitions of Islamic Economics
1. Islamic Economics is that branch of knowledge which helps realise human well-being through an allocation and distribution of scarce resource that is in conformity with Islamic teachings without unduly curbing individual freedom or creating continued macro-economic and ecological imbalance. — Omar Chapra.

2. Islamic Economics aims at the study of human falah achieved by organising the resources of the earth on the basis of co-operation and participants. — Muhammad Akram Khan.

3. Islamic Economics is the Muslim thinker’s response to the economic challenges of their times. In t his endeavour they
are aided by the Quran and the Sunnah as well as by reason and experience. — M. Negatullah Siddiq.

4. Islamic Economics is the science of how man uses resources and means of production to study his worldly needs according to a predetermined code given by Allah (SWT) in order to achieve the greatest equity. — Prince Muhammad Al-Faisal Saud.

5. Islamic Economics is a social science which studies the economic problem of the people imbued with the values of Islam. It is a composite social science which studies the problem of production, distribution and consumption through integrative system of exchange and transfer over time and their social and moral consequences in the light of Islamic rationalism. It assumes the presence of Islamic man. — M. A. Mannan.

Goals and Values of Islamic Economics
a. Economic well-being within the framework of the moral norms of Islam;
b. Universal brotherhood and justice;
c. Equitable distribution of income; and
d. Freedom of the individual within the context of social welfare.

The Objectives of Islamic Economy
The Objectives of an Islamic economy are as under:
a. To establish Adl (justice), to attain Hasanah (good) and Falah (welfare) in this life and the life hereafter.
b. To establish Ihsan (gracious conduct or kindness) in economic affairs.
c. Establishment of Maruf (proper or good acts, institutions) in economic life.
d. Elimination of Munker (evil, wrong or injurious practices) from economic life.
e. Freeing humanity from un-wanted burdens and shackles and to make life easier for them.
f. Achieve maximum economic growth.
g. Maximize employment to ensure maximum distribution of wealth in society.
h. Achieve universal education.
i. Encourage co-operation in society.
j. Favouring weaker sections to establish them in life.

The following verses of the holy Quran clearly point out the aforesaid objectives of Islamic economy.
a. Allah enjoins on our justice and gracious conduct. (Sura Nahl: Ayat 90).
b. When we give them power in earth, they establish prayer, give Zakah, enjoin Maroof and prohibit Munkar. (Sura Hajj: Ayat 41).
c. He (the prophet) enjoins them to follow right things and forbids them from evil, he makes pure things lawful for them and impure things unlawful, he relieves them of their burdens and frees them from shackles that bound them (Sura Araf Ayat: Ayat 157).
d. Our Lord, grant us good in this world and in the hereafter. (Sura Baqara: Ayat 20).
e. We desired to show favour into those who were depressed in the earth, and to make them leaders and to make them inheritors and to establish them on earth. (Sura Qasas: Ayat 5-6).
g. So that wealth does not circulate only among rich people of you. (Sura Hashr: Ayat 7).

There are many other verses of similar nature in the Holy Quran which clearly establish the aforementioned goals of Islamic economy.

Principles of Islamic Economics Systems
1. Sole purpose is to obey and please Allah in economic guidelines.
2. The wealth and asset in all their forms given under trust by Allah.
3. Moral values and guiding factors for all economic activities.
4. Maximum equitable utilization of human and material resources given by Allah.
5. Human dignity and respect of labour.
7. Equitable distribution of wealth and income and disciplined private ownership.
8. Simplicity economy and austerity in expenditure.
9. Adal and Ihsan (Justice and kindness).
10. Strict prohibition of Riba, Interest and Usury in all forms.

Sources of Islamic Economics
The guiding principles of Islamic economics are derived from the following sources:
1. The Quran;
2. The Sunnah of the Prophet (peace be upon him);
3. Islamic law and jurisprudence;
4. History of the Muslims; and
5. Data relating to economic life.

Basic Characteristics of Islamic Economy

01. Economic Growth
Economic growth as regards achieving maximum, we can point out that Islam did not allow any owner to keep his agricultural land uncultivated for a long time. Islam also encouraged cultivation of barren land by anybody who could do so. Hazrat Omar-bin Abdul Aziz directed his governors to lease all uncultivated state lands to anybody who could cultivate against even one-tenth share of the crop. This indicates Islam’s concern for maximum utilization of resources for maximum economic growth. (Dr. Yusuf Al-Qaradawi: Al Halala Wal Haram).

02. Maximum Distribution of Wealth
Islam also encourages maximum distribution of wealth as has been indicated in the verse of Sura Hashr. Universal education has enjoined by the Prophet in his famous saying “Education is compulsory on all Muslims, male or female.” Education helps gainful employment, which helps in better distribution of wealth. (S.N.H. Naqvi, Ethics and Economics: An Islamic Synthesis, First Edition, Chapter-5, Published by Islamic Foundation, U.K).

03. Free of Work and Enterprise
Islam has allowed freedom of work and enterprise. This is evident from the Madinite model of Islamic economy. A reading of the chapter of any Hadith collection in respect of agriculture, gardening, business etc. will establish this. The Quran also clearly states that

Allah has made business lawful for you.” (Sura Baqara: Ayat 275).

04. Free Economy
Islam allows economy to cooperate freely according to the market forces subject to Islamic restrictions and guidelines on production, distribution, marketing, investment, trade, exchange, wages etc. The state can also further interfere in this free economy to restore equilibrium and establish justice and other Islamic objectives as explained above. In an Islamic economy, there is an “allowability constraint” in every idle (a term introduced by Dr. S.N.H Naqvi in his above mentioned book). An entrepreneur can produce only permitted things. Profit should be normal in such an economy after giving proper wages to the labourers in accordance with Islamic principles. Some forms of trade practices, exchange, investment and land tenancy in agriculture are prohibited in Islam. It also disallows monopoly and hoarding as social evils. The aforesaid restrictions make “Free Economy” in Islam qualitatively different from capitalism. Islam can not be said to be capitalistic only because it allows forces of demand and supply to operate in the economy. Forces of demand and supply are fundamental economic forces, which were operational in all ages even before capitalism.

05. Trusteeship Ownership
In Islam God is the true owner of all things. The Quran says:

“To allah belongs whatever is in the earth” (Al-Imran).

However, Allah in his mercy allows human beings to inherit wealth, own it and use it subject to His laws as evident from the following verses:

The land belongs to Allah. He allows it, to be inherited by whom so even he pleases. (Sura Araf: Ayat 128).
Do they not see that we have created for them ... among the things fashioned by us ... cattle of which they become owners? (Sura Yasin: Ayat 9).

Islam, therefore, allows man as vice-grant, to inherit wealth from Allah (that is to own). This is indeed a trust for proper use.

i. Kinds of Ownership
In early Islam there were three kinds of ownership: private, communal and state ownership. The books of Hadith are full of accounts of individual ownership. This was the standard ownership. Some important things like water, canals, pastures and graveyards were communal properties. The state owned the mines, rivers and large tracts of land. After the conquest of Syria and Iraq, these lands were made state lands and were not allowed to go into private ownership.

(Tafhimul Quran, Sura Hashr, Syed Abul Ala Maududi)

ii. State Ownership
There is no bar on state ownership of enterprise in Islam. The basic economic institutions can be or should be brought under state control, if required to establish social justice or protect the interests of the community.

06. Protection of lawful Property
of unlawful property. There are many instances of taking over unlawful properties during the period of Hazrat Omar and Hazrat Omar bin-Abdul Aziz. Lawful property can be taken over by the state only for valid social reasons after due compensation. During the last Hajj, the Prophet (sm) announced the principle of protection of lawful property. The Quran says:

Don’t eat each other’s property wrongly (Sura Nisa: Ayat 29)

07. Prohibiting of Interest
Islam prohibits interest. This requires a total reorganization of the economy, banking, investment, exchange business and international trade. A big effort is under way in the Muslim world in this direction. A body of literature has already come up on this subject.

08. Zakah
Islam has made Zakah compulsory on the wealth of rich Muslims. This is spent for the weaker and distressed sections of the society. Zakah not only distributes wealth between the rich and the poor of the society, it also influences investment, savings and allocation of income and resources. A detailed study has been made in this regard by Dr. Monzer Kahl in his book “Islamic economy” - American Trust Publications, USA. A rich body of literature has come up in recent times on Zakah. The Zakah and Ushr ordinance of Pakistan can be particularly referred to in this connection.

09. Concern for Poor
This is a special feature of Islam. Zakah is one institution which testifies to this. In this connection we may refer to ayat 5-6, Sura Qausar as quoted in para 6 above, is particularly significant, where Allah, the Almighty has expressed this desire to show favour on the depressed people, Islamic economy shall establish all possible institutions to carry out this desire of the Almighty.

10. Distribution of Inheritance
Islam has not left the distribution of inheritance on the whoms of a person. In Islam, a person can not favour one over the other of his relations for temporary or subjective reasons as is the rule in the West. Islam distributes inheritable property among several groups of people:

   i. Children
   ii. Husband/ Wife
   iii. Parents
   iv. Brothers and sisters in certain situations.

This distribution has taken care of different groups keeping in view their social role, requirements and proximity of kinship relationships. For those who remain outside the list of inheritors, Islam has provided for Weasiat (will) for all such relations if they are in a distressed condition. A person can will up to one 3rd of his property for distressed relations or others outside the inheritors.
There has been some discussion whether Islamic banking in Bangladesh has legal foundation. First of all, this discussion after 25 years of Islamic banking in Bangladesh and after one of the Islamic banks has gone to the top of the banking in the country is unthinkable and unreasonable and unfair. These Islamic banks are operating in this country for the last 10/15/25 years and to think that it is possible for such financial institutions to run in a country without legal foundation or without the cover of law is totally unthinkable which some newspapers had alleged.

The truth is that no bank is permitted unless the whole matter is processed by the Bangladesh Bank first and second it is approved by an inter-ministerial committee in the Ministry of Finance. The issue of permission of all Islamic banks like other banks was discussed in the above committee and only after their clearance, the Bangladesh Bank issued license. All the licenses of Islamic banking say that the permission to open the bank is subject to fulfillment of Shariah.

So this is the basis and the bank has to follow Bank Company Act and other relevant Acts. These are the conditions for license. So no bank in this country, Islamic bank or any other bank is operating without a license issued by the Central Bank and the clearance of the committee of the Ministry of Finance.

Moreover, the Bank Company Act is not for conventional banks only but for all banks. The only difference is that when Bangladesh Bank gives license to an Islamic bank they add only one more condition that the Islamic bank should follow Islamic Shariah. Islamic banks are also supervised by Bangladesh Bank in the same manner as they do other banks.

So the allegation is not true. Bank Company Act has been amended several times to accommodate Islamic banking. The Act was amended to permit trading as required by Islamic banking. Of course the Islamic banks want a new Act for Islamic banking. But even without a new act this Act is serving most of the needs of Islamic banks.

As regard Shariah Council, some people has said they have no legal foundation. Shariah Council is nothing but a kind of committee of the bank and the bank can constitute any needed committee. A bank can establish training academy, for that it does not require any permission from Bangladesh Bank. Shariah Council has been established in terms of the condition of license grantor by the Central Bank to abide by Shariah. Moreover, it is in keeping with the practice of all other Islamic banks around the world. Central Shariah Board was formed in terms of a decision taken in a meeting held in the Bangladesh Bank. So I would say that the allegation that Islamic banks or Central Shariah Board or Shariah Councils have no legal foundation is born out of ignorance. I think it is wrong and I hope this article will clarify the allegation.
CAMPAIGN AGAINST ISLAMI BANK: WHAT IS BEHIND IT

It is unfortunate that recently a section of press in Bangladesh has started a campaign against the biggest private sector Bank in the country—Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited (IBBL). The pretext is finding of check books of IBBL (of a branch of the bank in Sylhet) in the hideout of Shaekh Abdur Rahman, a terrorist leader connected with series of bomb-blasts in Bangladesh.

Most of these newspapers intentionally suppressed the fact that checkbooks of two other banks, one in the government sector and the other in the private sector, were also found in the same house.

Islami Bank has clarified the matter already as follows:

Some newspapers and television channels publicized news about Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited in connection with finding out a cheque book of a deposit client of Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited at Suryadighal Bari, the hideout of JMB leader Shaekh Abdur Rahman. We feel necessity to explain this matter to relieve misunderstanding among the people.

The fact is some Saidur Rahman opened an account abiding by all banking procedures at Laldighirpar branch, Sylhet of Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited in 27.02.1999. Janab Md. Abu Walid Chowdhury, the then Assistant Officer of the branch (presently Manager of Biswanath branch) signed a/c opening form as the introducer of that account. Currently there was no transaction in his account. The account was reactivated by the written application of Saidur Rahman. Total amounting of Taka 4 lac 15 thousand (taka four lac and fifteen thousand, less than six thousand US dollar) was transferred to the account with different 8 TT from Gazipur and Savar branches of the bank. These transactions couldn’t be suspected for the daily banking duty. After getting the cheque book of the client from the hideout of Shaekh Abdur Rahman, the bank immediately sent audit and inspection teams to the said branches and found few lapses on issuing TT. It was informed the Bangladesh Bank immediately and administrative action was taken against the relating officials. Bangladesh Bank also inspected the matter and issued a Show Cause notice asking the explanation about the lapses. Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited will reply the letter with explanation positively in time.

We want to announce clearly that Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited does not support terrorist activities let alone involvement in such activities, operating as the source of terror funding or financing the terrors. Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited as a scheduled bank is being operated by obeying rules and procedures of Bangladesh Bank.


Even after clarification this section of press has continued with propaganda against Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited which can have disastrous consequences for the banking sector, share market and the economy.

I give below as example some of the news items below:

1. The heading of Daily Jugantar dated 30th March 2006 was “Islami Bank in bad shape due to Jamaat connection: price of share has further declined.” Jugantor unnecessarily brought in Jamaat connection. It also did not bother that it is dangerous to weaken confidence on a bank, that also of the strongest bank of the country, for the banking system and the economy.

2. The same paper on 29th March, 2006, gave same type of heading. It also said in its report on Islami Bank “ It is understood that there are hundreds of accounts of the terrorists by name or by anonymous name in Islami Bank.”
If the paper knows why do they not give this information to the Central Bank? The paper also quoted a reliable Central Bank source that the Central Bank will soon take action against Islami Bank.

I am not sure that the source has been properly quoted. I know as a former central banker that it does not disclose any information which harms a financial institution. However, I also do not understand why the Bangladesh Bank (The Central Bank) is not denying such premature disclosure and not clarifying the issue so that the financial system is not affected. It is the duty of the Central Bank to protect integrity of the financial system.

I also think it is time to amend the Banking Act. including a section in it that damaging confidence on a bank or financial institution or the financial system is a grave offence liable to serious punishment.

Daily Janokhantho on 29th March, 2006 reported “150 terrorist accounts in Islami Bank.” I have no further comment on this.

A report on Janokantho on 24th March, 2006 reports that some political leaders of a leftist party have demanded to ban Islamic banks. However I find them silent on 17 other banks under investigation by Bangladesh Bank on terror financing as reported by Daily Amar Desh dated 29-3-2006.

This shows the nature of the orchestrated campaign against Islami Bank by elements opposed to Islam and Islamic institutions. It is not an isolated affair. It is the old disease of Islamophobia, that is to oppose Islam and find fault with anything Islamic. I can only hope that the people of Bangladesh and their friends will understand this phenomenon.

**ISLAMIC BANKS FREE FROM BASIC SHORTCOMINGS**

One of the economists (who was also Chairman of a state owned bank) has demanded to eliminate the term “Islam” from Islamic banking system which I noticed in some of the newspapers published 3rd October, 2010. The economist added, “everything running at present in the name of Islamic banking is nothing but deception. The income derived from Islami banking system is not free from interest.”

So far as I know the economist stands always against Islam. I haven’t ever heard from him anything in favor of Islam.

Islamic banking is not a new concept. The modern form of it emerged almost 60 years back, though the transaction like Mudaraba, Musharaka, Bai-Muajjal, Ijara, Istishna was introduced the very early in the history of Islam. We all know that Islamic banks exist all over the world. It exists in almost all continents of the world such as Asia, America, Africa and so on. It is also known that international conventional banks have opened Islamic banking windows.

I can mention here about Gordon Brown who was Finance Minister of Britain and later on become Prime Minister expressed his wish to turn London as a hub of Islamic banks. The Prime Minister of Singapore expressed his desire to turn his country as a centre of Islamic finance.

In this context I do not find any ground to accept the demand of the above mentioned economist as academic or fair. All the renowned scholars of Bangladesh are involved with Shariah Board of Islamic Banks. The Ex-Khatib of National Mosque Late Maulana Obaidul Hoque, current Khatib of National Mosque, Prof. Md. Salahuddin, famous scholar Maulana Kamal Uddin Jafri, Mufti Abdur Rahman, the renowned scholar of Bangladesh,
Mufti Shamsuddin Zia and other Islamic thinkers are working in the Shariah boards of Islamic banks or in the Central Shariah Board of Islamic Banks.

I am a member of several Shariah boards of Islamic Banks. These famous scholars think that Islamic banks’ operations are free from interest. All of the branches of those banks are subject to Shariah audit on regular basis. If any deviation is found by the audit from Shariah principles, the income generated from that investment is not kept into profit. Some banks spend such funds for poverty alleviation and welfare of the poor maintaining separate A/c. Some other banks spend it through their foundations for the welfare of poor.

Further there is a supervisory department of Central Bank dedicated to look into Shariah violation issues of Islamic banks. The officials of this department trace out lapses if any and bring it to the notice of the concerned bank authority. The Islamic banks are forced to follow the instructions of Central Bank meticulously.

It may be mentioned that Central Bank spent three years to develop Shariah guidelines in consultation with related Islamic banks. A well explained guideline has been developed by the sincere effort of the bank. The Central Shariah Board of Islamic Banks extended all sorts of co-operations in formulating the same. All Islamic banks follow that guideline meticulously. Central Bank will not allow any variation regarding it.

I feel that concept regarding interest and profit is not clear to the economist mentioned earlier. In the age of ignorance (Jahiliya), the Arabian people deemed that there is no distinction between profit and interest. Allah, the Almighty declared these two are not same. Allah said in the Quran that trade is permissible and interest is prohibited. It is a matter of regret, that the economist has showed similar ignorance.

As a Chairman of a government bank, it is beyond his (that economist’s) jurisdiction to intervene for stopping the initiative of opening 6 (Six) new Islamic windows of his bank. As an ex-secretary of the banking division I request the Central Bank and Finance Ministry for looking into the issue about his malicious attempt in this regard. There is no justification to drop the term ‘Islam’ from Islamic banking system. Name cannot be changed for a few mistakes.

For instance, a country may be recognized as a democratic republic but there may have a lot of shortcomings in practising democratic values. For that reason we can not demand to withdraw the term democracy from the name of the country.

So far as I know there is no fundamental flaw in Islamic banking system of the world. In spite of having no such flaws in Islamic banking, why then change the name?

Western banking suffered after the world economic recession and economic meltdown. The Islamic banks sustained successfully, due to its inbuilt strength. Even the US Treasury Division is now thinking to adopt principles of Islamic banking.

In fine, I wish the people will be aware of such ill-motivated propaganda of such pseudo-intellectuals.
ZAKAH: SOME RELEVANT ISSUES

Zakah and Tax: Conceptual Difference

“Zakah” in the lexicon means a thing which increase gradually. Lisanul Arab, a major book on the meanings of Arabic words, explain it as “cleanliness, gradual increase, excess, praise”. In the technical Shariah meaning, Zakah means that part of wealth whose payment has been made obligatory by Allah and His Prophet (sm). Similarly, giving of specified part of the wealth who are entitled to get it, is also called Zakah.

Giving this wealth is called Zakah because it cleanses the heart and mind of the payer, it cleanses also his wealth (in the ultimate economic analysis). It gives increase to the poor in the sense that he gets something for his benefit and his mind is satisfied which is a psychological increase.

On the other hand, tax is an obligation imposed by the state on the citizens. Taxation is required to cover government expenditure. For a long time, governments imposed taxes to raise revenue only to cover the cost of administration and defence, and in the case of despotic monarchs for personal expenditure of the ruler. Now a days, taxes are no longer levied for defence and administration only, but also for the purpose of furthering social and economic policy of the state.

Similarities and Dissimilarities between Zakah and Tax

There are some important similarities and dis-similarities between Zakah and tax.

Similarities:

a) Zakah is liable to be collected by force like tax, if the payer does not pay it willingly. This position is applicable where the state compulsorily collects Zakah, and in modern days, has legislated accordingly. The Quran and the Sunnah make it very clear that it is the obligation of an Islamic state which follows Islam to collect Zakah. An important proof in this regard is the decision of Hazrat Abu Bakr (R.A.), the first head of the state of the Islamic Khilafat, to wage war against those who denied to pay Zakah to the state.

b) Zakah collected in an Islamic state has to be kept in the Treasury, in a separate account, like tax, if collected by the state officials (Amelina Alaiha). However, if Zakah is collected by non-government organizations or communities, these should be kept safely as in the case of any public fund and should be strictly audited.

c) Zakah, like tax, is paid though there is no direct and equivalent economic benefit is obtained by the payer. This is a different matter that Zakah payer expects return in the life hereafter and the tax payer may receive some services from the state in return but there is no direct co-relation.

Dissimilarities

a) There are also important conceptual and other differences between Zakah and tax. Primarily, Zakah is an Ibadah (act of worship) which Allah has made compulsory on human being, to express gratitude to Him and to obtain His nearness (Taqwa).

Tax is not the same thing as Zakah. Tax is a social obligation without having special sense of gratitude to Allah or to obtain nearness to Allah while Zakah is essentially a matter between Allah and His servants, but tax has been primarily a matter between citizens and the state authorities.

b) Zakah is based on Nisab, any wealth below a limit is exempted from Zakah. This is not true in case of many taxes in modern times. Concept of exemption is there in case of tax but it is applicable only when and where the government or tax authorities specifically prescribe.

c) Zakah is a permanent and regular system. None can change it in any way. On the contrary, most of the taxes undergo change from time to time.

There is difference in the objective and intent between Zakah and Tax. As Allah has said,
Take from their wealth Charity (Zakah) so that thereby you make them clean and pure and pray for them. Your prayer (for them) is a source of comfort for them. Allah is all hearing, all-knowing... (Tauba: 103)

The intent of Zakah is to make wealth pure (in moral sense) and cleanse the heart of human beings from greed and hoarding. The object of Zakah is spiritual as well as economic. But the object of tax is much more mundane and worldly. Tax could never achieve the moral and spiritual objectives of Zakah in any time of history.

There is difference between Zakah and tax in respect of the utilisation of respective fund whereas tax can be spent for any purpose. Zakah is meant to be spent for specified objectives which are mainly provision for the poor (poverty alleviation), to free debtors from the debt, to free the people in bondage, for the wayfarer and for the good of the people i.e. Fi Sabi Lillah.

**Items on which Zakah is Leviable**

I am giving below the items on which Zakah is leviable from the annexure of Zakah rules of Bangladesh in the preparation of which this writer was involved. The list was essentially taken from Zakah Ordinance of Pakistan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl No</th>
<th>Assets on Which Zakah is Payable</th>
<th>Nisab for Payment of Zakah</th>
<th>Rates at Which Zakah is Payable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Cash in hand, cash in bank, share certificate, bond and the like (face value), amount received on maturity or as survival benefit or on surrender from life insurance during a year, amount received on final settlement or on non-refundable withdrawal from provident fund during a year</td>
<td>Value of 52.5 tola (612.36 gm) of silver</td>
<td>2.5% of the amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Gold, silver, precious metal, ornaments of gold and silver</td>
<td>7.5 tola (87.48 gm) in case of gold, 52.5 tola (612.36 gm) in case of silver and value of 52.5 tola (612.36 gm) of silver in case of gold and silver mixed</td>
<td>2.5% of the market value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Stock in trade of commercial and industrial undertakings</td>
<td>Value of 52.5 tola (612.36 gm) silver</td>
<td>2.5% of book value or market value at the option of Zakah payer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Agricultural produce</td>
<td>5 Wasaq or 948 kgs per crop</td>
<td>10% of produce in case of non-irrigated land and 5% of produce in case of irrigated land or value thereof</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 5.    | Animals a) Sheep or goat | 40 heads | i. For owner of 1-39 heads: nil  
ii. For owner of 40-120 heads: 1 sheep/goat  
iii. For owner of 121-200 heads: 2 sheep/goats  
iv. For owner of 201-300 heads: 3 sheep/goats  
v. For owner of every complete: for additional hundred head 1 sheep/goat be added.  
b) Cows, buffaloes or other bovine animals | 30 heads | i. For owner of 1-29 heads: nil  
ii. For owner of 30-39 heads: 1 year old calf  
iii. For owner of 40-59 heads: 2 year old calf  
iv. For owner of 60 heads or more: 1 year old calf for each 30 heads |
| 6.    | Mineral production | Any quantity | 20% of the market value of mineral excavated |
| 7.    | Other assets | As per Shariah | As per Shariah |
Legality of Raising Taxes in Addition to Zakah

Whatever were the differences in the early writings of Fuquaha (Jurists) of Islam in early period of Islam, there is no serious disagreement among the Fuquaha or Islamic economists of the current time, as regards of the legality of imposition of taxes in addition to Zakah.

Rather a consensus is likely to be prevalent in this regard. Current writings of Islamic economists, Fuquaha and recent books of Fatwa of the competent Ulama justify this view. Dr Yusuf Al-Qaradawi in his monumental work Fiqh-uz-Zakah (Law of Zakah) has given the following arguments in favour of imposition of taxes by Islamic states, if needed:

Firstly, in his chapter on “Whether there is right on wealth other than Zakah”, it has been stated that jurists have, by and large, agreed on this point that in the case of genuine need for Muslims, tax can be imposed even after Zakah.

Secondly, there are needs which cannot be met by Zakah resources i.e. running of general administration, national infrastructure building and so on. This requires imposition of taxes beyond Zakah. Jurists are on the opinion that “which is necessary to complete wajib is wajib (obligatory).”

Thirdly, general principle of Fiqh is that “avoidance of damage will get priority over doing of good.” If proper economic duties are not performed by the state due to lack of resources, this will lead to serious public dissatisfaction and create violent situation. As such, the state has to obtain required amount of resources through taxes for carrying out its duties.

Fourthly, Allah has made it obligatory to carry out Jihad (defence of Islam and Islamic territory and to put an end to oppression anywhere in this world) through employing one’s life and wealth. This is a duty beyond Zakah. To carry out a major Jihad in this age, if needed, there is no other way but to raise resources through taxes.

Al-Qardawi also mentions that evidence against taxes beyond Zakah from the Hadith are either weak or not unequivocal, whereas the evidence in support of dues other than Zakah from the Quran and Sunnah are very strong.

There is also consensus among scholars now a days, that even if people pay other taxes, the obligation of payment of Zakah does not lapse. Zakah has been made compulsory, in part, on the Muslim citizen in Pakistan, through promulgation of Zakah and Ushr Ordinance, even though the Muslim citizens pay other taxes such as income tax, sales tax, import tax. However, Zakah paid is deducted from total income liable to income taxation.

The same provision has been made in Zakah Ordinance of Bangladesh though Zakah payment here is optimal. The Ordinance and the rules made thereunder provide for the items liable to Zakah, Nisab thereof and the rates of Zakah. In Bangladesh also, Zakah Payment does not mean that the payer can escape other taxes.

There is no reason why other taxes would not be paid if Zakah is paid, because the purpose of Zakah levy and the purpose of taxation, as discussed before in the paper, are very different. Zakah can not meet the need of general revenue.

Probable taxes in an Islamic state

What sort of tax can be levied under Islamic system after payment of Zakah? In my view, all sorts of taxes in whatever name can be levied under Islamic system, as long as revenues are needed for the development and defence of the country and for social welfare.

It is not necessary to levy special tax on the non-Muslims. As long as the non-Muslims pay taxes like income tax, customs duties, value added tax etc. as token of their obligation and obedience to the state, there is no need for a special tax only on non-Muslims. Islamic states of Iran, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia do not think it necessary to impose a special tax on non-Muslims in particular name.

This is also the view of the great jurist of the current age Dr. Youssuf Al-Qaradawi. (Kitabul Amwal). (Dr Monzer Kahf during discussion on the paper mentioned that Zizia is not relevant in the modern states as these are not conquered territories rather these states mostly have been established by the joint struggle of the Muslims and non-Muslims. Syed Abul-Ala Maududi has also stated in his book “Rasail Wa Masail” (Vol. IV, page 158,
Bangladesh Edition, published by Maududi Research Academy, Moghbazar, Dhaka) in response to a question on rights of non-Muslims that Zizia is applicable only in case of citizens of conquered territories and not applicable to the non-Muslim citizens of country like Pakistan and Bangladesh.

The beneficiaries of Zakah are well-known, they are the poor, the destite, the Zakah officials, the debtors, the captives and for general welfare. (Sura Tauba, verse 60)

A few words about loan taken by the Zakah payer, this may be deducted against cash and liquid assets if taken for consumption purposes (such as daily necessities, marriage and educational expenses). Loan taken against business can be adjusted against business stock at the time of payment of Zakah. Loan taken against house and car can not be adjusted against cash or other assets as house and car are not themselves Zakatable assets (Please see the Pakistan Zakah Act). Creditor will pay Zakat on loan given by him only once when the creditor will get back the loan, this is the majority view of Fukaha.

**Conclusion**

As we have seen one of the major objectives of Zakat is poverty alleviation. The issue is, can Zakat be spent on non-Muslims for this purpose. The majority view is that for poverty alleviation of non-Muslims non-Zakat resources should be spent. There is no disagreement on the point that poverty alleviation and welfare of non-Muslims is an important concern for an Islamic state. In my view, Zakat receipt would be sufficient in most of the countries which have attained mid-level development in making provision for the poor and the unemployed. It may not be sufficient in some countries where there is massive poverty. These countries need other resources to tackle the problem of poverty.